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Student A 

My Last Holiday With My Family. 

Last month was new year. I and my family went to Sanur beach for a vacation. As 

we arrived there, I walked down to the beach. It was a nice sunny day with a blue 

sky and a gentle breeze. I saw some segulls flew around hunting for fish. The 

waves there were suitable for swimming, but I didn’t swim because I couldn’t 

swim and only play with the water on shallow part. We also didn’t miss on 

opportunity here. Taking some pictures with the background of scenic Sanur 

Beach. Before we went home, I looked for some beautiful souvenir at the nearby 

shop there. It was a memorable experience for me with my family. 

 

Student B 

Experience to the night market with my sister 

Last month, my sister and I went to the night market. On that day, we were 

having a weekend and refreshing too because of the many school work and office 

work. The night market is located on West Teuku Umar street. The opening hours 

I don’t know when but certainly opened at night. There I saw a lot of food and 

drinks sold such as grilled squid, roasted corn, bread, juice, pop ice, etc. If you 

hear the night market, of course immediately think of the rides there. We boarded 

two rides, the bianglala and the kora-kora. The vehicle we were riding on was 

enough to frighten us because the rides were being swun to the right and left at a 

pretty fast speed and then the longer it was swung higher, then we both screamed 
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because it was too high, but it was very exciting. We really enjoyed the ride we 

were riding and felt happy. If there is another night market, I will come with my 

sister and maybe some friends to ride other rides and also enjoy the food  

and drinks there. 

 

Student C 

Vacation At Grandfather’s House While Learning To Farm 

 

Four days ago I was vacationing at grandfather’s house. His house is 

quitecool, far from urban areas and very close to the vegetable farming area. My 

grandfather and grandmother are farmers. I spent one day staying there and I also 

did many interesting things in the field. Helping my grandfather grow vegetable.   

On the first day, I learned to plant spinach. What I do is move the spinach 

seeds from the nursery media to the planting area. I thought it was easy to do, it 

turns out, planting spinach seeds is very tiring. I had to move them one by one 

under the hot sun. I did it a few hours before lunch, then continued until the 

afternoon. In the evening, there was nothing I wanted to do except sleep. I was 

very tired but what I did was very pleasant.  

The next day I have to go home. Because tomorrow is Monday and 

homework is piling up. But that’s okay because next vacation I will visit 

grandfather again. 
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Student D 

My best experience in my life 

On 27 march 2016, me and my friend went to Korea for violin concert. We 

stayed in Seoul for 1 week. That was my first time saw a beautiful place like 

these. We lived with our teacher and her husband. Every morning we ate 

vegetables like gimbap, kimchi, and others Korean traditional vegetables. After 

breakfast we went to a studio to practice. My favorite part was when we ate 

because I can ate  many kinds of food, from traditional to modern food, after 

lunch we walked around Seoul. I loved to practice there cause we got our own 

room for practice that made me enjoy when practice. I like to use Korean MRT 

and Korean bus. I liked to wait at station bus. It looked like you were in a 

drama’s. I liked to take a picture in many place. My favorite place was SM 

Entertainment that was the idol of that agency went work. The sale many 

merchandise stuff of that idol. The day of our concert came. It was my scarried 

day, my nervous day, my happy day and also my best day ever. I was so glad to 

be the representation from Indonesia. We were the first representation from other 

country. I wish I can brought my family to meet my new family at Korea. Korea is 

beautiful. Love it!  
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Student E  

My Holiday at home 

Last holiday on 24 June 2019 was my worst holiday because I didn’t go 

anywhere. I just stayed at home. In the morning, I woke up at 7.30 am and then 

took a bath after that I had breakfast. After that I played games on my phone. In 

the afternoon, I had a lunch and after that I took a nap. In the evening I had dinner 

with my family after that I watched television or youtube until I felt boring and 

slept. My daily activities were like that during holiday. So was sure last holiday 

was my worst holiday. 

 That was my worst holiday. I hope next year I can go to tourism place with my 

family. 

 

Student F 

Best Experience in My Life 

On September, I got best experience. I thought it was a best moment in my 

life, because it was my first time to join a tourism competition with my friends, 

Anna and Adell. 

I took tourism major in my school. This major always join tourism 

competition at Poltek every year. And apparently, some of my friends and I were 

selected to joint that competition for this year. When I studied in the class, my 

teacher called me with some of  my friends. They were Fika, Moses, Viola, Laras, 
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Ivana, Adellia, and Anna. I was really surprised because my teacher chose me to 

join tourism quiz competition with Anna and Adellia as a team. We really 

prepared for it and wanted to give the best for our school. We studied hard and 

every week we had to practice with senior that joined this competition. It was very 

difficult for us. Beside we prepare for this competition, we must did our 

homework too. We only have one month to prepare for it and made us stress. 

Sometimes, we wanted to cry but sometimes we felt that we could do it. Until the 

day of competition, we did the best.  And we succeed to get the first winner. We 

were really happy about it because our struggle wasn’t vain.  

I’m really glad because I could do the best for my school, my friends, and 

especially my family. Because this competition, I’m more enthusiasm to study 

and school. If I can join a competition again, I will join again and do the best to 

get a new experience. 

 

Student G  

MY FIRST TRAVELLING WITH MY FRIEND 

2 weeks ago, during the holiday of the Maulid Nabi Muhammad I went to 

Lembongan and Ceningan islands with my friends, Citra and Nanda. That was my 

first time to travel there. In the afternoon we went to Bali beach to cross. It took 

35 minutes to cross from Bali beach to the Jungut Batu harbor used a speed boat. 

After arriving we were picked up by my friend cousin by motorcycle. The first 

tourist attraction we visited was mangrove tour. We payed Rp. 100.000 to go 

around the mangrove forest. Apart from that, we also took a lot of photos. The 
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second tourist attraction is the Devil tears beach. In here we enjoyed the blue spa 

view from the top of the cliff. Because it was very dangerous we decided to go to 

Dream beach which is 5 minutes from devil tears beach. In there we enjoyed the 

sunset view while enjoying a bowl of meatballs. We also took small shells and 

naturally took a lot of photos. At night we went to a café on the beach called 

“Ombak Zero Waste Café” and here we only ordered drinks because the price of 

food is so expensive. The next day we went to another island called Ceningan 

island to go to Ceningan island it took 20 minutes to cross a very famous bridge 

called “Yellow bridge”. We went there to a restaurant named the sand Ceningan 

to enjoy our breakfast. The menu is very diverse but we only ordered food like 

french fries, smoothies bowl, mango juice and watermelon juice. Because it was 1 

pm we returned to my friend’s house to prepare to return to Denpasar. It was very 

memorable holiday for me because I could visited such a beautiful place and I 

hope I could visited Lembongan and Ceningan island with my big family. 

 

Student H 

My Experience At Tourism Olympic VII 

Last September, Kenny, Anna, and I joined a tourism quiz Olympic that 

held at Politeknik Negeri Bali. I’ve never participate in any competition before. 

That was my first time and that competition was opened for all students from 

senior high school and vocational high school in Indonesia. That’s why it was my 

best experience ever.  
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We were accompanied by our teacher. Beside of that, we went together 

with Moses, Fika, Alda, Wida and Chandra that also joined a competition there. 

We booked 2 cars from online application, Grab. We arrived there at 08:15 A.M, 

in there we were immediately welcomed by the competition’s committees. When I 

went to the competition room, I felt nervous and confident because many students 

participated in that competition. But, I believed that we could do our best. The 

competition was divided into 3 rounds. The first was elimination round, the 

second was semifinal round and the last was final round. In the elimination round 

we got 190 points. In the semifinal round we got 200 points and we succeded to 

answer almost all the questions. Finally, we succeded to go to the final round. We 

were really happy and nervous at the same time. At that time, we answered the 

questions so quickly and we got 180 points. With that points, we won against two 

teams from Semarapura Senior High School.  

We were really happy because we succeded win that competition. We felt 

very thankful to our mentor that gave support and knowledge to us for a month. 

That was my best experience ever, and I wouldn’t forget that moment. 

 

Student I  

Visited Besakih Temple 

Last month, I went to Besakih temple with my family. This is the first time in a 

long time I visited Besakih Temple.  
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Before arrive at Besakih temple, we visited Batur temple first. The temperature 

there was very cold and people who lived there usually wearing jacket, even 

though they wearing Kebaya. After we finished praying, we continued to Besakih 

Temple. We arrived there around 01.00 PM. I love how beautiful the view at 

Besakih temple. There was a lot of stairs to reach the main temple. I took lots of 

pictures after praying. After finished our activity there, we decided to go home. 

That was an interesting experience. I would like to visit this place and another 

temple soon.  

 

Student J  

Last month I went to visit some tourism object in west Bali with  

 my big family. We rent a mini bus to go there together. I was really happy 

because I could meet with my aunt, my uncle, my grandmother, and my cousins. 

We visited Tenganan village for the first destination. In Tenganan village we saw 

the traditional house from Bali, the weave of Gringsing Fabric, and took a picture 

together. Next, we had lunch together, before visited the second tourism object. 

After that we visited Taman Ujung. You know guys the view was so amazing. We 

took a lot of pictures in there. You can see all of Taman Ujung if you up the stairs 

to get to the top. Many people did their prewedding photos in there. And then we 

went back to home. I enjoyed this holiday. We had a great time.  
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Student K  

Went To Australia 

On 9 June 2019, I went to Australia. I stayed in Australia for three weeks. There, I 

lived with my host family. They are very kind. Everyday I used English at home 

and at school. That’s really helps me to improve my English. There, I visited 

many places like malls, markets, beaches and festivals. At school I also have 

many new friends, they are very friendly and very kind.  That time is my first time 

I saw kangaroos and koalas, it was very cute. I don’t need to go to the zoo to see 

koalas or kangaroos because my house is in the middle of the forest so every day 

in the morning, I saw koalas and kangaroos in front of my house. I got a lot of 

experience there, like eating using a knife and fork, no spicy, no rice and much 

more. While I was there, a lot of new activities that I did, one of them was I took a 

helicopter. That was the first time I was in a helicopter. I hope one day I can back 

to Australia again and met with my friends and my family.  

 

Student L  

“My Last Holiday” 

A few weeks ago, I went to the Suluban Beach with my friend, her name is 

Anis, for vacation. Suluban beach is located in the Uluwatu Region. It was the 

first time we came to the Suluban Beach.  

It’s took about 3 hours to get there. Finally we arrived there, we were 

amazed by the great view of Suluban Beach. These wave here was quite safe for 
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swimming. And then we walked around the beach and noticed that there were just 

a few people that spent their holiday here. 

 Finally we went home at 5 pm. We were delighted for having holiday 

experience there. The trip back home was quite tiring. We were so exhausted but 

happy to spent our holiday in such wonderful beach. We also promise to return to 

this place when we have free time. 

 

Student M  

My Last Holiday 

Last Sunday, I went to dejavu with my friends, Dejavu is the biggest 

Japanese event in Bali. At Dejavu you can saw a lot of Japanese things like key 

chin, pillow, doll, and Japanese foods. And you can saw a cosplayer who 

cosplayed anime character. I had been took some picture with a girl cosplayer. 

She’s cosplayed my favorite anime, umaru. She’s so cute. And after that I 

watched dance performance. And at 09.00 pm, I watched hanabi or in English is 

fireworks. That’s a beautiful moment that I never had before. At Dejavu I met my 

old friend and my crush. I really enjoyed Dejavu event. Even I didn’t bought 

anything because I don’t have money. But, my last Sunday can be fun. 
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Student N  

My Best Experience 

Last September, on 25th, I took part on a tourism quiz competition  

  with Adel and Kenny. So we were a group and I was a spokesman. It was a 

national quiz competition and held in State Polytechnic   

  of Bali. It was my first competition to represent Wira Harapan Vocational High 

School, so I was so excited about this competition.  

At that day, we went to state Polytechnic of Bali at 6.30 AM and arrived 

around 8 AM. When we were in there, we were waiting for the competition 

started. We were so nervous, we thought if we couldn’t answer the questions. 

Then I thought we must be confidence to ourselves, be focused and answered the 

questions we knew. And didn’t forget, the togetherness of us to fight on this 

competition. So the competition started. This competition divided into 3 rounds.  

In the first round, we were in the first section with the other 2 groups. I was so 

nervous. My hands held the mic with wet, cold, and shooked hands. I was afraid 

that I dropped the mic. Then one by one questions brought to us. And we had the 

highest points than the other 2 groups, that was 190 points. Because of this, we 

could to enter the second round. In the second round, we had 200 points, we were 

more and more excited and grateful because we could pass this round. And then 

the last round, the other 2 groups were from the same school that was 2 

Semarapura Senior High School. We were afraid again because of our thought 

that those groups were so smart. And we just surrendered, whatever we got we 
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must to be grateful. With the 180 points we got, we could be the first winner on 

this competition. We were so happy and proud of ourselves, our struggle in 1 

month was not in vain. And after the competition finished, we returned to home 

with happily.  

This was the best experience that I had until now. And I thought with took 

part on this competition, I knew more about Indonesia and its beautiful cultures 

and natures. 

 

Student O  

My 17th Birthday 

 I am going to tell you about my last holiday story. So at 18 November 

2019 was the best day ever for this year. That was not a best experience but it was 

my 17th birthday. As we know all people are going to celebrate their 17th birthday. 

So did I. 

 At that day, in the morning, my parents made a surprise for me. Their gave 

me a letter with a sweet message and I felt so happy. And do you know my 

mother also gave me some presents like some money and she bought me a bag. 

But, it was not enough. After got ready to school, I went to school by motorcycle. 

In the class when I at school, my two other friends also had a birthday. They were 

Dwik and Nita. And we were in the same age at that day. Nita’s sister bought 

some pizzas and drink to celebrate our birthday. I was so happy. Then, I went 

home to celebrate my birthday with my parents and got a holiday. We went to 
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Ramayana Bali Mall, there I bought some clothes, pants, and a hat. Actually I 

would like to buy French books but the price were expensive. Lately I was very 

interested to learn French. And got some French books were the best thing for me. 

But it was not my lucky day because I came to that mall when there didn’t give 

any discount for the customer. After that, I went to the Sanur Beach. Beach is my 

favorite place to relax my mind. So I was really happy to see the beautiful wave at 

Sanur Beach. There I saw many tourist were walking and swimming. I also saw 

many tourists were going to go to Nusa Penida and Nusa Lembongan Island. They 

had to rent a fast boat to get to Nusa Penida island and saw them to get ready for 

their trip was really nice. I also would like to go to Nusa Penida or Nusa 

Lembongan sometime. After went to Sanur Beach, I had dinner at the Balinese 

restaurant near there. My family just bought some Balinese traditional food like 

betutu chicken and mix rice with vegetable. The food was reall delicious. We 

really enjoyed our family time. After had dinner, we bought some food for my 

other families like my uncle, my sister, etc. When we went home by my father’s 

car at 20.00 pm, the traffic was crowded in the evening. And yeah even it was a 

crowded day, but still was a very great day in this year.  

 And about my last holiday while celebrating my 17th birthday was really 

great because I could spend my time with my family together and also with my 

friends. Sometime I want to invite my friend to a party in Sanur Beach. And also I 

want to go to Nusa Penida or Nusa Lembongan Island with my family and my 

friends. I hope it will come true in the future. 
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That’s all about my holiday story and thank you. 

 

Student P 

“Last Holiday In Paris Van Java” 

 Last July, I spent my school holiday in Bandung, West Java. I went there 

with my sisters for five days.  

 On the first day, we were landed at Kertajati International Airport around 

10 A.M after an hour flight. The airport is quite big, it located like in the middle 

of nowhere. Then we went to Airbnb that we already booked in Ciwidey by online 

transportation and from the airport it took four hours after arrived, we decide to 

take a rest for a while. After that we went to Ranca Bali tea plantation, it is one of 

the famous tea plantation in Bandung and it has large area. After that we went to 

Ranca Upas, it’s one of the most popular camping grounds in Bandung. In Ranca 

Upas, there are a lot of wild deers. My sisters and I weren’t gonna camping, but 

we gave the deer food like carrot. In the evening we went back to Airbnb and took 

a rest.  

 On the next day we went to Kawah Putih, but we just fifteen minutes 

there, because the smell of the Sulphur wasn’t good. In the evening, we went to 

bosscha observatory, it has an unique architecture and inside that there’s a big old 

telescope. We were going to look through the other telescope, but weren’t lucky 

because the weather was windy. So, we decided went to hotel.  
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 On the third day, we went to De Ranch to rode horse and bought some 

milk tofu it’s so soft. Then we went to floating market Lembang to bought some 

food and looking around. After that we went to Farmhouse Lembang. In there, the 

building’s like an European architecture and also my sister and I rented European 

clothes and looking around. In the evening we went to Paris in Java mall which is 

one of the biggest mall in Bandung. We felt tired because the mall is so big.  

 On the fourth day, we went to braga street and went to Ciampelas to buy 

some souvenirs. In the evening we went to “Gedung Sate” and went to have 

dinner in Bandung town square. At that moment the traffic was crowded, So we 

decided went to hotel on foot.  

 On the last day, we packed all of our stuffs and at 5 A.M we went to 

airport because our flight was at 9 A.M. 

 We were really enjoyed that holiday, because Bandung is one of the must 

visit city in Indonesia and we will visit Bandung again someday. 

Student Q 

First Accident 

 Last year in December, I went to pick up my friend to excersie in the 

afternoon. On that day I rode my motorcycle slowly, but I didn’t see the motor 

from the right speeding when I was going to cross, and accident was happened.  
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 I fell of my motorcycle and the other rides were thrown away, many 

people helped us at that time. We only suffered minor injuries, but our motorcycle 

was broken and had to be taken to the garge.  

 It was a sad event and I hope it will never happen again, because it makes 

me traumatized while driving. And I hope the other drivers are more careful, 

always obey the rules of traffic. 

 

Student R 

My family and I went to my grandmother’s house in Yogyakarta on June We went 

there two days before Ramadhan. We arrived at Yogyakarta at morning. We spent 

a week staying on my grandmother’s house. 

In the night, I went to watch Taubiran. The next day we go to pray in the field 

near my grandmother’s house. After that we walk around the neighborhood to 

meet. 

On the second day, all of us just stay at home because many people come to 

grandmother’s house to meet. 

On the third day, we went to uncle’s house to meet my father’s brother. 

We spent the rest of our week in Yogyakarta by visiting malioboro, beringharjo 

traditional market. 
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Student S 

“Chinese New Year” 

A few months ago, I returned home to celebrate Chinese new year. Arriving there, 

our family then helped to prepare the Chinese new year needs. From cooking, put 

up the decorations, and preparing tools for Chinese new year prayer. The next day 

all the big families gathered. Some from Surabaya, Denpasar, and Jakarta also 

come to meet in the village. We then eat, pray and talk. In the evening, we went to 

the temple to watch the Barong Sai show and Fireworks show. Around 1 a.m., 

many people gathered at the temple returned and we also decided to go home. The 

next day we cleaned up the rest of the Chinese new year, washing dishes, cleaning 

praying equipment and also removing the décor. And the next day we tidy up the 

goods and then return to Denpasar.  

Student T 

My Trip to GWK 

Last year I went to Garuda Wisnu Kencana with my father. That was my first time 

I traveled to GWK. We arrived there at 10 o’clock in the morning. About two 

hours from our house, there I saw the statue of Garuda Wisnu, a God from 

Hindu’s Mythology. Around the statue I saw crowded place. That crowded place 

is a place where an event started but sadly it’s a V.I.P only event so I cant 

participate in that event. After a long time walking, we took a lot of pictures 

together around the statue. Then we went home with a happy feeling. 
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Student U 

FIRST TRIP TO JAVA 

Last December, I went to Java to a holiday. I went there with mother, father and 

sister and was my first time to Java. We leave the house at nine o’clock at night 

and we reach the rolling grounds at one o’clock in the morning and we go straight 

to the banyuwangi. When we got to Java, we immediately saw the real of 

Javanese food. And we also have this mighificent view of the rice paddies. Once 

we got to solo city, well enjoy a night in Solo city. In the morning we went to see 

dad’s childhood home. And after that we went to this very nice beach and 

comfortable beach. And we went to the market in the city of Wonogiri and we ate. 

And at night we drove out into town square Solo. And two days after that we went 

to Jogjakarta and we stayed in the villa. And we went town square of Jogjakarta 

and jumped at the mugger. And the next day we came back to Bali.  

 

Student V 

MY HOLIDAY 

Two weeks ago I went to Nusa Lembongan with my friends. We crossed from the 

coast of Sanur using a boat about thirty minutes we finally reached jungud batu 

beach. Then we were picked up using a motorcycle to get to the place of lodging. 

After arriving at the inn we take a shower that rest for about twenty minutes. Then 

we went to the dream beach of rode a motorcycle there we see the sunset  and buy 
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food. After we went home, and took a shower then we continue to went to the 

restaurant by the beach at night.  

Next day after breakfast, went to a restaurant called “The Sand” with a view of the 

sea. After finishing taking a picture we returned to the inn to take care of the 

goods because in a few hours we went home. After packing our items we 

immediately went to the jungud batu to cross to badung. Fourty minutes we 

arrived at Badung.  

 

Student W 

Last holiday 

 Last month my friends and I went to a small beautifull island, it’s 

lembongan island. We went there by speedboat from sanur harbor, it took 45 

minutes. My first impression about this island is awsome. Why did I say so? It is 

because when I arrived I could see how clear the water is, how beautiful the island 

is and also how spacious and clean the island is. We arrived at 11.45 AM, when 

we arrived someone was waiting for us by the beach to transfer us to the hotel. 

When we arrived at 15.05 PM we went to a place named mangrove forest, in this 

place my friends and I rent a traditional boat that we used for around the 

mangrove forest. 

  After that we went to Devil tears, Devil tears similar with water blow that 

located in Nusa Dua, The difference is the height distance between the sea and the 

cliffs is very high so we had to be carefull if we didn’t want to fall. After enjoyed 
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the view in Devil tears, we went to Dream beach which is the most popular beach 

in that island. This beach had clean water, and clean beach side. In this place we 

bought meatballs, this is the funny part we did not ask the price of the meatballs 

before bought it, so when we are going to pay we were very surprised at the price 

of the meatballs which are quite expensive. We spent our time in this beach to eat 

meatballs and enjoy the view and also waited for sunset to come. At 07.00 PM /at 

19:00 PM we went back to hotel to take a bath and looked for dinner.  

Student X 

“My uncle village’s” 

 A few weeks ago, when school holiday arrived, I spent a lot of my time 

with my phone because if I went to some places it would spend my money. The 

first week of my holiday I went to my uncle villages, because I thought it would 

be fun there. It took 1 hour from my house, I went there alone using my 

motorbike. The reason why I went to my uncle villages because I wanted to 

celebrate galungan together, yes galungan is one of the big holidays for Hindus in 

Bali. When I got there I was greeted by their smiles, because I seldom returned to 

the village, because I’m busy about my school. After that my uncle and my aunt 

prepared lunch for me and we ate together. After that my uncle and aunt had to go 

to work at hotel. I was at home with grandma, because it was boring, so I played 

some games on my phone, there were a lot of games in Hage, starting from 

throwing knives and many more. I felt bored playing games, so I watched you 

tube, I like to watch Korean mv on you tube but when I was in my uncle homes I 
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watched about the segment called Nerror it’s mean Nessie Horror. I watched 

many videos on her chanel. The chanel called Nessie judge. About Nerror, that 

was so creepy but I still watched. I watched about haunted places in Indonesia, 

telephone records 911, murder cases and many more. Besides that, I also read 

about creepy pasta. Creepy pasta is a short scary story. It was fun.  

 Then I helped grandma prepare ingredients for Banten. Around 4 PM, my 

grandma told me to take a shower, because of my habit of bathing at night around 

7 PM, so I said would take a shower soon, but my grandma insisted, she said the 

water would be very cold at night. Finally I obeyed, my grandma offered to take a 

shower with warm water but I refused. I finally took a shower but when I touched 

the water it was very cold. So I accepted grandma’s offer to take a shower with 

warm water. After I finished bathing, my uncle and aunt came from work, then I 

told that the water it was very cold. They just laughed, after that we had dinner 

together. After that we watched TV together. Around 10 PM, uncle told me to go 

to bed because he said tomorrow, he wanted to take me to SWING. The next day 

was Sunday, around 3 PM my uncle, aunt and me went to the usual tourist place 

called SWING that belong of my uncle brother, he is my uncle too. There we tried 

various games and did not forget to take photos. There is also had a cafe. I ordered 

chicken betutu and orange juice, it tastes really good because it was free. After 

that around 7 PM we returned home because I had activities at church. So I had to 

go home. It was really fun to be able spent holidays in the village, because it can 

save my money, also because I can meet uncle, aunt and grandma. I hope the next 
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holiday I can go back to the village and I hope uncle and aunt have a lot of 

holidays from their hotel so we will be able to play together.  

Student Y 

Experience in Work 

Last month, I think on July I get best experience in my life. Maybe it’s not 

important but for me it’s important. I got daily worker on July, so daily worker is 

person works on event in hotel or restaurant. And I’m lucky to get it. 

When first time, I went to every restaurant and café in Gatsu and Canggu maybe 

in Dalung and Buduk. I went in there to ask about daily worker. It wasn’t easy, it 

was hard. Because all of restaurant or café didn’t need daily worker at the moment 

and I thought I was late to ask about it because at the moment not time for 

holiday. But I never give up. I had enthuanisme to search again about daily 

worker. I came and asked about it in 30 restaurants and 10 cafes, some restaurant 

and café responed me and asked my phone number. After that, my older sister 

gave me suggestion to write CV or curriculum vitae maybe I can say it’s a letter 

or document about our identity. So I wrote CV and went to another restaurant on 

café, if they responed and asked me about CV, I would give to them and it was 

really work. Because CV likes as proof if you want to work. I waited 2 weeks but 

no one restaurant or café called me to work, I felt sad and dissapointed. 

One day, maybe on galungan holiday I got information from group chat about 

daily worker at Aryaduta hotel Kuta. So I had enthuanisme to ask about it and 
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finally I got daily worker. I was happy because I could to get daily worker and I 

said thankyou to God because He always gives me the best thing. So I must 

prepared all for my first time to work. I felt nervous but I had great enthuanisme 

to work. I worked as banquet it was like waiter but for event and wedding, I 

brought heavy thing, plate, and many more. Yeah I was tired but like it because it 

could be best experience before I got training from school. I got 200 rupiah for my 

salary because I worked to 2 days, I wanted to keep my salary but it was lost 

because I bought anything.  

I hoped, next time I can get daily worker again and more enthuanisme. Because I 

want to get many for my self maybe I keep it and use when my mother can’t gives 

me pocket money also can get experience about work, and it can makes me not 

nervouse when I’m training, also can be more dicipline. 

 

Student Z  

Best Experience 

When I was 12 years old, my best experience is I shave my hair. That’s the best 

experience I ever had. It’s start from I look pict on instagram. There is a girl skin 

his head but on the back side, and that skin is very unique, so I told my mom I 

want shave my hair like that, and my mom said yes. But, before I shave my hair I 

really doubtful. Because I’m scared my teacher mad at me. But, I think I can 

covered with my long hair. After a few days, I went to the barber shop and I 

decided to shave my hair. On the next days I went to school and my friends ask 
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me “why you cut your hair like this” and many friend said it’s cool. But when it’s 

grow up, it’s not cool anymore. And I decided to cut my hair into short hair. But I 

never forgot this moment. That’s my best experience I ever had. 
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Sentence Modification of the Students’ Recount Texts 

Student A 

The text title : My Last Holiday With My Family.  

Sentence 1 : Last month was new year. 

Sentence 2 : I and my family went to Sanur beach for a vacation. 

Sentence 3 : As we arrived there, I walked down to the beach. 

Sentence 4 : It was a nice sunny day with a blue sky and a gentle breeze. 

Sentence 5 : I saw some segulls flew around hunting for fish. 

Sentence 6 : The waves there were suitable for swimming, but I didn’t swim  

      because I couldn’t swim and only play with the water on shallow  

      part. 

Sentence 7 : We also didn’t miss on opportunity here. 

Sentence 8 : Taking some pictures with the background of scenic Sanur Beach. 

Sentence 9 : Before we went home, I looked for some beautiful souvenir at the  

     nearby shop there. 

Sentence 10 :  It was a memorable experience for me with my family. 
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Student B 

The text title : Experience to the night market with my sister. 

Sentence 1 : Last month, my sister and I went to the night market. 

Sentence 2 : On that day, we were having a weekend and refreshing too  

      because of the many school work and office work. 

Sentence 3 : The night market is located on West Teuku Umar street. 

Sentence 4 : The opening hours I don’t know when but certainly opened at  

      night. 

Sentence 5 : There I saw a lot of food and drinks sold such as grilled squid,  

      roasted corn, bread, juice, pop ice, etc. 

Sentence 6 : If you hear the night market, of course immediately think of the  

     rides there. 

Sentence 7 : We boarded two rides, the bianglala and the kora-kora.  

Sentence 8 : The vehicle we were riding on was enough to frighten us because  

   the rides were being swun to the right and left at a pretty fast  

  speed and then the longer it was swung higher, then we both  

  screamed because it was too high, but it was very exciting.  

Sentence 9 : We really enjoyed the ride we were riding and felt happy. 
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Sentence 10 : If there is another night market, I will come with my sister and          

  maybe some friends to ride other rides and also enjoy the food  

  and drinks there. 

Student C 

The text title : Vacation at Grandfather’s House While Learning to Farm 

Sentence 1 : Four days ago I was vacationing at grandfather’s house. 

Sentence 2 : His house is quite cool, far from urban areas and very close to the  

     vegetable farming area.  

Sentence 3 : My grandfather and grandmother are farmers.  

Sentence 4 : I spent one day staying there and I also did many interesting  

      things in the field. Helping my grandfather grow vegetbales. 

Sentence 5 : On the first day, I learned to plant spinach. 

Sentence 6 : What I do is move the spinach seeds from the nursery media to     

  the planting area. 

Sentence 7 : I thought it was easy to do, it turns out, planting spinach seeds is  

     very tiring. 

Sentence 8 : I had to move them one by one under the hot sun. 

Sentence 9 : I did it a few hours before lunch, then continued until the  

      afternoon. 
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Sentence 10 : In the evening, there was nothing I wanted to do except sleep.  

Sentence 11 : I was very tired but what I did was very pleasant. 

Sentence 12 : The next day I have to go home. 

Sentence 13 : Because tomorrow is Monday and homework is piling up. 

Sentence 14 : But that’s okay because next vacation I will visit grandfather  

      again. 

Student D  

The text title : My best experience in my life 

Sentence 1 : On 27 march 2016, me and my friend went to Korea for violin  

     concert.  

Sentence 2 : We stayed in Seoul for 1 week.  

Sentence 3 : That was my first time saw a beautiful place like these. 

Sentence 4 : We lived with our teacher and her husband. 

Sentence 5 : Every morning we ate vegetables like gimbap, kimchi, and others  

     Korean traditional vegetables. 

Sentence 6 : After breakfast we went to a studio to practice. 
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Sentence 7 : My favorite part was when we ate because I can ate many kinds  

     of food, from traditional to modern food, after lunch we walked  

     around Seoul. 

Sentence 8 : I loved to practice there cause we got our own room for practice  

     that made me enjoy when practice. 

Sentence 9 : I like to use Korean MRT and Korean bus. 

Sentence 10 : I liked to wait at station bus. 

Sentence 11 : It looked like you were in a drama’s. 

Sentence 12 : I liked to take a picture in many place. 

Sentence 13 : My favorite place was SM Entertainment that was the idol of that  

     agency went work. 

Sentence 14 : The sale many merchandise stuff of that idol.  

Sentence 15 : The day of our concert came. 

Sentence 16 : It was my scarried day, my nervous day, my happy day and also  

      my best day ever. 

Sentence 17 : I was so glad to be the representation from Indonesia. 

Sentence 18 : We were the first representation from other country. 

Sentence 19 : I wish I can brought my family to meet my new family at Korea. 
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Sentence 20 : Korea is beautiful. 

Sentence 21 : Love it!  

Student E  

The text title : My holiday at home. 

Sentence 1 : Last holiday on 24 June 2019 was my worst holiday because I  

    didn’t go anywhere. 

Sentence 2 :  I just stayed at home. 

Sentence 3 : In the morning, I woke up at 7.30 am and then took a bath after  

     that I had breakfast. 

Sentence 4 : After that I played games on my phone. 

Sentence 5 : In the afternoon, I had a lunch and after that I took a nap. 

Sentence 6 : In the evening I had dinner with my family after that I watched  

     television or youtube until I felt boring and slept. 

Sentence 7 : My daily activities were like that during holiday. 

Sentence 8 : So was sure last holiday was my worst holiday. 

Sentence 9 : That was my worst holiday. 

Sentence 10 : I hope next year I can go to tourism place with my family. 
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Student F  

The text title :  Best experience in my life. 

Sentence 1 : On September, I got best experience.  

Sentence 2 : I thought it was a best moment in my life, because it was my first  

     time to join a tourism competition with my friends, Anna and  

                         Adell. 

Sentence 3 : I took tourism major in my school. 

Sentence 4 : This major always join tourism competition at Poltek every year. 

Sentence 5 : And apparently, some of my friends and I were selected to joint  

      that competition for this year. 

Sentence 6 : When I studied in the class, my teacher called me with some of   

   my friends. 

Sentence 7 : They were Fika, Moses, Viola, Laras, Ivana, Adellia, and Anna. 

Sentence 8 : I was really surprised because my teacher chose me to join  

   tourism quiz competition with Anna and Adellia as a team. 

Sentence 9 : We really prepared for it and wanted to give the best for our  

   school. 

Sentence 10 : We studied hard and every week we had to practice with senior  

   that joined this competition. 
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Sentence 11 : It was very difficult for us. 

Sentence 12 : Beside we prepare for this competition, we must did our  

   homework too. 

Sentence 13 : We only have one month to prepare for it and made us stress. 

Sentence 14 : Sometimes, we wanted to cry but sometimes we felt that we could     

  do it. 

Sentence 15 : Until the day of competition, we did the best.  

Sentence 16 : And we succeed to get the first winner. 

Sentence 17 : We were really happy about it because our struggle wasn’t vain. 

Sentence 18 : I’m really glad because I could do the best for my school, my     

  friends, and especially my family. 

Sentence 19 : Because this competition, I’m more enthusiasm to study and  

      school. 

Sentence 20 : If I can join a competition again, I will join again and do the best  

      to get a new experience. 

Student G  

The text title : My first travelling with my friend. 
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Sentence 1 : 2 weeks ago, during the holiday of the Maulid Nabi Muhammad I   

  went to Lembongan and Ceningan islands with my friends, Citra   

  and Nanda. 

Sentence 2 : That was my first time to travel there. 

Sentence 3 : In the afternoon we went to Bali beach to cross. 

Sentence 4 : It took 35 minutes to cross from Bali beach to the Jungut Batu    

   harbor used a speed boat. 

Sentence 5  : After arriving we were picked up by my friend cousin by        

         motorcycle. 

Sentence 6 : The first tourist attraction we visited was mangrove tour. 

Sentence 7 : We payed Rp. 100.000 to go around the mangrove forest. 

Sentence 8 : Apart from that, we also took a lot of photos. 

Sentence 9 : The second tourist attraction is the Devil tears beach. 

Sentence 10 : In here we enjoyed the blue spa view from the top of the cliff. 

Sentence 11 : Because it was very dangerous we decided to go to Dream beach     

  which is 5 minutes from devil tears beach. 

Sentence 12 : In there we enjoyed the sunset view while enjoying a bowl of  

      meatballs. 
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Sentence 13 : We also took small shells and naturally took a lot of photos. 

Sentence 14 : At night we went to a café on the beach called “Ombak Zero 

Waste Café” and here we only ordered drinks because the price of 

food is so expensive. 

Sentence 15 : The next day we went to another island called Ceningan island to    

   go to Ceningan island it took 20 minutes to cross a very famous   

   bridge called “Yellow bridge”. 

Sentence 16 : We went there to a restaurant named the sand Ceningan to enjoy  

      our breakfast.  

Sentence 17 : The menu is very diverse but we only ordered food like french  

      fries, smoothies bowl, mango juice and watermelon juice. 

Sentence 18 : Because it was 1 pm we returned to my friend’s house to prepare  

     to return to Denpasar. 

Sentence 19 : It was very memorable holiday for me because I could visited  

  such a beautiful place and I hope I could visited Lembongan and   

  Ceningan island with my big family. 

Student H  

The text title : My experience at tourism Olympic VII 
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Sentence 1 : Last September, Kenny, Anna, and I joined a tourism quiz  

      Olympic that held at Politeknik Negeri Bali. 

Sentence 2 : I’ve never participate in any competition before. 

Sentence 3 : That was my first time and that competition was opened for all  

   students from senior high school and vocational high school in  

   Indonesia.  

Sentence 4 : That’s why it was my best experience ever. 

Sentence 5 : We were accompanied by our teacher. 

Sentence 6 : Beside of that, we went together with Moses, Fika, Alda, Wida  

  and Chandra that also joined a competition there. 

Sentence 7 : We booked 2 cars from online application, Grab. 

Sentence 8 : We arrived there at 08:15 A.M, in there we were immediately  

   welcomed by the competition’s committees. 

Sentence 9 : When I went to the competition room, I felt nervous and  

   confident because many students participated in that  

   competition. 

Sentence 10 : But, I believed that we could do our best. 

Sentence 11 : The competition was divided into 3 rounds. 
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Sentence 12 : The first was elimination round, the second was semifinal round   

  and the last was final round. 

Sentence 13 : In the elimination round we got 190 points. 

Sentence 14 : In the semifinal round we got 200 points and we succeded to  

   answer almost all the questions. 

Sentence 15 : Finally, we succeded to go to the final round.  

Sentence 16 : We were really happy and nervous at the same time. 

Sentence 17 : At that time, we answered the questions so quickly and we got  

  180 points.  

Sentence 18 : With that points, we won against two teams from Semarapura  

   Senior High School. 

Sentence 19 : We were really happy because we succeded win that competition. 

Sentence 20 : We felt very thankful to our mentor that gave support and  

    knowledge to us for a month.  

Sentence 21 : That was my best experience ever, and I wouldn’t forget that  

   moment. 

Student I  

The text title : Visited Besakih Temple 
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Sentence 1 : Last month, I went to Besakih temple with my family.  

Sentence 2 : This is the first time in a long time I visited Besakih Temple. 

Sentence 3 : Before arrive at Besakih temple, we visited Batur temple first.  

Sentence 4 : The temperature there was very cold and people who lived there   

   usually wearing jacket, even though they wearing Kebaya. 

Sentence 5 : After we finished praying, we continued to Besakih Temple. 

Sentence 6 : We arrived there around 01.00 PM.  

Sentence 7 : I love how beautiful the view at Besakih temple. 

Sentence 8 : There was a lot of stairs to reach the main temple. 

Sentence 9 : I took lots of pictures after praying. 

Sentence 10 : After finished our activity there, we decided to go home. 

Sentence 11 : That was an interesting experience. 

Sentence 12 : I would like to visit this place and another temple soon. 

Student J  

The text title : Last month I went to visit some tourism object in west Bali with  

    my big family. 

Sentence 1 : We rent a mini bus to go there together. 
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Sentence 2 : I was really happy because I could meet with my aunt, my uncle,  

    my grandmother, and my cousins. 

Sentence 3 : We visited Tenganan village for the first destination. 

Sentence 4 : In Tenganan village we saw the traditional house from Bali, the    

  weave of Gringsing Fabric, and took a picture together. 

Sentence 5 : Next, we had lunch together, before visited the second tourism  

   object. 

Sentence 6 : After that we visited Taman Ujung. 

Sentence 7 : You know guys the view was so amazing. 

Sentence 8 : We took a lot of pictures in there. 

Sentence 9 : You can see all of Taman Ujung if you up the stairs to get to the  

   top. 

Sentence 10 : Many people did their prewedding photos in there. 

Sentence 11 : And then we went back to home. 

Sentence 12 : I enjoyed this holiday. 

Sentence 13 : We had a great time.  

Student K  

The text title : Went to Australia 
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Sentence 1 : On 9 June 2019, I went to Australia. 

Sentence 2 : I stayed in Australia for three weeks. 

Sentence 3 : There, I lived with my host family. 

Sentence 4 : They are very kind. 

Sentence 5 : Everyday I used English at home and at school. 

Sentence 6 : That’s really helps me to improve my English.   

Sentence 7  : There, I visited many places like malls, markets, beaches and     

         festivals. 

Sentence 8 : At school I also have many new friends, they are very friendly  

      and very kind. 

Sentence 9 : That time is my first time I saw kangaroos and koalas, it was very  

      cute. 

Sentence 10 : I don’t need to go to the zoo to see koalas or kangaroos because   

  my house is in the middle of the forest so every day in the  

  morning, I saw koalas and kangaroos in front of my house. 

Sentence 11 : I got a lot of experience there, like eating using a knife and fork,  

     no spicy, no rice and much more.  

Sentence 12 : While I was there, a lot of new activities that I did, one of them  

     was I took a helicopter. 
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Sentence 13 : That was the first time I was in a helicopter. 

Sentence 14 : I hope one day I can back to Australia again and met with my  

     friends and my family. 

Student L  

The text title : My last holiday 

Sentence 1 : A few weeks ago, I went to the Suluban Beach with my friend,  

      her name is Anis, for vacation. 

Sentence 2 : Suluban beach is located in the Uluwatu Region. 

Sentence 3 : It was the first time we came to the Suluban Beach. 

Sentence 4 : It’s took about 3 hours to get there. 

Sentence 5 : Finally we arrived there, we were amazed by the great view of  

      Suluban Beach. 

Sentence 6 : These wave here was quite safe for swimming. 

Sentence 7 : And then we walked around the beach and noticed that there were  

     just a few people that spent their holiday here. 

Sentence 8 : Finally we went home at 5 pm. 

Sentence 9 : We were delighted for having holiday experience there. 

Sentence 10 : The trip back home was quite tiring. 
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Sentence 11 : We were so exhausted but happy to spent our holiday in such  

      wonderful beach. 

Sentence 12 : We also promise to return to this place when we have free time. 

Student M  

The text title : My last holiday 

Sentence 1 : Last Sunday, I went to dejavu with my friends, Dejavu is the  

     biggest Japanese event in Bali. 

Sentence 2 : At Dejavu you can saw a lot of Japanese things like key chin,  

  pillow, doll, and Japanese foods. 

Sentence 3 : And you can saw a cosplayer who cosplayed anime character. 

Sentence 4 : I had been took some picture with a girl cosplayer. 

Sentence 5 : She’s cosplayed my favorite anime, umaru. 

Sentence 6 :  She’s so cute. 

Sentence 7 : And after that I watched dance performance. 

Sentence 8 : And at 09.00 pm, I watched hanabi or in English is fireworks. 

Sentence 9 : That’s a beautiful moment that I never had before. 

Sentence 10 : At Dejavu I met my old friend and my crush. 
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Sentence 11 : I really enjoyed Dejavu event. 

Sentence 12 : Even I didn’t bought anything because I don’t have money. 

Sentence 13 : But, my last Sunday can be fun. 

Student N  

The text title :  My best experience 

Sentence 1 : Last September, on 25th, I took part on a tourism quiz competition  

 with Adel and Kenny. 

Sentence 2 : So we were a group and I was a spokesman. 

Sentence 3 : It was a national quiz competition and held in State Polytechnic   

              of Bali. 

Sentence 4 : It was my first competition to represent Wira Harapan Vocational      

    High School, so I was so excited about this competition. 

Sentence 5 : At that day, we went to state Polytechnic of Bali at 6.30 AM and  

     arrived around 8 AM. 

Sentence 6 : When we were in there, we were waiting for the competition  

      started. 

Sentence 7 : We were so nervous, we thought if we couldn’t answer the  

      questions. 
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Sentence 8 : Then I thought we must be confidence to ourselves, be focused  

      and answered the questions we knew. 

Sentence 9 : And didn’t forget, the togetherness of us to fight on this  

      competition. 

Sentence 10 : So the competition started. 

Sentence 11 : This competition divided into 3 rounds.  

Sentence 12 : In the first round, we were in the first section with the other 2  

     groups. 

Sentence 13 : I was so nervous. 

Sentence 14 : My hands held the mic with wet, cold, and shooked hands. 

Sentence 15 : I was afraid that I dropped the mic. 

Sentence 16 : Then one by one questions brought to us. 

Sentence 17 : And we had the highest points than the other 2 groups, that was  

     190 points. 

Sentence 18 : Because of this, we could to enter the second round.  

Sentence 19 : In the second round, we had 200 points, we were more and more  

    excited and grateful because we could pass this round. 
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Sentence 20 : And then the last round, the other 2 groups were from the same  

     school that was 2 Semarapura Senior High School. 

Sentence 21 : We were afraid again because of our thought that those groups  

      were so smart. 

Sentence 22 : And we just surrendered, whatever we got we must to be grateful. 

Sentence 23 : With the 180 points we got, we could be the first winner on this  

      competition. 

Sentence 24 : We were so happy and proud of ourselves, our struggle in 1    

   month was not in vain. 

Sentence 25 : And after the competition finished, we returned to home with  

      happily. 

Sentence 26 : This was the best experience that I had until now. 

Sentence 27 : And I thought with took part on this competition, I knew more  

     about Indonesia and its beautiful cultures and natures. 

Student O  

The text title : My 17th Birthday 

Sentence 1 : I am going to tell you about my last holiday story.  

Sentence 2 : So at 18 November 2019 was the best day ever for this year.  
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Sentence 3 : That was not a best experience but it was my 17th birthday.  

Sentence 4 : As we know all people are going to celebrate their 17th birthday. 

Sentence 5 : So did I. 

Sentence 6 : At that day, in the morning, my parents made a surprise for me. 

Sentence 7 : Their gave me a letter with a sweet message and I felt so happy. 

Sentence 8 : And do you know my mother also gave me some presents like  

      some money and she bought me a bag.  

Sentence 9 : But, it was not enough.  

Sentence 10 : After got ready to school, I went to school by motorcycle.  

Sentence 11 : In the class when I at school, my two other friends also had a  

      birthday.  

Sentence 12 : They were Dwik and Nita.  

Sentence 13 : And we were in the same age at that day.  

Sentence 14 : Nita’s sister bought some pizzas and drink to celebrate our  

      birthday.  

Sentence 15 : I was so happy.  

Sentence 16 : Then, I went home to celebrate my birthday with my parents and  

      got a holiday.  
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Sentence 17 : We went to Ramayana Bali Mall, there I bought some clothes,  

   pants, and a hat.  

Sentence 18 : Actually I would like to buy French books but the price were  

      expensive.  

Sentence 19 : Lately I was very interested to learn French.  

Sentence 20 : And got some French books were the best thing for me.  

Sentence 21 : But it was not my lucky day because I came to that mall when  

      there didn’t give any discount for the customer.  

Sentence 22 : After that, I went to the Sanur Beach.  

Sentence 23 : Beach is my favorite place to relax my mind.  

Sentence 24 : So I was really happy to see the beautiful wave at Sanur Beach. 

Sentence 25 : There I saw many tourist were walking and swimming.  

Sentence 26 : I also saw many tourists were going to go to Nusa Penida and  

      Nusa Lembongan Island.  

Sentence 27 : They had to rent a fast boat to get to Nusa Penida island and saw  

      them to get ready for their trip was really nice.  

Sentence 28 : I also would like to go to Nusa Penida or Nusa Lembongan  

      sometime.  
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Sentence 29 : After went to Sanur Beach, I had dinner at the Balinese restaurant  

      near there.  

Sentence 30 : My family just bought some Balinese traditional food like betutu  

      chicken and mix rice with vegetable.  

Sentence 31 : The food was really delicious.  

Sentence 32 : We really enjoyed our family time.  

Sentence 33 : After had dinner, we bought some food for my other families like  

      my uncle, my sister, etc.  

Sentence 34 : When we went home by my father’s car at 20.00 pm, the traffic  

      was crowded in the evening. 

Sentence 35 : And yeah even it was a crowded day, but still was a very great  

      day in this year.  

Sentence 36 : And about my last holiday while celebrating my 17th birthday was  

     really great because I could spend my time with my family  

     together and also with my friends.  

Sentence 37 : Sometime I want to invite my friend to a party in Sanur Beach. 

Sentence 38 : And also I want to go to Nusa Penida or Nusa Lembongan Island  

      with my family and my friends.  

Sentence 39 : I hope it will come true in the future. 
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Sentence 40 : That’s all about my holiday story and thank you. 

Student P 

The text title : “Last Holiday In Paris Van Java” 

Sentence 1 : Last July, I spent my school holiday in Bandung, West Java.  

Sentence 2 : I went there with my sisters for five days.  

Sentence 3 : On the first day, we were landed at Kertajati International Airport  

      around 10 A.M after an hour flight.  

Sentence 4 : The airport is quite big, it located like in the middle of nowhere. 

Sentence 5 : Then we went to Airbnb that we already booked in Ciwidey by  

      online transportation and from the airport it took four hours after  

      arrived, we decide to take a rest for a while.  

Sentence 6 : After that we went to Ranca Bali tea plantation, it is one of the  

      famous tea plantation in Bandung and it has large area.  

Sentence 7 : After that we went to Ranca Upas, it’s one of the most popular  

     camping grounds in Bandung. 

Sentence 8 : In Ranca Upas, there are a lot of wild deers.  

Sentence 9 : My sisters and I weren’t gonna camping, but we gave the deer  

      food like carrot.  

Sentence 10 : In the evening we went back to Airbnb and took a rest.  
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Sentence 11 : On the next day we went to Kawah Putih, but we just fifteen  

      minutes there, because the smell of the Sulphur wasn’t good.  

Sentence 12 : In the evening, we went to bosscha observatory, it has an unique  

   architecture and inside that there’s a big old telescope.  

Sentence 13 : We were going to look through the other telescope, but weren’t  

   lucky because the weather was windy.  

Sentence 14 : So, we decided went to hotel.  

Sentence 15 : On the third day, we went to De Ranch to rode horse and bought  

      some milk tofu it’s so soft.  

Sentence 16 : Then we went to floating market Lembang to bought some food  

      and looking around.  

Sentence 17 : After that we went to Farmhouse Lembang.  

Sentence 18 : In there, the building’s like an European architecture and also my  

      sister and I rented European clothes and looking around.  

Sentence 19 : In the evening we went to Paris in Java mall which is one of the  

      biggest mall in Bandung.  

Sentence 20 : We felt tired because the mall is so big.  

Sentence 21 : On the fourth day, we went to braga street and went to Ciampelas  

      to buy some souvenirs.  
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Sentence 22 : In the evening we went to “Gedung Sate” and went to have dinner  

      in Bandung town square.  

Sentence 23 : At that moment the traffic was crowded, so we decided went to  

     hotel on foot.  

Sentence 24 : On the last day, we packed all of our stuffs and at 5 A.M we went  

  to airport because our flight was at 9 A.M. 

Sentence 25 : We were really enjoyed that holiday, because Bandung is one of  

      the must visit city in Indonesia and we will visit Bandung again  

      someday. 

Student Q 

The text title : First Accident 

Sentence 1 : Last year in December, I went to pick up my friend to excersie in  

      the afternoon.  

Sentence 2 : On that day I rode my motorcycle slowly, but I didn’t see the  

      motor from the right speeding when I was going to cross, and  

      accident was happened.  

Sentence 3 : I fell of my motorcycle and the other rides were thrown away,  

      many people helped us at that time.  
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Sentence 4 : We only suffered minor injuries, but our motorcycle was broken  

      and had to be taken to the garge.  

Sentence 5 : It was a sad event and I hope it will never happen again, because  

     it makes me traumatized while driving.  

Sentence 6 : And I hope the other drivers are more careful, always obey the  

      rules of traffic. 

Student R 

Sentence 1 : My family and I went to my grandmother’s house in Yogyakarta  

      on June we went there two days before Ramadhan.  

Sentence 2 : We arrived at Yogyakarta at morning.  

Sentence 3 : We spent a week staying on my grandmother’s house. 

Sentence 4 : In the night, I went to watch Taubiran.  

Sentence 5 : The next day we go to pray in the field near my grandmother’s  

      house.  

Sentence 6 : After that we walk around the neighborhood to meet. 

Sentence 7 : On the second day, all of us just stay at home because many  

      people come to grandmother’s house to meet. 

Sentence 8 : On the third day, we went to uncle’s house to meet my father’s  

      brother. 
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Sentence 9 : We spent the rest of our week in Yogyakarta by visiting  

       malioboro, beringharjo traditional market. 

Student S 

The text title : “Chinese New Year” 

Sentence 1 : A few months ago, I returned home to celebrate Chinese new  

     year.  

Sentence 2 : Arriving there, our family then helped to prepare the Chinese  

     new year needs.  

Sentence 3 : From cooking, put up the decorations, and preparing tools for  

     Chinese new year prayer.  

Sentence 4 : The next day all the big families gathered.  

Sentence 5 : Some from Surabaya, Denpasar, and Jakarta also come to meet in  

     the village.  

Sentence 6 : We then eat, pray and talk. 

Sentence 7 : In the evening, we went to the temple to watch the Barong Sai    

     show and Fireworks show.  

Sentence 8 : Around 1 a.m., many people gathered at the temple returned and  

     we also decided to go home.  
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Sentence 9 : The next day we cleaned up the rest of the Chinese new year,        

   washing dishes, cleaning praying equipment and also removing  

   the décor.  

Sentence 10 : And the next day we tidy up the goods and then return to  

      Denpasar.  

Student T 

The text title : My Trip to GWK 

Sentence 1 : Last year I went to Garuda Wisnu Kencana with my father.  

Sentence 2 : That was my first time I traveled to GWK.  

Sentence 3 : We arrived there at 10 o’clock in the morning.  

Sentence 4 : About two hours from our house, there I saw the statue of Garuda      

                          Wisnu, a God from Hindu’s Mythology.  

Sentence 5 : Around the statue I saw crowded place.  

Sentence 6 : That crowded place is a place where an event started but sadly it’s  

     a V.I.P only event so I cant participate in that event.  

Sentence 7 : After a long time walking, we took a lot of pictures together  

      around the statue.  

Sentence 8 : Then we went home with a happy feeling. 
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Student U 

The text title : FIRST TRIP TO JAVA 

Sentence 1 : Last December, I went to Java to a holiday.  

Sentence 2 : I went there with mother, father and sister and was my first time  

     to Java.  

Sentence 3 : We leave the house at nine o’clock at night and we reach the   

   rolling grounds at one o’clock in the morning and we go straight   

   to the banyuwangi.  

Sentence 4 : When we got to Java, we immediately saw the real of Javanese  

      food.  

Sentence 5 : And we also have this mighificent view of the rice paddies. 

Sentence 6 : Once we got to solo city, well enjoy a night in Solo city. 

Sentence 7 : In the morning we went to see dad’s childhood home.  

Sentence 8 : And after that we went to this very nice beach and comfortable  

     beach.  

Sentence 9 : And we went to the market in the city of Wonogiri and we ate. 

Sentence 10 : And at night we drove out into town square Solo.  
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Sentence 11 : And two days after that we went to Jogjakarta and we stayed in  

    the villa.  

Sentence 12 : And we went town square of Jogjakarta and jumped at the        

     mugger.  

Sentence 13 : And the next day we came back to Bali.  

Student V 

The text title : MY HOLIDAY 

Sentence 1 : Two weeks ago I went to Nusa Lembongan with my friends.  

Sentence 2 : We crossed from the coast of Sanur using a boat about thirty  

      minutes we finally reached jungud batu beach.  

Sentence 3 : Then we were picked up using a motorcycle to get to the place of  

      lodging.  

Sentence 4 : After arriving at the inn we take a shower that rest for about  

 twenty minutes.  

Sentence 5 : Then we went to the dream beach of rode a motorcycle there we  

      see the sunset and buy food.  

Sentence 6 : After we went home, and took a shower then we continue to went  

     to the restaurant by the beach at night.  
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Sentence 7 : Next day after breakfast, went to a restaurant called “The Sand”  

      with a view of the sea.  

Sentence 8 : After finishing taking a picture we returned to the inn to take care  

     of the goods because in a few hours we went home.  

Sentence 9 : After packing our items we immediately went to the jungud batu  

     to cross to badung.  

Sentence 10 : Fourty minutes we arrived at Badung.  

Student W 

The text title : Last holiday 

Sentence 1 : Last month my friends and I went to a small beautifull island, it’s  

     lembongan island.  

Sentence 2 : We went there by speedboat from sanur harbor, it took 45  

       minutes.  

Sentence 3 : My first impression about this island is awsome.  

Sentence 4 : Why did I say so?  

Sentence 5 : It is because when I arrived I could see how clear the water is,  

      how beautiful the island is and also how spacious and clean the  

      island is.  
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Sentence 6 : We arrived at 11.45 AM, when we arrived someone was waiting  

     for us by the beach to transfer us to the hotel.  

Sentence 7 : When we arrived at 15.05 PM we went to a place named   

    mangrove forest, in this place my friends and I rent a traditional   

    boat that we used for around the mangrove forest. 

Sentence 8 : After that we went to Devil tears, Devil tears similar with water  

     blow that located in Nusa Dua, The difference is the height  

                         distance between the sea and the cliffs is very high so we had to  

                         be carefull if we didn’t want to fall.  

Sentence 9 : After enjoyed the view in Devil tears, we went to Dream beach  

     which is the most popular beach in that island.  

Sentence 10 : This beach had clean water, and clean beach side. 

Sentence 11 :  In this place we bought meatballs, this is the funny part we did   

    not ask the price of the meatballs before bought it, so when we   

    are going to pay we were very surprised at the price of the  

    meatballs which are quite expensive.  

Sentence 12 : We spent our time in this beach to eat meatballs and enjoy the  

   view and also waited for sunset to come.  

Sentence 13 : At 07.00 PM /at 19:00 PM we went back to hotel to take a bath  

     and looked for dinner.  
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Student X 

The text title : “My uncle village’s” 

Sentence 1 : A few weeks ago, when school holiday arrived, I spent a lot of  

  my time with my phone because if I went to some places it would   

  spend my money.  

Sentence 2 : The first week of my holiday I went to my uncle villages, because  

     I thought it would be fun there. 

Sentence 3 : It took 1 hour from my house, I went there alone using my  

      motorbike.  

Sentence 4 : The reason why I went to my uncle villages because I wanted to  

     celebrate galungan together, yes galungan is one of the big  

     holidays for Hindus in Bali.  

Sentence 5 : When I got there I was greeted by their smiles, because I seldom  

      returned to the village, because I’m busy about my school.  

Sentence 6 : After that my uncle and my aunt prepared lunch for me and we  

      ate together.  

Sentence 7 : After that my uncle and aunt had to go to work at hotel.  
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Sentence 8 : I was at home with grandma, because it was boring, so I played  

     some games on my phone, there were a lot of games in Hage,  

     starting from throwing knives and many more. 

Sentence 9 : I felt bored playing games, so I watched you tube, I like to watch  

     Korean mv on you tube but when I was in my uncle homes I  

     watched about the segment called Nerror it’s mean Nessie Horror.  

Sentence 10 : I watched many videos on her chanel.  

Sentence 11 : The chanel called Nessie judge.  

Sentence 12 : About Nerror, that was so creepy but I still watched.  

Sentence 13 : I watched about haunted places in Indonesia, telephone records  

     911, murder cases and many more.  

Sentence 14 : Besides that, I also read about creepy pasta.  

Sentence 15 : Creepy pasta is a short scary story.  

Sentence 16 : It was fun.  

Sentence 17 : Then I helped grandma prepare ingredients for Banten.  

Sentence 18 : Around 4 PM, my grandma told me to take a shower, because of  

     my habit of bathing at night around 7 PM, so I said would take a  

     shower soon, but my grandma insisted, she said the water would    

                          be very cold at night.  
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Sentence 19 : Finally I obeyed, my grandma offered to take a shower with    

   warm water but I refused.  

Sentence 20 : I finally took a shower but when I touched the water it was very  

      cold.  

Sentence 21 : So I accepted grandma’s offer to take a shower with warm water. 

Sentence 22 : After I finished bathing, my uncle and aunt came from work, then  

     I told that the water it was very cold.  

Sentence 23 : They just laughed, after that we had dinner together. 

Sentence 24 : After that we watched TV together.  

Sentence 25 : Around 10 PM, uncle told me to go to bed because he said  

      tomorrow, he wanted to take me to SWING.  

Sentence 26 : The next day was Sunday, around 3 PM my uncle, aunt and me  

      went to the usual tourist place called SWING that belong of my  

      uncle brother, he is my uncle too.  

Sentence 27 : There we tried various games and did not forget to take photos. 

Sentence 28 : There is also had a cafe.  

Sentence 29 : I ordered chicken betutu and orange juice, it tastes really good  

     because it was free.  
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Sentence 30 : After that around 7 PM we returned home because I had activities  

     at church.  

Sentence 31 : So I had to go home.  

Sentence 32 : It was really fun to be able spent holidays in the village, because  

  it can save my money, also because I can meet uncle, aunt and    

  grandma.  

Sentence 33 : I hope the next holiday I can go back to the village and I hope  

  uncle and aunt have a lot of holidays from their hotel so we will   

  be able to play together.  

Student Y 

The text title : Experience in Work 

Sentence 1 : Last month, I think on July I get best experience in my life. 

Sentence 2 : Maybe it’s not important but for me it’s important.  

Sentence 3 : I got daily worker on July, so daily worker is person works on   

  event in hotel or restaurant.  

Sentence 4 : And I’m lucky to get it. 

Sentence 5 : When first time, I went to every restaurant and café in Gatsu and  

     Canggu maybe in Dalung and Buduk.  

Sentence 6 : I went in there to ask about daily worker.  
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Sentence 7 : It wasn’t easy, it was hard.  

Sentence 8 : Because all of restaurant or café didn’t need daily worker at the  

     moment and I thought I was late to ask about it because at the  

     moment not time for holiday.  

Sentence 9 : But I never give up.  

Sentence 10 : I had enthuanisme to search again about daily worker.  

Sentence 11 : I came and asked about it in 30 restaurants and 10 cafes, some  

     restaurant and café responed me and asked my phone number.  

Sentence 12 : After that, my older sister gave me suggestion to write CV or  

     curriculum vitae maybe I can say it’s a letter or document about  

     our identity.  

Sentence 13 : So I wrote CV and went to another restaurant on café, if they  

      responed and asked me about CV, I would give to them and it   

                           was really work.  

Sentence 14 : Because CV likes as proof if you want to work. 

Sentence 15 : I waited 2 weeks but no one restaurant or café called me to work,   

  I felt sad and dissapointed. 

Sentence 16 : One day, maybe on galungan holiday I got information from  

   group chat about daily worker at Aryaduta hotel Kuta.  
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Sentence 17 : So I had enthuanisme to ask about it and finally I got daily   

   worker.  

Sentence 18 : I was happy because I could to get daily worker and I said    

   thankyou to God because He always gives me the best thing. 

Sentence 19 : So I must prepared all for my first time to work.  

Sentence 20 : I felt nervous but I had great enthuanisme to work.  

Sentence 21 : I worked as banquet it was like waiter but for event and wedding,  

      I brought heavy thing, plate, and many more.  

Sentence 22 : Yeah I was tired but like it because it could be best experience  

     before I got training from school.  

Sentence 23 : I got 200 rupiah for my salary because I worked to 2 days, I  

     wanted to keep my salary but it was lost because I bought  

     anything.  

Sentence 24 : I hoped, next time I can get daily worker again and more  

      enthuanisme.  

Sentence 25 : Because I want to get many for my self maybe I keep it and use  

     when my mother can’t gives me pocket money also can get  

    experience about work, and it can makes me not nervouse when  

                I’m training, also can be more dicipline. 
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Student Z  

The text title : Best Experience 

Sentence 1 : When I was 12 years old, my best experience is I shave my hair. 

Sentence 2 : That’s the best experience I ever had.  

Sentence 3 : It’s start from I look pict on instagram. 

Sentence 4 : There is a girl skin his head but on the back side, and that skin is  

   very unique, so I told my mom I want shave my hair like that,  

   and my mom said yes.  

Sentence 5 : But, before I shave my hair I really doubtful.  

Sentence 6 : Because I’m scared my teacher mad at me.  

Sentence 7 : But, I think I can covered with my long hair.  

Sentence 8 : After a few days, I went to the barber shop and I decided to shave  

     my hair.  

Sentence 9 : On the next days I went to school and my friends ask me “why  

   you cut your hair like this” and many friend said it’s cool.  

Sentence 10 : But when it’s grow up, it’s not cool anymore.  

Sentence 11 : And I decided to cut my hair into short hair.  

Sentence 12 : But I never forgot this moment.  
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Sentence 13 : That’s my best experience I ever had. 
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Clause Modification of the Students’ Recount Texts 

Student A 

Clause 1 : Last month was new year. 

Clause 2 : I and my family went to Sanur beach for a vacation. 

Clause 3a : As we arrived there 

Clause 3b : I walked down to the beach. 

Clause 4 : It was a nice sunny day with a blue sky and a gentle breeze. 

Clause 5a : I saw some segulls  

Clause 5b : It flew around hunting for fish 

Clause 6a : The waves there were suitable for swimming,  

Clause 6b : Because I couldn’t swim 

Clause 6c : And only play with the water on shallow part. 

Clause 7 : We also didn’t miss on opportunity here. 

Clause 8 : Taking some pictures with the background of scenic Sanur Beach. 

Clause 9a : Before we went home 

Clause 9b : I looked for some beautiful souvenir at the nearby shop there. 
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Clause 10 :  It was a memorable experience for me with my family. 

Student B 

Clause 1 : Last month, my sister and I went to the night market. 

Clause 2a : On that day, we were having a weekend . 

Clause 2b : and refreshing too because of the many school work and office  

  work. 

Clause 3 : The night market is located on West Teuku Umar street. 

Clause 4a : The opening hours I don’t know when  

Clause 4b : but certainly opened at night. 

Clause 5 : There I saw a lot of food and drinks sold such as grilled squid,  

      roasted corn, bread, juice, pop ice, etc. 

Clause 6a : If you hear the night market 

Clause 6b : of course immediately think of the rides there. 

Clause 7 : We boarded two rides, the bianglala and the kora-kora.  

Clause 8a : The vehicle we were riding on  

Clause 8b : Was enough  

Clause 8c : To frighten us  
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Clause 8d : because the rides were being swun to the right and left at a pretty   

    fast speed  

Clause 8e : and then the longer it was swung higher 

Clause 8f : then we both screamed  

Clause 8g : because it was too high,  

Clause 8h : but it was very exciting.  

Clause 9a : We really enjoyed the ride  

Clause 9b : we were riding  

Clause 9c : and we felt happy. 

Clause 10a : If there is another night market 

Clause 10b : I will come with my sister and maybe some friends to ride other   

    rides  

Clause 10c : and also we enjoy the food  

Clause 10d : and we drink there. 

Student C  

Clause 1 : Four days ago I was vacationing at grandfather’s house. 

Clause 2a : His house is quite cool,  
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Clause 2b : It is far from urban areas  

Clause 2c : and it is very close to the vegetable farming area.  

Clause 3 : My grandfather and grandmother are farmers.  

Clause 4a : I spent one day  

Clause 4b : Staying there  

Clause 4c : and I also did many interesting things in the field.  

Clause 4d : I helped my grandfather  

Clause 4e : I grow vegetables. 

Clause 5 : On the first day, I learned to plant spinach. 

Clause 6a : What I do is  

Clause 6b : Move the spinach seeds from the nursery media to the planting  

     area. 

Clause 7a : I thought 

Clause 7b : it was easy to do 

Clause 7c : It turns out planting spinach seeds is very tiring. 

Clause 8 : I had to move them one by one under the hot sun. 

Clause 9a : I did it a few hours before lunch, 
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Clause 9b : Then I continued until the afternoon. 

Clause 10a : In the evening, there was nothing  

Clause 10b : I wanted  

Clause 10c : To do except sleep.  

Clause 11a : I was very tired  

Clause 11b : but what I did  

Clause 11c : It was very pleasant. 

Clause 12 : The next day I have to go home. 

Clause 13a : Because tomorrow is Monday  

Clause 13b : and homework is piling up. 

Clause 14a : But that’s okay  

Clause 14b : because next vacation I will visit grandfather again. 

Student D  

Clause 1 : On 27 march 2016, me and my friend went to Korea for violin     

   concert.  

Clause 2 : We stayed in Seoul for 1 week.  

Clause 3a : That was my first time  
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Clause 3b : I saw a beautiful place like these. 

Clause 4 : We lived with our teacher and her husband. 

Clause 5 : Every morning we ate vegetables like gimbap, kimchi, and others    

   Korean traditional vegetables. 

Clause 6 : After breakfast we went to a studio to practice. 

Clause 7a : My favorite part was when  

Clause 7b : We ate  

Clause 7c : because I can ate many kinds of food, from traditional to modern   

  food 

Clause 7d : after lunch we walked around Seoul. 

Clause 8a : I loved  

Clause 8b : To practice there  

Clause 8c : cause we got our own room for practice  

Clause 8d : that made me enjoy when practice. 

Clause 9a : I like  

Clause 9b : To use Korean MRT and Korean bus. 

Clause 10a : I liked  
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Clause 10b : To wait at station bus. 

Clause 11a : It looked like  

Clause 11b : You were in a drama’s. 

Clause 12a : I liked  

Clause 12b : To take a picture in many place. 

Clause 13a : My favorite place was SM Entertainment  

Clause 13b : that was the idol  

Clause 13c : that agency went work 

Clause 14 : The sale many merchandise stuff of that idol.  

Clause 15 : The day of our concert came. 

Clause 16 : It was my scarried day, my nervous day, my happy day and also  

  my best day ever. 

Clause 17 : I was so glad to be the representation from Indonesia. 

Clause 18 : We were the first representation from other country. 

Clause 19a : I wish  

Clause 19b : I can brought my family  

Clause 19c : To meet my new family at Korea. 
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Clause 20 : Korea is beautiful. 

Clause 21 : I love it!  

Student E  

Clause 1a : Last holiday on 24 June 2019 was my worst holiday  

Clause 1b : because I didn’t go anywhere. 

Clause 2 :  I just stayed at home. 

Clause 3a : In the morning, I woke up at 7.30 am  

Clause 3b : and then took a bath 

Clause 3c : after that I had breakfast 

Clause 4 : After that I played games on my phone. 

Clause 5a : In the afternoon, I had a lunch  

Clause 5b : and after that I took a nap 

Clause 6a : In the evening I had dinner with my family  

Clause 6b : after that I watched television or youtube  

Clause 6c : I felt boring  

Clause 6d : and I slept 
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Clause 7 : My daily activities were like that during holiday. 

Clause 8a : So was sure  

Clause 8b : Last holiday was my worst holiday. 

Clause 9 : That was my worst holiday. 

Clause 10a : I hope next year  

Clause 10b : I can go to tourism place with my family. 

Student F  

Clause 1 : On September, I got best experience.  

Clause 2a : I thought  

Clause 2b : It was a best moment in my life 

Clause 2c : because it was my first time  

Clause 2d : To join a tourism competition with my friends, Anna and Adell. 

Clause 3 : I took tourism major in my school. 

Clause 4 : This major always join tourism competition at Poltek every year. 

Clause 5a : And apparently, some of my friends and I were selected  

Clause 5b : To joint that competition for this year. 
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Clause 6a : When I studied in the class 

Clause 6b : My teacher called me with some of my friends. 

Clause 7 : They were Fika, Moses, Viola, Laras, Ivana, Adellia, and Anna. 

Clause 8a : I was really surprised  

Clause 8b : Because my teacher chose me  

Clause 8c : To join tourism quiz competition with Anna and Adellia as a  

   team. 

Clause 9a : We really prepared for it  

Clause 9b : and wanted  

Clause 9c : To give the best for our school. 

Clause 10a : We studied hard  

Clause 10b : and every week we had to practice with senior  

Clause 10c : that joined this competition. 

Clause 11 : It was very difficult for us. 

Clause 12a : Beside we prepare for this competition,  

Clause 12b : We must did our homework too. 

Clause 13a : We only have one month  
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Clause 13b : To prepare for it  

Clause 13c : and it made us stress. 

Clause 14a : Sometimes, we wanted  

Clause 14b : To cry  

Clause 14c : But sometimes we felt 

Clause 14d : we could do it. 

Clause 15 : Until the day of competition, we did the best.  

Clause 16a : And we succeed  

Clause 16b : To get the first winner. 

Clause 17a : We were really happy about it  

Clause 17b : because our struggle wasn’t vain. 

Clause 18a : I’m really glad 

Clause 18b : because I could do the best for my school, my friends, and 

especially my family. 

Clause 19 : Because this competition, I’m more enthusiasm to study and 

school. 

Clause 20a : If I can join a competition again 
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Clause 20b : I will join again  

Clause 20c : and do the best  

Clause 20d : To get a new experience. 

Student G  

Clause 1 : 2 weeks ago, during the holiday of the Maulid Nabi Muhammad I  

  went to Lembongan and Ceningan islands with my friends, Citra  

  and Nanda. 

Clause 2a : That was my first time  

Clause 2b : To travel there. 

Clause 3a : In the afternoon we went to Bali beach  

Clause 3b : To cross. 

Clause 4a : It took 35 minutes  

Clause 4b : to cross from Bali beach to the Jungut Batu harbor  

Clause 4c : We used a speed boat. 

Clause 5 : After arriving we were picked up by my friend cousin by     

   motorcycle. 

Clause 6a : The first tourist attraction  
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Clause 6b : We visited was mangrove tour. 

Clause 7a : We payed Rp. 100.000  

Clause 7b : To go around the mangrove forest. 

Clause 8 : Apart from that, we also took a lot of photos. 

Clause 9 : The second tourist attraction is the Devil tears beach. 

Clause 10 : In here we enjoyed the blue spa view from the top of the cliff. 

Clause 11a : Because it was very dangerous  

Clause 11b : We decided 

Clause 11c : To go to Dream beach  

Clause 11d : It is 5 minutes from devil tears beach. 

Clause 12a : In there we enjoyed the sunset view  

Clause 12b : while we enjoyed a bowl of meatballs. 

Clause 13a : We also took small shells 

Clause 13b : and naturally we took a lot of photos. 

Clause 14a : At night we went to a café on the beach 

Clause 14b : Called “Ombak Zero Waste Café”  
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Clause 14c : and here we only ordered drinks  

Clause 14d : because the price of food is so expensive. 

Clause 15a : The next day we went to another island  

Clause 15b : Called Ceningan island  

Clause 15c : To go to Ceningan island  

Clause 15d : It took 20 minutes  

Clause 15e : To cross a very famous bridge  

Clause 15f : Called “Yellow bridge”. 

Clause 16a : We went there to a restaurant  

Clause 16b : Named the sand Ceningan  

Clause 16b : To enjoy our breakfast.  

Clause 17a : The menu is very diverse 

Clause 17b : but we only ordered food like french fries, smoothies bowl,  

   mango juice and watermelon juice. 

Clause 18a : Because it was 1 pm  

Clause 18b : We returned to my friend’s house  

Clause 18c : To prepare 
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Clause 18c : To return to Denpasar. 

Clause 19a : It was very memorable holiday for me  

Clause 19b : because I could visited such a beautiful place 

Clause 19c : and I hope  

Clause 19d : I could visited Lembongan and Ceningan island with my big  

   family. 

Student H 

Clause 1a : Last September, Kenny, Anna, and I joined a tourism quiz  

   Olympic 

Clause 1b : that held at Politeknik Negeri Bali. 

Clause 2 : I’ve never participate in any competition before. 

Clause 3a : That was my first time  

Clause 3b : and that competition was opened for all students from senior high  

  school and vocational high school in Indonesia.  

Clause 4 : That’s why it was my best experience ever. 

Clause 5 : We were accompanied by our teacher. 

Clause 6a : Beside of that, we went together with Moses, Fika, Alda, Wida   

  and Chandra 
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Clause 6b : that also joined a competition there. 

Clause 7 : We booked 2 cars from online application, Grab. 

Clause 8a : We arrived there at 08:15 A.M 

Clause 8b : in there we were immediately welcomed by the competition’s 

committees. 

Clause 9a : When I went to the competition room 

Clause 9b :  I felt nervous  

Clause 9c : and I confident 

Clause 9d : because many students participated in that competition. 

Clause 10a : I believed  

Clause 10b : we could do our best. 

Clause 11 : The competition was divided into 3 rounds. 

Clause 12a : The first was elimination round,  

Clause 12b : The second was semifinal round   

Clause 12c : And the last was final round. 

Clause 13 : In the elimination round we got 190 points. 

Clause 14a : In the semifinal round we got 200 points  
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Clause 14b : and we succeded  

Clause 14c : To answer almost all the questions. 

Clause 15a : Finally, we succeded  

Clause 15b : To go to the final round.  

Clause 16a : We were really happy  

Clause 16b : and we were nervous at the same time. 

Clause 17a : At that time, we answered the questions so quickly  

Clause 17b : and we got 180 points.  

Clause 18 : With that points, we won against two teams from Semarapura  

   Senior High School. 

Clause 19a : We were really happy  

Clause 19b : Because we succeded  

Clause 19c : Win that competition. 

Clause 20a : We felt very thankful to our mentor  

Clause 20b : That gave support and knowledge to us for a month.  

Clause 21a : That was my best experience ever 

Clause 21b : and I wouldn’t forget that moment. 
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Student I  

Clause 1 : Last month, I went to Besakih temple with my family.  

Clause 2a : This is the first time in a long time 

Clause 2b : I visited Besakih Temple. 

Clause 3a : Before we arrive at Besakih temple 

Clause 3b : We visited Batur temple first.  

Clause 4a : The temperature there was very cold  

Clause 4b : and people who lived there  

Clause 4c : usually they wore jacket 

Clause 4d : even though they wearing Kebaya. 

Clause 5a : After we finished praying 

Clause 5b : We continued to Besakih Temple. 

Clause 6 : We arrived there around 01.00 PM.  

Clause 7 : I love how beautiful the view at Besakih temple. 

Clause 8a : There was a lot of stairs  

Clause 8b : To reach the main temple. 
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Clause 9a : I took lots of pictures  

Clause 9b : After praying. 

Clause 10a : After finished our activity there 

Clause 10b : We decided  

Clause 10c : To go home. 

Clause 11 : That was an interesting experience. 

Clause 12 : I would like to visit this place and another temple soon. 

Student J 

Clause 1a : Last month I went  

Clause 1b : To visit some tourism object in west Bali with my big family. 

Clause 2a : We rent a mini bus  

Clause 2b : To go there together. 

Clause 3a : I was really happy  

Clause 3b : Because I could meet with my aunt, my uncle, my grandmother,  

  and my cousins. 

Clause 4 : We visited Tenganan village for the first destination. 
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Clause 5a : In Tenganan village we saw the traditional house from Bali, the   

  weave of Gringsing Fabric 

Clause 5b : and we took a picture together. 

Clause 6a : Next, we had lunch together 

Clause 6b : before we visited the second tourism object. 

Clause 7 : After that we visited Taman Ujung. 

Clause 8a : You know guys  

Clause 8b : The view was so amazing. 

Clause 9 : We took a lot of pictures in there. 

Clause 10a : You can see all of Taman Ujung  

Clause 10b : If you up the stairs  

Clause 10c : To get to the top 

Clause 11 : Many people did their prewedding photos in there. 

Clause 12 : And then we went back to home. 

Clause 13 : I enjoyed this holiday. 

Clause 14 : We had a great time.  
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Student K  

Clause 1 : On 9 June 2019, I went to Australia. 

Clause 2 : I stayed in Australia for three weeks. 

Clause 3 : There, I lived with my host family. 

Clause 4 : They are very kind. 

Clause 5 : Everyday I used English at home and at school. 

Clause 6a : That’s really helps me  

Clause 6b : To improve my English.   

Clause 7 : There, I visited many places like malls, markets, beaches and  

   festivals. 

Clause 8a : At school I also have many new friends 

Clause 8b : they are very friendly and very kind. 

Clause 9a : That time is my first time 

Clause 9b : I saw kangaroos and koalas 

Clause 9c : It was very cute 

Clause 10a : I don’t need  

Clause 10b : To go to the zoo  
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Clause 10c : To see koalas or kangaroos  

Clause 10d : Because my house is in the middle of the forest  

Clause 10e : So every day in the morning, I saw koalas and kangaroos in front  

  of my house. 

Clause 11a : I got a lot of experience there,  

Clause 11b : like eating using a knife and fork, no spicy, no rice and much  

  more.  

Clause 12a : While I was there 

Clause 12b : a lot of new activities that I did 

Clause 12c : One of them was  

Clause 12d : I took a helicopter. 

Clause 13a : That was the first time 

Clause 13b : I was in a helicopter. 

Clause 14a : I hope one day 

Clause 14b : I can back to Australia again  

Clause 14c : and met with my friends and my family. 
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Student L  

Clause 1 : A few weeks ago, I went to the Suluban Beach with my friend,  

  her name is Anis, for vacation. 

Clause 2 : Suluban beach is located in the Uluwatu Region.    

Clause 3a : It was the first time  

Clause 3b : We came to the Suluban Beach. 

Clause 4a : It’s took about 3 hours  

Clause 4b : To get there. 

Clause 5a : Finally we arrived there 

Clause 5b : We were amazed by the great view of Suluban Beach. 

Clause 6 : These wave here was quite safe for swimming. 

Clause 7a : And then we walked around the beach  

Clause 7b : we noticed  

Clause 7c : There were just a few people  

Clause 7d : That spent their holiday here. 

Clause 8 : Finally we went home at 5 pm. 

Clause 9 : We were delighted for having holiday experience there. 
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Clause 10 : The trip back home was quite tiring. 

Clause 11a : We were so exhausted but happy  

Clause 11b : to spent our holiday in such wonderful beach. 

Clause 12a : We also promise  

Clause 12b : To return to this place  

Clause 12c : when we have free time. 

Student M  

Clause 1a : Last Sunday, I went to dejavu with my friends. 

Clause 1b : Dejavu is the biggest Japanese event in Bali. 

Clause 2 : At Dejavu you can saw a lot of Japanese things like key chin,  

  pillow, doll, and Japanese foods. 

Clause 3a : And you can saw a cosplayer  

Clause 3b : who cosplayed anime character. 

Clause 4 : I had been took some picture with a girl cosplayer. 

Clause 5 : She’s cosplayed my favorite anime, umaru. 

Clause 6 :  She’s so cute. 

Clause 7 : And after that I watched dance performance. 
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Clause 8 : And at 09.00 pm, I watched hanabi or in English is fireworks. 

Clause 9a : That’s a beautiful moment  

Clause 9b : that I never had before. 

Clause 10 : At Dejavu I met my old friend and my crush. 

Clause 11 : I really enjoyed Dejavu event. 

Clause 12a : Even I didn’t bought anything 

Clause 12b : because I don’t have money. 

Clause 13 : But, my last Sunday can be fun. 

Student N  

Clause 1 : Last September, on 25th, I took part on a tourism quiz competition  

  with Adel and Kenny. 

Clause 2a : So we were a group  

Clause 2b : and I was a spokesman. 

Clause 3a : It was a national quiz competition  

Clause 3b : and held in State Polytechnic of Bali. 

Clause 4a : It was my first competition to represent Wira Harapan Vocational    

  High School,  
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Clause 4b : so I was so excited about this competition. 

Clause 5a : At that day, we went to state Polytechnic of Bali at 6.30 AM  

Clause 5b : and arrived around 8 AM. 

Clause 6a : When we were in there 

Clause 6b : we were waiting for  

Clause 6c : The competition started 

Clause 7a : We were so nervous  

Clause 7b : We thought  

Clause 7c : If we couldn’t answer the questions. 

Clause 8a : Then I thought 

Clause 8b : We must be confidence to ourselves, be focused 

Clause 8c : And answered the questions  

Clause 8d : We knew 

Clause 9a : And didn’t forget, the togetherness of us  

Clause 9b : To fight on this competition. 

Clause 10 : So the competition started. 
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Clause 11 : This competition divided into 3 rounds.  

Clause 12 : In the first round, we were in the first section with the other 2  

   groups. 

Clause 13 : I was so nervous. 

Clause 14a : My hands held the mic with wet, cold 

Clause 14b : And shooked hands. 

Clause 15a : I was afraid  

Clause 15b : that I dropped the mic. 

Clause 16 : Then one by one questions brought to us. 

Clause 17a : And we had the highest points than the other 2 groups,  

Clause 17b : that was 190 points. 

Clause 18 : Because of this, we could to enter the second round.  

Clause 19a : In the second round, we had 200 points 

Clause 19b : we were more and more excited and grateful 

Clause 19c : because we could pass this round 

Clause 20a : And then the last round, the other 2 groups were from the same  

  school 
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Clause 20b : that was 2 Semarapura Senior High School. 

Clause 21a : We were afraid again because of our thought  

Clause 21b : that those groups were so smart. 

Clause 22a : And we just surrendered,  

Clause 22b : whatever we got 

Clause 22c : we must to be grateful. 

Clause 23a : With the 180 points we got 

Clause 23b : we could be the first winner on this competition. 

Clause 24a : We were so happy and proud of ourselves,  

Clause 24b : our struggle in 1 month was not in vain. 

Clause 25a : And after the competition finished 

Clause 25b : we returned to home with happily. 

Clause 26a : This was the best experience 

Clause 26b : that I had until now. 

Clause 27a : And I thought  

Clause 27b : with took part on this competition 
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Clause 27c : I knew more about Indonesia and its beautiful cultures and  

   natures. 

Student O  

Clause 1 : I am going to tell you about my last holiday story.  

Clause 2 : So at 18 November 2019 was the best day ever for this year.  

Clause 3a : That was not a best experience  

Clause 3b : But it was my 17th birthday 

Clause 4a : As we know  

Clause 4b : All people are going to celebrate their 17th birthday. 

Clause 5 : So did I. 

Clause 6 : At that day, in the morning, my parents made a surprise for me. 

Clause 7a : Their gave me a letter with a sweet message 

Clause 7b : And I felt so happy 

Clause 8a : And do you know  

Clause 8b : My mother also gave me some presents like some money  

Clause 8c : And she bought me a bag.  

Clause 9 : But, it was not enough.  
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Clause 10a : After got ready to school  

Clause 10b : I went to school by motorcycle.  

Clause 11a : In the class when I at school,  

Clause 11b : My two other friends also had a birthday.  

Clause 12 : They were Dwik and Nita.  

Clause 13 : And we were in the same age at that day.  

Clause 14a : Nita’s sister bought some pizzas and drink  

Clause 14b : To celebrate our birthday.  

Clause 15 : I was so happy.  

Clause 16a : Then, I went home  

Clause 16b : To celebrate my birthday with my parents  

Clause 16c : And got a holiday.  

Clause 17a : We went to Ramayana Bali Mall 

Clause 17b : There I bought some clothes, pants, and a hat.  

Clause 18a : Actually I would like to buy French books  

Clause 18b : But the price were expensive.  
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Clause 19a : Lately I was very interested  

Clause 19b : To learn French.  

Clause 20a : And got some French books  

Clause 20b : Were the best thing for me.  

Clause 21a : But it was not my lucky day 

Clause 21b : Because I came to that mall  

Clause 21c : When there didn’t give any discount for the customer.  

Clause 22 : After that, I went to the Sanur Beach.  

Clause 23a : Beach is my favorite place  

Clause 23b : to relax my mind.  

Clause 24a : So I was really happy  

Clause 24b : to see the beautiful wave at Sanur Beach.  

Clause 25a : There I saw  

Clause 25b : Many tourist were walking and swimming.  

Clause 26a : I also saw  

Clause 26b : Many tourists were going to go to Nusa Penida and Nusa  

      Lembongan Island.  
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Clause 27a : They had to rent a fast boat  

Clause 27b : To get to Nusa Penida island  

Clause 27c : And saw them  

Clause 27d : To get ready for their trip 

Clause 27e : Was really nice.  

Clause 28 : I also would like to go to Nusa Penida or Nusa Lembongan  

      sometime.  

Clause 29a : After went to Sanur Beach,  

Clause 29b : I had dinner at the Balinese restaurant near there.  

Clause 30 : My family just bought some Balinese traditional food like betutu  

      chicken and mix rice with vegetable.  

Clause 31 : The food was really delicious.  

Clause 32 : We really enjoyed our family time.  

Clause 33a : After had dinner,  

Clause 33b : We bought some food for my other families like my uncle, my  

      sister, etc.  

Clause 34a : When we went home by my father’s car at 20.00 pm,  
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Clause 34b : The traffic was crowded in the evening. 

Clause 35a : And yeah even it was a crowded day 

Clause 35b : But still was a very great day in this year.  

Clause 36a : And about my last holiday while celebrating  

Clause 36b : My 17th birthday was really great  

Clause 36c : Because I could spend my time with my family together and also  

     with my friends.  

Clause 37a : Sometime I want  

Clause 37b : to invite my friend to a party in Sanur Beach.  

Clause 38a : And also I want  

Clause 38b : to go to Nusa Penida or Nusa Lembongan Island with my family  

     and my friends.  

Clause 39 : I hope  

Clause 39b : It will come true in the future. 

Clause 40 : That’s all about my holiday story  

Clause 40b : And thank you. 
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Student P 

Clause 1 : Last July, I spent my school holiday in Bandung, West Java.  

Clause 2 : I went there with my sisters for five days.  

Clause 3 : On the first day, we were landed at Kertajati International Airport  

      around 10 A.M after an hour flight.  

Clause 4a : The airport is quite big,  

Clause 4b : It located like in the middle of nowhere.  

Clause 5a : Then we went to Airbnb  

Clause 5b : That we already booked in Ciwidey by online transportation  

Clause 5c : And from the airport it took four hours  

Clause 5d : After arrived 

Clause 5e : We decide  

Clause 5f : To take a rest for a while.  

Clause 6a : After that we went to Ranca Bali tea plantation 

Clause 6b : It is one of the famous tea plantation in Bandung  

Clause 6c : And it has large area.  

Clause 7a : After that we went to Ranca Upas 
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Clause 7b : It’s one of the most popular camping grounds in Bandung. 

Clause 8 : In Ranca Upas, there are a lot of wild deers.  

Clause 9a : My sisters and I weren’t gonna camping 

Clause 9b : But we gave the deer food like carrot.  

Clause 10a : In the evening we went back to Airbnb  

Clause 10b : And took a rest.  

Clause 11a : On the next day we went to Kawah Putih 

Clause 11b : But we just fifteen minutes there 

Clause 11c : Because the smell of the Sulphur wasn’t good.  

Clause 12a : In the evening, we went to bosscha observatory 

Clause 12b : It has an unique architecture  

Clause 12c : And inside that there’s a big old telescope.  

Clause 13a : We were going to look through the other telescope 

Clause 13b : But weren’t lucky  

Clause 13c :Because the weather was windy 

Clause 14a : So, we decided  
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Clause 14b : Went to hotel.  

Clause 15a : On the third day, we went to De Ranch  

Clause 15b : To rode horse  

Clause 15c : And bought some milk tofu  

Clause 15d : It’s so soft 

Clause 16a : Then we went to floating market Lembang  

Clause 16b : to bought some food      

Clause 16c : And looking around.  

Clause 17 : After that we went to Farmhouse Lembang.  

Clause 18a : In there, the building’s like an European architecture  

Clause 18b : And also my sister and I rented European clothes  

Clause 18c : And looking around.  

Clause 19a : In the evening we went to Paris in Java mall  

Clause 19b : Which is one of the biggest mall in Bandung.  

Clause 20a : We felt tired  

Clause 20b : Because the mall is so big.  
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Clause 21a : On the fourth day, we went to braga street  

Clause 21b : And went to Ciampelas  

Clause 21c : to buy some souvenirs.  

Clause 22a : In the evening we went to “Gedung Sate”  

Clause 22b : And went to have dinner in Bandung town square.  

Clause 23a : At that moment the traffic was crowded 

Clause 23b : So we decided  

Clause 23c : Went to hotel on foot.  

Clause 24a : On the last day, we packed all of our stuffs  

Clause 24b : and at 5 A.M we went to airport  

Clause 24c : Because our flight was at 9 A.M. 

Clause 25a : We were really enjoyed that holiday,  

Clause 25b : Because Bandung is one of the must visit city in Indonesia  

Clause 25c : And we will visit Bandung again someday. 

Student Q 

Clause 1a : Last year in December, I went  
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Clause 1b : to pick up my friend 

Clause 1c : to exercise in the afternoon.  

Clause 2a : On that day I rode my motorcycle slowly 

Clause 2b : But I didn’t see the motor from the right speeding  

Clause 2c : When I was going to cross  

Clause 2d : And accident was happened.  

Clause 3a : I fell of my motorcycle  

Clause 3b : And the other rides were thrown away 

Clause 3c : Many people helped us at that time.  

Clause 4a : We only suffered minor injuries,  

Clause 4b : But our motorcycle was broken  

Clause 4c : And had to be taken to the garge.  

Clause 5a : It was a sad event  

Clause 5b : and I hope 

Clause 5c : It will never happen again  

Clause 5d : Because it makes me traumatized while driving.  
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Clause 6a : And I hope 

Clause 6b :  The other drivers are more careful,  

Clause 6c : Always obey the rules of traffic. 

Student R 

Clause 1a : My family and I went to my grandmother’s house in Yogyakarta  

      on June  

Clause 1b : We went there two days before Ramadhan.  

Clause 2 : We arrived at Yogyakarta at morning.  

Clause 3a : We spent a week  

Clause 3b : Staying on my grandmother’s house. 

Clause 4a : In the night, I went  

Clause 4b : To watch Taubiran  

Clause 5a : The next day we go  

Clause 5b : to pray in the field near my grandmother’s house.  

Clause 6a : After that we walk around the neighborhood  

Clause 6b : To meet. 

Clause 7a : On the second day, all of us just stay at home  
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Clause 7b : Because many people come to grandmother’s house  

Clause 7c : To meet. 

Clause 8a : On the third day, we went to uncle’s house  

Clause 8b : To meet my father’s brother. 

Clause 9a : We spent the rest of our week in Yogyakarta  

Clause 9b : By visiting malioboro, beringharjo traditional market. 

Student S 

Clause 1a : A few months ago, I returned home  

Clause 1b : To celebrate Chinese new year.  

Clause 2a : Arriving there 

Clause 2b : Our family then helped 

Clause 2c : To prepare the Chinese new year needs.  

Clause 3a : From cooking 

Clause 3b : Put up the decorations 

Clause 3c : And preparing tools for Chinese new year prayer.  

Clause 4 : The next day all the big families gathered.  
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Clause 5a : Some from Surabaya, Denpasar, and Jakarta also come  

Clause 5b : to meet in the village.  

Clause 6a : We then eat, 

Clause 6b : We pray  

Clause 6c : And talk. 

Clause 7a : In the evening, we went to the temple  

Clause 7b : to watch the Barong Sai show and Fireworks show.  

Clause 8a : Around 1 a.m., many people gathered at the temple returned  

Clause 8b : And we also decided  

Clause 8c : to go home.  

Clause 9a : The next day we cleaned up the rest of the Chinese new year,     

Clause 9b : washing dishes 

Clause 9c : cleaning praying equipment  

Clause 9d : and also removing the décor.  

Clause 10a : And the next day we tidy up the goods  

Clause 10b : And then return to Denpasar.  
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Student T 

Clause 1 : Last year I went to Garuda Wisnu Kencana with my father.  

Clause 2a : That was my first time  

Clause 2b : I traveled to GWK.  

Clause 3 : We arrived there at 10 o’clock in the morning.  

Clause 4 : About two hours from our house, there I saw the statue of Garuda      

                          Wisnu, a God from Hindu’s Mythology.  

Clause 5 : Around the statue I saw crowded place.  

Clause 6a : That crowded place is a place  

Clause 6b : where an event started  

Clause 6c : But sadly it’s a V.I.P only event  

Clause 6d : So I cant participate in that event.  

Clause 7a : After a long time walking,  

Clause 7b : We took a lot of pictures together around the statue.  

Clause 8 : Then we went home with a happy feeling. 

Student U 

Clause 1 : Last December, I went to Java to a holiday.  
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Clause 2a : I went there with mother, father and sister  

Clause 2b : And was my first time to Java.  

Clause 3a : We leave the house at nine o’clock at night 

Clause 3b : And we reach the rolling grounds at one o’clock in the morning 

Clause 3c : And we go straight to the banyuwangi.  

Clause 4a : When we got to Java 

Clause 4b : We immediately saw the real of Javanese food.  

Clause 5 : And we also have this mighificent view of the rice paddies. 

Clause 6a : Once we got to solo city 

Clause 6b : Well enjoy a night in Solo city. 

Clause 7a : In the morning we went  

Clause 7b : to see dad’s childhood home.  

Clause 8 : And after that we went to this very nice beach and comfortable  

     beach.  

Clause 9a : And we went to the market in the city of Wonogiri  

Clause 9b : And we ate 

Clause 10 : And at night we drove out into town square Solo.  
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Clause 11a : And two days after that we went to Jogjakarta  

Clause 11b : And we stayed in the villa.  

Clause 12a : And we went to town square of Jogjakarta  

Clause 12b : And jumped at the mugger.  

Clause 13 : And the next day we came back to Bali.  

Student V 

Clause 1 : Two weeks ago I went to Nusa Lembongan with my friends.  

Clause 2a : We crossed from the coast of Sanur  

Clause 2b : Using a boat about thirty minutes  

Clause 2c : We finally reached Jungud batu beach.  

Clause 3a : Then we were picked up  

Clause 3b : Using a motorcycle  

Clause 3c : to get to the place of lodging.  

Clause 4a : After arriving at the inn  

Clause 4b : We take a shower that rest for about twenty minutes.  

Clause 5a : Then we went to the dream beach of rode a motorcycle  
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Clause 5b : There we see the sunset  

Clause 5c : And buy food.  

Clause 6a : After we went home  

Clause 6b : And took a shower 

Clause 6c : Then we continue  

Clause 6d : To went to the restaurant by the beach at night.  

Clause 7a : Next day after breakfast, went to a restaurant 

Clause 7b : called “The Sand” with a view of the sea.  

Clause 8a : After finishing  

Clause 8b : Taking a picture  

Clause 8c : We returned to the inn  

Clause 8d : To take care of the goods  

Clause 8e : Because in a few hours we went home.  

Clause 9a : After packing our items  

Clause 9b : we immediately went to the jungud batu  

Clause 9c :  to cross to Badung.  
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Clause 10 : Fourty minutes we arrived at Badung.  

Student W 

Clause 1a : Last month my friends and I went to a small beautifull island 

Clause 1b : It’s lembongan island 

Clause 2a : We went there by speedboat from sanur harbor 

Clause 2b : It took 45 minutes.  

Clause 3 : My first impression about this island is awsome.  

Clause 4 : Why did I say so?  

Clause 5a : It is because  

Clause 5b : When I arrived  

Clause 5c : I could see  

Clause 5d : How clear the water is 

Clause 5e : How beautiful the island is  

Clause 5f : And also how spacious and clean the island is.  

Clause 6a : We arrived at 11.45 AM 

Clause 6b : When we arrived  
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Clause 6c : Someone was waiting for us by the beach  

Clause 6d : to transfer us to the hotel.  

Clause 7a : When we arrived at 15.05 PM  

Clause 7b : We went to a place  

Clause 7c : Named mangrove forest 

Clause 7d : In this place my friends and I rent a traditional boat  

Clause 7e : That we used for around the mangrove forest. 

Clause 8a : After that we went to Devil tears,  

Clause 8b : Devil tears similar with water blow  

Clause 8c : That located in Nusa Dua 

Clause 8d : The difference is the height distance between the sea and the  

       cliffs is very high  

Clause 8e : So we had to be carefull  

Clause 8f : If we didn’t want  

Clause 8g : to fall 

Clause 9a : After enjoyed the view in Devil tears 

Clause 9b : We went to Dream beach 
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Clause 9c : Which is the most popular beach in that island.  

Clause 10 : This beach had clean water, and clean beach side. 

Clause 11a :  In this place we bought meatballs 

Clause 11b : This is the funny part  

Clause 11c : We did not ask the price of the meatballs  

Clause 11d : Before bought it 

Clause 11e : So when we are going to pay  

Clause 11f : We were very surprised at the price of the meatballs  

Clause 11g : Which are quite expensive.  

Clause 12a : We spent our time in this beach  

Clause 12b : To eat meatballs  

Clause 12c : And enjoy the view  

Clause 12d : And also waited for sunset  

Clause 12e : To come.  

Clause 13a : At 07.00 PM /at 19:00 PM we went back to hotel  

Clause 13b : To take a bath  
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Clause 13c : And looked for dinner.  

Student X 

Clause 1a : A few weeks ago, when school holiday arrived,  

Clause 1b : I spent a lot of my time with my phone  

Clause 1c : Because if I went to some places 

Clause 1d : It would spend my money.  

Clause 2a : The first week of my holiday I went to my uncle villages 

Clause 2b : Because I thought  

Clause 2c : It would be fun there. 

Clause 3a : It took 1 hour from my house 

Clause 3b : I went there alone using my motorbike.  

Clause 4a : The reason why I went to my uncle villages  

Clause 4b : Because I wanted  

Clause 4c : To celebrate galungan together 

Clause 4d : Yes galungan is one of the big holidays for Hindus in Bali.  

Clause 5a : When I got there  
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Clause 5b : I was greeted by their smiles 

Clause 5c : Because I seldom returned to the village 

Clause 5d : Because I’m busy about my school.  

Clause 6a : After that my uncle and my aunt prepared lunch for me  

Clause 6b : And we ate together.  

Clause 7 : After that my uncle and aunt had to go to work at hotel.  

Clause 8a : I was at home with grandma 

Clause 8b : Because it was boring 

Clause 8c : So I played some games on my phone 

Clause 8d : There were a lot of games in Hage,  

Clause 8e : Starting from throwing knives and many more. 

Clause 9a : I felt bored  

Clause 9b : Playing games 

Clause 9c : So I watched you tube 

Clause 9d : I like  

Clause 9e : To watch Korean mv on you tube  
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Clause 9f : But when I was in my uncle homes 

Clause 9g : I watched about the segment  

Clause 9h : Called Nerror  

Clause 9i : It’s mean Nessie Horror.  

Clause 10 : I watched many videos on her chanel.  

Clause 11 : The chanel called Nessie judge.  

Clause 12a : About Nerror, that was so creepy  

Clause 12b : But I still watched.  

Clause 13 : I watched about haunted places in Indonesia, telephone records  

      911, murder cases and many more.  

Clause 14 : Besides that, I also read about creepy pasta.  

Clause 15 : Creepy pasta is a short scary story.  

Clause 16 : It was fun.  

Clause 17a : Then I helped grandma  

Clause 17b : Prepare ingredients for Banten.  

Clause 18a : Around 4 PM, my grandma told me  

Clause 18b : To take a shower 
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Clause 18c : Because of my habit of bathing at night around 7 PM 

Clause 18d : So I said  

Clause 18e : I would take a shower soon 

Clause 18f : But my grandma insisted 

Clause 18g : She said  

Clause 18h : The water would be very cold at night.  

Clause 19a : Finally I obeyed 

Clause 19b : My grandma offered  

Clause 19c : to take a shower with warm water  

Clause 19d : But I refused.  

Clause 20a : I finally took a shower  

Clause 20b : But when I touched the water 

Clause 20c : It was very cold.  

Clause 21a : So I accepted grandma’s offer  

Clause 21b : To take a shower with warm water.  

Clause 22a : After I finished bathing 
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Clause 22b : My uncle and aunt came from work 

Clause 22c : Then I told  

Clause 22d : That the water it was very cold.  

Clause 23a : They just laughed 

Clause 23b : After that we had dinner together. 

Clause 24 : After that we watched TV together.  

Clause 25a : Around 10 PM, uncle told me  

Clause 25b : To go to bed  

Clause 25c : Because he said tomorrow, 

Clause 25d : He wanted  

Clause 25e : To take me to SWING.  

Clause 26a : The next day was Sunday 

Clause 26b : Around 3 PM my uncle, aunt and me went to the usual tourist  

     place called SWING  

Clause 26c : That belong of my uncle brother 

Clause 26d : He is my uncle too.  

Clause 27a : There we tried various games 
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Clause 27b : And did not forget  

Clause 27c : To take photos.  

Clause 28 : There is also had a cafe.  

Clause 29a : I ordered chicken betutu and orange juice 

Clause 29b : It tastes really good  

Clause 29c : Because it was free.  

Clause 30a : After that around 7 PM we returned home  

Clause 30b : Because I had activities at church.  

Clause 31 : So I had to go home.  

Clause 32a : It was really fun  

Clause 32b : To be able spent holidays in the village 

Clause 32c : Because it can save my money 

Clause 32d : Also because I can meet uncle, aunt and grandma.  

Clause 33a : I hope  

Clause 33b : The next holiday I can go back to the village  

Clause 33c : And I hope  
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Clause 33d : Uncle and aunt have a lot of holidays from their hotel  

Clause 33e : So we will be able to play together.  

Student Y 

Clause 1a : Last month, I think  

Clause 1b : On July I get best experience in my life.  

Clause 2a : Maybe it’s not important  

Clause 2b : But for me it’s important.  

Clause 3a : I got daily worker on July 

Clause 3b : So daily worker is person 

Clause 3c : Works on event in hotel or restaurant.  

Clause 4a : And I’m lucky 

Clause 4b : To get it. 

Clause 5 : When first time, I went to every restaurant and café in Gatsu and  

     Canggu maybe in Dalung and Buduk.  

Clause 6a : I went in there  

Clause 6b : To ask about daily worker.  

Clause 7a : It wasn’t easy 
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Clause 7b : It was hard.  

Clause  8a : Because all of restaurant or café didn’t need daily worker at the  

     moment  

Clause 8b : And I thought  

Clause 8c : I was late  

Clause 8d : To ask about it  

Clause 8e : Because at the moment not time for holiday.  

Clause 9 : But I never give up.  

Clause 10a : I had enthuanisme  

Clause 10b : To search again about daily worker.  

Clause 11a : I came  

Clause 11b : And asked about it in 30 restaurants and 10 cafes,  

Clause 11c : Some restaurant and café responed me  

Clause 11d : And asked my phone number.  

Clause 12a : After that, my older sister gave me suggestion  

Clause 12b : to write CV or curriculum vitae  

Clause 12c : Maybe I can say  
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Clause 12d : It’s a letter or document about our identity.  

Clause 13a : So I wrote CV  

Clause 13b : And went to another restaurant on café 

Clause 13c : If they responed  

Clause 13d : And asked me about CV 

Clause 13e : I would give to them  

Clause 13f : And it was really work.  

Clause 14a : Because CV likes as proof  

Clause 14b : If you want to work. 

Clause 15a : I waited 2 weeks  

Clause 15b : But no one restaurant or café called me 

Clause 15c : to work 

Clause 15d : I felt sad and dissapointed. 

Clause 16 : One day, maybe on galungan holiday I got information from  

      group chat about daily worker at Aryaduta hotel Kuta.  

Clause 17a : So I had enthuanisme  

Clause 17b : To ask about it  
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Clause 17b : And finally I got daily worker.  

Clause 18a : I was happy  

Clause 18b : Because I could to get daily worker  

Clause 18c : And I said thankyou to God  

Clause 18d : Because He always gives me the best thing. 

Clause 19a : So I must prepared all for my first time 

Clause 19b : to work.  

Clause 20a : I felt nervous  

Clause 20b : But I had great enthuanisme  

Clause 20c : To work  

Clause 21a : I worked as banquet 

Clause 21b : It was like waiter but for event and wedding 

Clause 21c : I brought heavy thing, plate, and many more.  

Clause 22a : Yeah I was tired  

Clause 22b : But like it  

Clause 22c : Because it could be best experience  
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Clause 22d : Before I got training from school.  

Clause 23a : I got 200 rupiah for my salary  

Clause 23b : Because I worked to 2 days 

Clause 23c : I wanted 

Clause 23d : To keep my salary  

Clause 23e : But it was lost  

Clause 23f : Because I bought anything.  

Clause 24a : I hoped 

Clause 24b : Next time I can get daily worker again and more enthuanisme.  

Clause 25a : Because I want 

Clause 25b : To get many for my self  

Clause 25c : Maybe I keep it  

Clause 25d : And use  

Clause 25e : When my mother can’t gives me pocket many  

Clause 25f : Also can get experience about work 

Clause 25g : And it can makes me not nervouse 
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Clause 25h : When I’m training 

Clause 25i : Also can be more dicipline. 

Student Z  

Clause 1a : When I was 12 years old 

Clause 1b : My best experience is I shave my hair. 

Clause 2a : That’s the best experience 

Clause 2b : I ever had.  

Clause 3a : It’s start  

Clause 3b : From I look pict on instagram. 

Clause 4a : There is a girl skin his head but on the back side 

Clause 4b : And that skin is very unique 

Clause 4c : So I told my mom  

Clause 4d : I want  

Clause 4e : Shave my hair like that  

Clause 4f : And my mom said yes.  

Clause 5a : But, before I shave my hair  
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Clause 5b : I really doubtful.  

Clause 6a : Because I’m scared  

Clause 6b : My teacher mad at me.  

Clause 7a : But, I think 

Clause 7b : I can covered with my long hair.  

Clause 8a : After a few days, I went to the barber shop  

Clause 8b : And I decided  

Clause 8c : To shave my hair.  

Clause 9a : On the next days I went to school 

Clause 9b : and my friends ask me  

Clause 9c : “why you cut your hair like this”  

Clause 9d : and many friend said  

Clause 9e : It’s cool.  

Clause 10a : But when it’s grow up,  

Clause 10b : It’s not cool anymore.  

Clause 11a : And I decided  
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Clause 11b : To cut my hair into short hair.  

Clause 12 : But I never forgot this moment.  

Clause 13a : That’s my best experience 

Clause 13b : I ever had. 
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Analysis of Process Types and Circumstantial Elements of the Students’ 

Recount Texts 

 

Student A  

Clause 1  

Last month  was new year 

Carrier Proc: Att: Circumstantial Attribute 

 

Clause 2  

I and my family  went to Sanur beach for a vacation 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place Circ: Cause: Purpose 

 

Clause 3a   

As  we arrived  there 

 Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 3b  

I  walked down to the beach 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 4 

It  was a nice day with a blue sky and a gentle breeze 

Token Proc: Identifying: 

Intensive 

Value 
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Clause 5a 

 
I saw some segulls 

Senser Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon 

 

There was an error found from clause 5a that was written by student A. 

The word ‘segulls’ written by student A should be ‘seagulls’. Based on the 

interview result, student A did not know the correct spelling because he only 

copied what he got from English translation application. The error made by 

student A belongs to intralingual error, in which student A did not know the exact 

spelling for the word ‘seagulls’. Thus, other students helped him to correct the 

wrong word.  

Clause 5b  

It flew around hunting for fish 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 6a  

The waves there were suitable for swimming 

Carrier Circ: Place Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 6b  

Because I couldn’t swim 

Circ: Cause: Reason Actor  Proc: Material 
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Clause 6c  

And only play with the water on shallow part 

 Proc: Material Circ: Manner: Means Circ: Place 

 

Clause 7  

We also didn’t miss on opportunity  here 

Senser  Proc: Mental: 

Volition 

Phenomenon Circ: Place 

 

Clause 8  

Taking some pictures with the background of scenic Sanur Beach 

Proc: Material Goal Circ: Manner: Means 

 

Clause 9a  

Before we went home 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 9b 

I looked for some beautiful souvenir at the nearby shop 

there 

Senser Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon Circ: Place 

 

Clause 10  

It was a memorable experience 

for me 

with my family 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute Circ: Accompaniment: 

Comitative 
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Student B 

Clause 1  

Last month my sister and I went to the night market 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 2a  

On that day we were having a weekend 

Circ: Time Carrier Proc: Att: Possessive Attribute 

 

Clause 2b  

and refreshing too because of  the many school work and 

office work. 

 Proc: Material Circ: Cause: Reason Goal 

 

Clause 3 

The night market is located on West Teuku Umar street 

Goal Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 4a  

The 

opening 

hours 

I don’t  know when 

 Senser  Proc: Mental: Cognition Circ: Time 

 

Clause 4b  

but certainly opened at night 

 Circ: Manner: Quality Proc: Material Circ: Time 
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Clause 5  

There I saw a lot  of food and drinks sold such as 

grilled squid, roasted corn, 

bread, juice, pop ice, etc. 

Circ: Place Senser Proc: Mental: 

Perception 

Circ: 

Manner: 

Degree 

Phenomenon 

 

Clause 6a  

If you hear the night market 

 Senser Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon 

 

Clause 6b  

Of course Immediately think of the rides here 

 Circ: Manner: 

Quality 

Proc: Mental: Cognition Phenomenon Circ: Place 

 

Clause 7   

We boarded two rides, the bianglala and the kora-kora 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

 

Clause 8a 

The vehicle  we were riding on 

 Actor  Proc: Material 
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Clause 8b 

 
was enough 

Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

 

Clause 8c 

 
To frighten  us 

Proc: Material  

 

 

Clause 8d  

Because the rides were being swun to the right and left at a pretty 

fast speed 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Goal Proc: Material Circ: Manner: Means 

 

There was an error found from clause 8d that was written by student B. 

The word ‘swun’ written by student B should be ‘swung’. Based on the interview 

result, student B did not know the correct spelling of that word. She looked like 

did not too understand what she made. The error made by student B belongs to 

intralingual error since student B did not know the exact spelling for the word 

‘swung’. Hence, other students helped her to correct the wrong word. 

Clause 8e  

And then the longer it was swung higher 

 Goal Proc: Material Circ: Extent: Distance 
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Clause 8f   

Then we both screamed 

 Behaver Proc: Behavioral 

 

Clause 8g  

Because It was too high 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive  Attribute 

 

Clause 8h   

But It was very exciting 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive  Attribute 

 

Clause 9a  

We really enjoyed the ride 

Actor  Circ: Manner: Quality Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 9b   

We were riding 

Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 9c  

And we felt happy 

 Senser Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon 

 

Clause 10a  

If there is another night market 

  Proc: Existential Existent 
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Clause 10b   

I will  come with my sister and maybe some 

friends  

to ride other rides 

Actor  Proc: Material Circ: Accompaniment: 

Comitative 

Circ: Cause: 

Purpose 

 

Clause 10c   

And also we enjoy the food 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Based on the interview result, student B made a mistake in writing this 

clause. Since the clause 11c talks about the past event, the word enjoy should be 

enjoyed. The mistake made by student B is classified as intralingual error because 

of the student's mistake in terms of the inappropriate use of past tense. 

Clause 10d 

And drinks there 

 Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Similar to the previous cases, there was a mistake found from clause 10d 

that is written by student B. In retelling the past event, the verb should be 

modified into drank. The mistake made by student B is categorized as 

intralingual error because of the student's mistake in terms of the inappropriate use 

of past tense. 
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Student C 

Clause 1  

Four days ago I was vacationing at grandfather’s house 

 Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 2a   

His house is quite cool 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 2b   

It is far  from urban areas 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute Circ: Place 

 

Clause 2c   

And it is very close  to the vegetable farming area 

 Carrier Proc: Att: 

Intensive 

Attribute Circ: Place 

 

Clause 3   

My grandfather and grandmother are farmers 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 4a   

I spent one day 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Extent: Duration 
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Clause 4b  

staying  There 

Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 4c 

And I  also did many interesting things in the field 

 Actor  Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

 

Clause 4d   

I helped my grandfather 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 4e  

I grow Vegetables 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 5  

On the first day I learned  to plant spinach 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 6a  

What I do  is 

 Actor Proc: Material  

 

There was an error found from the interview result with student C. The 

clause 6a should be ‘What I did was’. Since the text type written by students was 

recount text and it should use the past verb. Hence, the error made by student B is 
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classified as intralingual error because of the student's error in terms of the 

inappropriate use of past tense. 

Clause 6b 

Move the spinach from the nursery media to the planting 

area. 

Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

 

In accordance with the previous error found in clause 6a, the clause 6b 

should be ‘moving the spinach seeds from the nursery media to the planting area’. 

The error made by student C is classified as intralingual error because of the 

student's error in terms of inappropriate diction usage. 

Clause 7a  

I thought 

Senser Proc: Mental: Cognition 

 

Clause 7b  

It was easy to do 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 7c  

It turns out planting spinach is very tiring 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 
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Clause 8  

I  had to  move them one by one under the hot sun 

Actor  Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

 

Clause 9a  

I  did it a few hours before lunch 

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Extent: 

Duration 

Circ: Time 

 

Clause 9b  

Then  I continued until the afternoon 

 Actor Proc: Material Circ: Extent: Duration  

 

Clause 10a   

In the evening there was nothing 

Circ: Time   Proc: Existential Existent 

 

Clause 10b  

I wanted 

Senser  Proc: Mental: Volition 

 

Clause 10c 

to do  except sleep 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 11a  

I was very tired 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 
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Clause 11b  

But what I did 

 Actor  Proc: Material 

 

Clause 11c  

It was very pleasant 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 12  

The next day I have to go  home 

Circ: Time Actor  Proc: Material Range 

 

In accordance with clause 12, the error made by student C is classified as 

intralingual error because of the student's error in terms of the inappropriate use of 

past tense. Thus, since it talks about the past event, the words ‘have to’ must be 

modified into ‘had to’.  

Clause 13a   

Because tomorrow is monday 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

 

Clause 13b  

And homework is pilling up 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 
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Clause 14a   

But that is okay 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 14b  

Because next vacation I will visit grandfather again 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Circ: Time Actor  Proc: 

Material 

Goal 

 

Student D  

Clause 1   

On 27 march 2016 me and my 

friend 

went to Korea for violin concert 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place Circ: Cause: 

Purpose 

 

Clause 2   

We stayed in Seoul for 1 week 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place Circ: Extent: Duration 

 

Clause 3a   

That was my first time 

Carrier Proc: Att: Circumstantial Attribute 

 

Clause 3b  

I saw a beautiful place like these 

Senser Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon 
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Clause 4  

We lived with our teacher and her husband 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Accompaniment: Comitative 

 

Clause 5  

Every morning we ate vegetables like gimbap, kimchi, and others 

Korean traditional vegetables. 

Circ: Time 

 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 6  

After breakfast we went to a studio to practice 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place Circ: Cause: 

Purpose 

 

Clause 7a   

My favorite part was when  

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 7b  

We ate 

Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 7c 

Because I can ate many  kinds of food, 

from traditional 

to modern food 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Actor  Proc: 

Material 

Circ: Manner: 

Degree 

Goal 
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Student D made a mistake in writing this clause. The clause 7c above 

should be ‘Because I could eat many kinds of food, from traditional to modern 

food’. Can is changed into could since it talks about the past event. Besides, 

could is modal auxiliary verb and it should be followed by infinitive. As a result, 

the mistake made in clause 7c is classified as intralingual error because of the 

student's mistake in terms of the auxiliary usage. 

Clause 7d  

After lunch we walked around Seoul 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 8a   

I loved 

Senser Proc: Mental: Affection 

 

Clause 8b 

to practice there 

Proc: Material  Circ: Place 

 

Clause 8c  

Cause we got our own room for practice 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Cause: Purpose 

 

Based on the analysis above, it reveals that if the students intend to tell the 

reason, they should use the word ‘because’ instead of ‘cause’. Since those words 
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have different meanings. As a result, the mistake made in clause 8c is classified as 

intralingual error because of the student's mistake in terms of conjunction usage. 

Clause 8d 

That made  me enjoy when practice 

Actor Proc: Material Client Goal 

 

Clause 9a  

I like 

Senser Proc: Mental: Affection 

 

There was a mistake found in clause 9a. The verb used in that clause 

should use past tense. Thus, it should be ‘I liked’. Therefore, the mistake made in 

clause 8c is classified as intralingual error since the student's mistake in terms of 

past tense usage. 

Clause 9b 

to use  Korean MRT and Korean bus 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 10a 

I liked 

Senser Proc: Mental: Affection 

 

Clause 10b 

to wait  at station bus 

Proc: Material Circ: Place 
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Clause 11a   

It looked like 

Senser Proc: Mental: perception 

 

 

Clause 11b  

You were in a drama’s 

Carrier Proc: Att: Circumstantial Attribute 

 

Clause 12a  

I liked 

Senser Proc: Mental: Affection 

 

Clause 12b 

to take  a picture in many place 

Proc: Material Range Circ: Place 

 

Based on the interview result, student D made a mistake in writing this 

clause. The word place in that clause should be added -s because student D states 

many that shows plural noun. As a result, the correct clause is ‘to take a picture in 

many places’. The mistake made in clause 12b is classified as intralingual error 

because of the student's mistake in terms of plural noun usage. 

Clause 13a   

My favorite place was SM Entertainment 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 
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Clause 13b   

That was the idol 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 13c  

That agency went work 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 14  

The sale many merchandise stuff of that 

idol 

 Proc: Material Circ: Manner: Degree Goal 

 

Clause 15  

The day  of our concert came 

Circ: Time  Proc: Material 

 

Clause 16  

It was my scarried day, my nervous day, my happy 

day and also my best day ever. 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

There was an error found in clause 16 written by student D. The word 

scarried in that clause should be scary if student D intends to express her frighten 

feeling. As a result, the error made in clause 16 is categorized as intralingual error 

because of the student's error in terms of spelling. 
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Clause 17 

I was so glad to be the representation from Indonesia. 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 18  

We were the first representation from other country 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 19a   

I wish 

Senser Proc: Mental: Volition 

 

Clause 19b  

I can brought my family  

Actor  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Based on the interview result, student D could find a mistake and correct 

the clause. The clause 19b above should be ‘I could bring my family’. It can be 

stated that the mistake made in clause 19b is classified as intralingual error 

because of the mistake in terms of auxiliary usage. Can is changed into could 

since it talks about the past event. Besides, could is modal auxiliary verb and it 

should be followed by infinitive.  
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Clause 19c 

to meet  my new family at Korea 

Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

 

Clause 20  

Korea is beautiful 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 21   

I love it 

Senser Proc: Mental: Affection Phenomenon 

 

Student E  

Clause 1a   

Last holiday  on 24 june 2019 was my worst holiday 

Token Circ: Time Proc: Identifying: 

Intensive 

Value 

 

Clause 1b  

Because I didn’t go anywhere 

Circ: Cause: Reason Actor  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 2 

I just stayed at home 

Actor  Proc: Material Circ: Place 
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Clause 3a   

In the morning I woke up at 7.30 am 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Time 

 

Clause 3b  

And then took  a bath 

 Proc: Material Range 

 

Clause 3c  

After that I  had  breakfast 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 4  

After that I  played games on my phone 

 Actor Proc: Material Range Circ: Place 

 

Clause 5a   

In the afternoon I  had  a lunch 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 5b  

And after that I took  a nap 

 Actor Proc: Material Range 

 

Clause 6a   

In the evening I had  dinner with my family 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Goal  Circ: 

Accompaniment: 

Comitative 
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Clause 6b   

After that I watched television or youtube 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 6c   

I felt boring 

Senser Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon 

 

Clause 6d  

And I slept 

 Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 7  

My daily activities were like that  during holiday 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute Circ: Extent: Duration 

 

 

Clause 8a  

So  was sure 

 Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

 

Clause 8b 

Last holiday was my worst holiday 

Token Proc: Identifying: Intensive Value 
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Clause 9  

That was my worst holiday 

Token Proc: Identifying: Intensive Value 

 

Clause 10a   

I hope next year 

Senser Proc: Mental: Volition Circ: Time 

 

Clause 10b  

I can go to tourism place with my family 

Actor  Proc: Material Goal Circ: Accompaniment: 

Comitative 

 

Student F  

Clause 1   

On September I got best experience 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

There were several mistakes found from the interview result. In stating a 

month in a sentence, the appropriate preposition of time used is ‘in’. In addition, 

in making a superlative degree sentence, it must begin with ‘the’ before the 

adjective. Thus, the clause above should be ‘In September, I got the best 

experience’. Based on the mistakes found in clause 1, it can be stated that the 

mistakes are classified as intralingual error. 
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Clause 2a   

I thought 

Senser Proc: Mental: Cognition 

 

Clause 2b  

It was a best moment in my life 

Token Proc: Identifying: Intensive Value 

 

Clause 2c  

It was my first time  

Carrier Proc: Att: Circumstantial Attribute 

 

Clause 2d 

to join  a tourism competition with my friends, Anna and Adell. 

Proc: Material Goal Circ: Accompaniment: Comitative 

 

Clause 3  

I took tourism major in my school 

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

 

Clause 4  

This 

major 

always join tourism 

competition 

at Poltek every year 

Actor Circ: 

Extent: 

Duration 

Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place Circ: Time 
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Clause 5a  

and apparently some of my friends and I were selected 

  Goal Proc: Material 

 

Clause 5b 

to joint  that competition for this year 

Proc: Material Goal Circ: Time 

 

In interview activity, student F discovered the mistake and could correct it. 

Based on that clause, the use of infinitive is not appropriate since infinitive should 

consist of a particle ‘to’ and ‘bare infinitive’. As a result, the clause should be ‘to 

join that competition for this year’. Based on the mistakes found in clause 5b, it 

can be stated that the mistake is classified as intralingual error. 

Clause 6a  

When I studied in the class 

 Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 6b  

My teacher called  me with some of my friends 

Actor Proc: Material  Circ: Accompaniment: Comitative 

 

 

Clause 7  

They  were Fika, Moses, Viola, Laras, Ivana, Aellia, and Anna 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 
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Clause 8a  

I was really  surprised 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Circ: Manner: Quality Attribute 

 

Clause 8b  

Because my teacher chose me 

Circ: Cause: Reason Actor Proc: Material  

 

Clause 8c 

 
to join  tourism quiz competition with Anna and Adellia as a team 

Proc: Material Goal Circ: Accompaniment: 

Comitative 

Circ: Role: Guise 

 

Clause 9a   

We really prepared for it 

Actor Circ: Manner: Quality Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 9b  

And wanted 

 Proc: Mental: Volition 

 

Clause 9c 

to give  the best for our school 

Proc: Material Goal Circ: Cause: Purpose 
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Clause 10a   

We studied hard 

Actor Proc: Material Range 

 

Clause 10b  

And every week we had to practice with senior  

 Circ: Extent: 

Frequency 

Actor  Proc: Material Circ: Accompaniment: 

Comitative 

 

Clause 10c 

that   joined this competition 

 Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 11  

It was very difficult for us 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute  

 

Clause 12a 

Beside we prepare for this competition 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

There was a mistake found in clause 12a written by student F. Since the 

text written talks about the past event, the verb in that clause should be in a past 

tense, that is prepared. Based on the mistake found in clause 12a, it can be stated 

that the mistake is classified as intralingual error. 
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Clause 12b  

We must did our homework too 

Actor  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Similar to the previous case, a mistake found in clause 12b. A modal 

auxiliary is always followed by an infinitive. Thus, the correct clause is ‘We must 

do our homework too’. Based on the mistake found in clause 12b, it can be stated 

that the mistake is classified as intralingual error. 

Clause 13a   

We only  have one month 

Carrier  Proc: Att: Possessive  Attribute 

 

Clause 13b 

to prepare  for it 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 13c  

And It made us  stress 

 Initiator Proc: Causative Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 14a   

Sometimes we wanted 

Circ: Extent: Frequency Senser Proc: Mental: Volition 
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Clause 14b 

to cry 

Proc: Material 

 

Clause 14b  

But sometimes we felt 

 Circ: Extent: Frequency Senser Proc: Mental: Perception 

 

Clause 14c  

We could do it 

Actor  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 15  

Until the day of competition we did the best 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Range 

 

Clause 16a  

And we succeed 

 Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 16b 

to get  the first winner 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 17a   

We were really happy about it 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Circ: Manner: Quality Attribute Circ: Matter 
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Clause 17b  

Because our struggle wasn’t vain 

Circ: Cause: Reason Carrier Proc: Att:  Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 18a  

I am really glad 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Circ: Manner: Quality Attribute 

 

Clause 18b  

Because I could do the best  for my school, my 

friends, and especially 

my family 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Actor  Proc: Material Range Client  

 

Clause 19  

Because  this 

competition 

I am more 

enthusiasm 

to study and 

school 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

 Token  Proc: 

Identifying: 

Intensive 

Value Circ: Cause: 

Purpose 

 

In clause 19 above, there is a spelling error found from this clause and the 

error is categorized as intralingual error. The word enthusiasm in the context of 

that clause should be enthusiastic because student F showed her enthusiasm. 

Hence, it uses an adjective in expressing a feeling instead of a noun. As a result, 

the correct clause is ‘Because this competition, I’m more enthusiastic to study 

and school’. 
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Clause 20a  

If I can join a competition again 

 Actor  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 20b   

I will join again 

Actor  Proc: Material  

 

Clause 20c  

And do the best 

 Proc: Material Range 

 

Clause 20d 

to get  a new experience 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Student G  

Clause 1  

2 weeks ago, during 

the holiday of the 

Maulid Nabi 

Muhammad 

I went to Lembongan and 

Ceningan islands 

with my friends, Citra 

and Nanda 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: 

Material 

Circ: Place Circ: Accompaniment 

Comitative 

 

Clause 2a  

That was my first time  

Carrier Proc: Att: Circumstantial Attribute 
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Clause 2b 

to travel there 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 3a  

In the afternoon we went to Bali beach 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 3b 

to cross 

Proc: Material 

 

Clause 4a   

It took 35 minutes 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Extent: Duration  

 

Clause 4b 

to cross  from Bali beach to the Jungut Batu Harbor 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 4c  

We used a speed boat 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 5  

After 

arriving 

we were picked up by my friend cousin by motorcycle 

Circ: 

Time 

Client Proc: Material Actor Circ: Manner: Means 

 

Clause 6a  

The first tourist attraction  we visited 

 Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 6b 

was mangrove tour 

Proc: Att: Circumstantial Attribute 

 

Clause 7a  

We payed Rp.100.000  

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 7b 

to go  around the mangrove forest 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 8  

Apart from that We also took a lot  of photos 

 Actor  Proc: Material Circ: Manner: Degree Goal 

 

Clause 9  

The second tourist attraction is the Devil tears beach 

Carrier Proc: Att: Circumstantial Attribute 
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Clause 10  

In here we enjoyed the blue spa view from the top of the cliff 

Circ: Place Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

Based on the interview result, there was an error found from this clause 

which is influenced by Indonesian or it is called as interlingual error. The words 

‘In here’ in that clause should be revised into ‘Here’ to avoid ambiguity meaning. 

Clause 11a   

Because it was very dangerous 

Circ: Cause: Reason Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 11b   

We decided 

Actor Proc: Material  

 

Clause 11c 

to go to Dream beach 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 11d 

It is 5 minutes from devil tears beach 

Carrier Proc: Att: Circumstantial Circ: Extent: Duration Attribute 

 

Clause 12a   

In there we enjoyed the sunset view 

Circ: Place Actor Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 12b 

While We enjoyed a bowl of meatballs 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 13a  

We also took small shells 

Actor  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 13b  

And naturally we took a lot  of photos 

 Circ: Manner: 

Quality 

Actor Proc: 

Material 

Circ: Manner: 

Degree 

Goal 

 

Clause 14a   

At night we went to a café on the beach  

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 14b 

called  “Ombak Zero Waste Café” 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 14b  

And here we only ordered drinks 

 Circ: Place Actor  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 14c  

Because the price of food is so expensive 

Circ: Cause: Reason Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 
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Clause 15a   

The next day we went to another island  

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 15b 

called  ceningan island 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 15c   

To go  to Ceningan island 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 15d 

It took 20 minutes 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Extent: Duration  

 

Clause 15e 

to cross  a very famous bridge  

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 15f 

called  “Yellow bridge” 

Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 16a   

We went there  to a restaurant  

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

 

Clause 16b 

named  the Sand Ceningan 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 16b 

to enjoy  our breakfast 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 17a  

The menu  is very diverse 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 17b  

But we  only ordered food like french fries, smoothies bowl, mango 

juice and watermelon juice 

 Actor  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 18a   

Because it was 1 pm 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Carrier Proc: Att: Circumstantial Attribute 
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Clause 18b  

We returned to my friend’s house 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 18c 

to prepare  

Proc: Material 

 

Clause 18d 

to return  to Denpasar 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 19a   

It was very memorable holiday for me 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 19b  

Because I could visited such a beautiful place 

Circ: Cause: Reason Actor  Proc: Material Goal 

 

In accordance with the result of interview, student G made a mistake in 

writing this clause. The clause 19b above should be ‘Because I could visit such a 

beautiful place’. Could is modal auxiliary verb and it should be followed by 

infinitive. Hence, the mistake made in clause 19b can be stated as intralingual 

error. 
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Clause 19c   

And I hope 

 Senser Proc: Mental: Volition 

 

Clause 19d  

I could visited Lembongan and Ceningan island with my big family 

Actor  Proc: 

Material 

Goal Circ: Accompaniment: 

Comitative 

 

Student H 

Clause 1a  

Last September Kenny, Anna, and I joined a tourism quiz olympic 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 1b  

that held at Politeknik Negeri Bali 

 Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 2  

I have never participate in any competition before 

Actor  Circ: Extent: 

Frequency 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

In interview activity, by stimulating given by the researcher, student H 

could discover a mistake occurred and could correct the clause. Clause 2 should 

be in the past perfect tense since it talked about something that happened in the 

past before something else occurred. Hence, the correct clause is ‘I had never 
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participated in any competition before’. Referring to the mistake in clause 2, it is 

categorized as intralingual error. 

 

Clause 3a  

That was my first time 

Carrier Proc: Att: Circumstantial Attribute 

 

Clause 3b  

and that 

competition 

was opened for all students from senior high 

school and vocational high school 

in Indonesia 

 Goal Proc: 

Material 

Client Circ: Place 

 

Clause 4  

That’s why it was my best experience ever 

 Token Proc: Identifying: Intensive Value 

 

Clause 5  

We were accompanied by our teacher 

Client Proc: Material Actor 

 

Clause 6a  

Beside of 

that 

we went together with Moses, Fika, Alda, Wida  and 

Chandra 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Accompaniment: Comitative 

 

Clause 6b 

That joined  a competition there 

 Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 
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Clause 7  

We booked 2 cars from online application, Grab 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 8a  

We arrived there at 08:15 A.M 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place Circ: Time 

 

Clause 8b  

In there we were immediately welcomed by the 

competition’s 

committees 

Circ: Place Client  Circ: Manner: 

Quality  

Proc: 

Material 

Actor 

 

Clause 9a  

When I went to the competition room 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 9b  

I felt nervous 

Senser Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon 

 

Clause 9c  

and I confident 

 Senser Proc: Mental: Cognition 

 

There was a mistake found in clause 9c which is influenced by Indonesian 

(interlingual error). It should be ‘and I was confident’ because student H wanted 
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to show her confidence in joining the competition. Besides, in that context, the 

word ‘confident’ is an adjective and the subject above must be followed by to be 

‘was’ since it talks about the past event. 

Clause 9d  

Because many students participated in that competition 

Circ: Cause: Reason Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 10a  

I believed 

Senser Proc: Mental: Cognition 

 

Clause 10b  

We could do our best 

Actor  Proc: Material Range 

 

Clause 11  

The competition was divided into 3 rounds 

Goal Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 12a  

The first was elimination round 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 12b  

The second was semifinal round 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 
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Clause 12c  

And the last was final round 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 13  

In the elimination round we got 190 points 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 14a  

In the semifinal round we got 200 points 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 14b  

And we succeded 

 Actor Proc: Material 

 

The student did misspelling, the word above must be succeeded. Student's 

ignorance of the correct spelling of the word can be categorized that student H 

made intralingual error. 

 

Clause 14c 

to answer  almost all the questions 

Proc: Verbal Verbiage 

 

Based on the clause context in clause 14b and clause 14c, the words ‘to 

answer’ should be ‘in answering’. This mistake can be classified as interlingual 

error because the clause 14b dan 14c are influenced by Indonesian. Thus, student 

H did not figure out the appropriate equivalent and preposition of the clause. 
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Clause 15a  

Finally we succeded 

 Actor Proc: Material 

 

The student did misspelling, the word above must be succeeded. Based on 

the interview result, student H did not familiar with the correct spelling of that 

word. Hence, the student's ignorance of the correct spelling of the word can be 

categorized that student H made intralingual error. 

 

Clause 15b 

 
to go  to the final round 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 16a  

We were really happy 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Circ: Manner: Quality Attribute 

 

Clause 16b  

and we were nervous at the same time 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute Circ: Time 

 

Clause 17a  

At that time we answered the questions so quickly 

Circ: Time Sayer Proc: Verbal Verbiage Circ: Manner: Quality 
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Clause 17b  

and we got 180 points 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 18  

with that 

points 

we won against two teams from Semarapura Senior 

High School. 

 Senser Proc: Mental: 

Cognition 

Phenomenon 

 

Clause 19a  

We were really happy 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Circ: Manner: Quality Attribute 

 

Clause 19b  

Because we succeded 

Circ: Cause: Reason Actor Proc: Material 

 

Similar to the previous cases, student H did misspelling, the word above 

must be succeeded. In addition, the mistake made in clause 19b is classified as 

intralingual error. 

 

Clause 19c 

win  that competition 

Proc: Mental: Cognition Phenomenon 
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Clause 20a  

We felt very thankful to our mentor 

Senser Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon 

 

 

Clause 20b  

that gave support and knowledge to us for month 

 Proc: Material Goal Recipient Circ: Extent: Duration 

 

Clause 21a  

That was my best experience ever 

Token Proc: Identifying: Intensive Value 

 

Clause 21b  

and I wouldn’t forget that moment 

 Senser  Proc: Mental: Cognition Phenomenon 

 

Student I  

Clause 1  

Last month I went to Besakih temple with my family 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place Circ: Accompaniment: 

Comitative 

 

Clause 2a  

This is the first time in a long time 

Carrier Proc: Att: Circumstantial Attribute Circ: Time 
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Clause 2b  

I visited Besakih Temple 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 3a  

Before we arrive at Besakih temple 

 Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

There was a mistake made by student I in writing clause 3a and it is 

classified as intralingual error. The verb in the clause 3a should be in terms of past 

tense, namely arrived since it expressed an action that happened in the past. 

 

Clause 3b  

We visited Batur Temple first 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 4a  

The temperature there was very cold 

Carrier Circ: Place Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 4b  

and people who lived there 

 Actor  Proc: Material Circ: Place 
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Clause 4c  

Usually they wore jacket 

Circ: Manner: 

Quality 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 4d  

Even though they wearing Kebaya 

Circ: Cause: Concession Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

In accordance with the result of interview, student I knew the mistake; 

however, she could not correct it because she did not know the past form of 

‘wearing’.  Since the text made was a recount text, thus the verb must in past tense 

form. As a result, the verb above is changed into wore. Based on the mistake 

found in clause 4d, it is classified as intralingual error.  

Clause 5a  

After we finished praying 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 5b  

We continued to Besakih temple 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 6  

We arrived there around 01.00 PM 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place Circ: Time 
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Clause 7  

I love how beautiful the view at Besakih temple 

Senser Proc: Mental: 

Affection 

Phenomenon Circ: Place 

 

Clause 8a  

There was a lot  of stairs 

 Proc: Existential Circ: Manner: Degree Existent 

 

Clause 8b 

to reach  the main temple 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 9  

I took lots of pictures  

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Manner: Degree Goal 

 

 

Clause 9b  

after  praying 

 Proc: Material 

 

Clause 10a  

After finished our activity there 

 Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 
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Clause 10b  

We decided 

Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 10c 

to go  home 

Proc: Material Range 

 

Clause 11  

That was an interesting experience 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 12  

I would like to visit this place and another temple soon 

Actor  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Student J 

Clause 1a  

Last month I went 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 1b 

to visit  some tourism object in west Bali with my big family 

Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place Circ: Accompaniment: 

Comitative 
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Clause 2a  

We rent a mini bus  

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Referring to clause 2a, there were several errors found and the errors are 

classified as intralingual error. Necessarily, there is no space in the word mini bus 

written by the student. The correct word is minibus. In addition, the verb above 

should be in terms of past tense, namely rented. 

Clause 2b 

to go  there together 

Proc: Material Circ: Place Circ: Accompaniment: Comitative 

 

Clause 3a  

I was really happy 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Circ: Manner: Quality Attribute 

 

Clause 3b  

Because I  could meet with my aunt, my uncle, my 

grandmother, and my cousins 

Circ: 

Cause: 

Reason 

Actor  Proc: Material Circ: Accompaniment: Comitative 

 

Clause 4  

We visited Tenganan Village for the first destination 

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Cause: Purpose 
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Clause 5a  

In Tenganan village we saw the traditional house from Bali, 

the weave of Gringsing Fabric 

Circ: Place Senser Proc: Mental: 

Perception 

Phenomenon 

 

Clause 5b  

and we took a picture together 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Accompaniment: 

Comitative 

 

Clause 6a  

Next we had lunch together 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Accompaniment: Comitative 

 

Clause 6b  

before we visited the second tourism object 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 7  

After that we visited Taman Ujung 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 8a  

You know guys 

Senser Proc: Mental: Cognition Phenomenon 
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Clause 8b 

The view was so amazing 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 9  

We took a lot of pictures in there 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Manner: Degree Goal Circ: Place 

 

Clause 10a 

You can see all of Taman Ujung 

Senser  Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon 

 

 Clause 10b  

If you up the stairs  

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 10c 

to get  the top 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 11  

Many people did their prewedding photos in there 

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

 

Clause 12  

And then we went  back to home 

 Actor Proc: Material Range 
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Clause 13  

I enjoyed this holiday 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 14  

We had a great time 

Carrier Proc: Att: Possessive Attribute 

 

 

Student K  

Clause 1  

On 9 June 2019 I went to Australia 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 2  

I stayed in Australia for three weeks 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place Circ: Extent: Duration 

 

Clause 3  

There I lived with my host family 

Circ: Place Actor Proc: Material Circ: Accompaniment: 

Comitative  

 

Clause 4  

They are very kind 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 
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Clause 5  

Everyday I used English at home and at school 

Circ: Time Sayer Proc: Verbal Verbiage Circ: Place 

 

Clause 6a 

That is really helps me  

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Circ: Manner: 

Quality 

Attribute 

 

 

Clause 6b 

 
to improve  my English 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 7  

There I visited many places like malls, markets, beaches 

and festivals 

Circ: Place Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 8a  

At school I also have many new friend 

Circ: Place Carrier  Proc: Att: 

Possessive 

Circ: Manner: 

Degree 

Attribute 

 

Clause 8b  

There I visited many places like malls, markets, beaches 

and festivals 

Circ: Place Actor Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 9a  

That time is my first time 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 9b  

I saw kangaroos and koalas 

Senser Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon 

 

Clause 9c  

It was very cute 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 10a  

I don’t need 

Senser  Proc: Mental: Volition 

 

Clause 10b 

to go  to the zoo 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 10c 

to see  koalas or kangaroos 

Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon 
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Clause 10d 

Because my house is in the middle of the forest 

Circ: Cause: Reason Carrier Proc: Att: 

Circumstantial 

Attribute 

 

Clause 10e  

So every day in 

the morning 

I saw koalas and kangaroos  in front of my house 

Circ: Time Senser Proc: Mental: 

Perception 

Phenomenon Circ: Place 

 

Clause 11a  

I got a lot  of experience there 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Manner: 

Degree 

Goal Circ: Place 

 

Clause 11b   

like  eating using a knife and fork, no spicy, no rice and much more 

 Proc: Material Circ: Manner: Means 

 

Clause 12a  

While I was there 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Circumstantial Attribute 
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Clause 12b  

a lot of new activities that I did 

Circ: Manner: Degree Goal  Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 12c  

One of them was 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive 

 

Clause 12d 

I  took a helicopter 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 13a  

That was the first time 

Carrier Proc: Att: Circumstantial Attribute 

 

Clause 13b  

I was in a helicopter 

Carrier Proc: Att: Circumstantial Attribute 

 

Clause 14a  

I hope one day 

Senser Proc: Mental: Volition Phenomenon 
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Clause 14b  

I can back to Australia again 

Actor  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 14c  

And met with my friends and my family 

 Proc: Material Goal 

 

Student L  

Clause 1  

A few weeks ago I went to the Suluban 

Beach 

with my friend, 

her name is Anis, 

for vacation. 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place Circ: 

Accompaniment: 

Comitative 

 

Clause 2  

       Suluban beach is located in the Uluwatu region 

Goal Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 3a  

It was the first time 

Carrier Proc: Att: Circumstantial Attribute 

 

Clause 3b  

We came to the Suluban Beach 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 4a  

It’s took about 3 hours 

Carrier Proc: Att: Circumstantial Circ: Extent: Duration 

 

Based on the interview result, there was an error found from student L in 

writing clause 4a. However, the other students could discover the error and correct 

it together. Referring to the error found, it is classified as intralingual error. The 

clause above should not contain to be ‘is’ because it expresses past tense form. 

The correct clause is ‘It took about 3 hours to get there’.  

 

Clause 4b 

to get  there 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 5a  

Finally we arrived there 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 5b  

We were amazed by the great view of Suluban Beach 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 6  

These wave here was quite safe for swimming 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute Circ: Cause: Purpose 
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Clause 7a  

And then we walked around the beach 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

 

Clause 7b  

We noticed 

Senser Proc: Mental: Perception 

 

Clause 7c  

There were just a few people 

 Proc: Existential Existent 

 

Clause 7d  

That spent their holiday here 

 Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

 

Clause 8  

Finally we went home at 5 pm 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Time 

 

Clause 9  

We were delighted for having holiday 

experience 

there 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute Circ: Place 

 

Clause 10  

The trip back home was quite tiring 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 
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Clause 11a  

We were so exhausted but happy  

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 11b 

to spent  our holiday in such wonderful beach 

Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

 

Clause 12a 

We also promise 

Actor  Proc: Material 

 

Clause 12b 

to return  to this place 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 12c 

When we  have free time 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Possessive Attribute 

 

 

Student M  

Clause 1a  

Last Sunday I went to dejavu with my friends 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Accompaniment: 

Comitative 
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Clause 1b  

Dejavu is the biggest event in Bali 

Token Proc: Identifying: 

Intensive 

Value Circ: Place 

 

Clause 2  

At Dejavu you can saw a lot of Japanese things like key chin, 

pillow, doll, and Japanese foods. 

Circ: Place Senser  Proc: Mental: 

Perception 

Circ: 

Manner: 

Degree 

Phenomenon 

 

Clause 3a  

And you can saw a cosplayer 

 Senser  Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon 

 

Clause 3b 

who cosplayed anime character 

 Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 4  

I had been took some picture with a girl cosplayer 

Actor  Proc: Material Goal Circ: Accompaniment: 

Comitative 

There were several errors that occurred in clause 4 above. In interview 

activity that had been done, student M could not discover the errors and could not 

correct them as well. Nevertheless, the other students were able to correct the 

errors. In accordance with the errors found, they are categorized as intralingual 

errors. If the student M intended to express the past event, the tense that can be 
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used is past tense form. Moreover, student M stated that she took more than one 

picture, but the word picture above is in a singular noun. As a result, the 

appropriate clause is ‘I took some pictures with a girl cosplayer’. 

Clause 5  

She’s cosplayed my favorite anime, umaru 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Based on the interview result, student M made several errors in clause 5 

and the errors are categorized intralingual errors. In this case, the other students 

participated in correcting this clause. In retelling the past event, the contraction -’s 

above does not need to be used.  In addition, student M should capitalize Umaru 

because it is the name of a specific anime character. Hence, it must be ‘She 

cosplayed my favorite anime, Umaru’. 

Clause 6  

She is cute 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Similar to the previous case, there was an error found in clause 6. 

Referring to the error found in clause 6, it is classified as intralingual error. The 

use of to be above should be was because it expresses something in the past.  

Clause 7  

And after that I watched dance performance 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 8  

And At 09.00 pm I watched hanabi or in English is 

fireworks 

 Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 9a  

That is a beautiful moment 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 9b  

That I never had before 

 Carrier Circ: Extent: 

Frequency 

Proc: Att: Possessive  

 

Clause 10  

At Dejavu I met my old friend and my crush 

Circ: Place Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 11 

I really enjoyed Dejavu event 

Actor Circ: Manner: 

Quality 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

 

Clause 12a  

Even I didn’t bought anything 

 Actor  Proc: Material Goal 
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There was a mistake made by student M in writing clause 12a and the 

mistake is classified as intralingual error. The correct sentence pattern for that 

clause is, the auxiliary ‘didn’t’ is followed by a bare infinitive. As a result, the 

appropriate clause is ‘Even I didn’t buy anything’. 

 

Clause 12b 

Because I don’t have money 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Carrier  Proc: Att: Possessive Attribute 

 

Clause 13  

But My last Sunday can be fun 

 Carrier  Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Student N  

Clause 1  

Last September, on 

25th 

I took part on a tourism 

quiz competition 

with Adel and 

Kenny 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Range Circ: 

Accompaniment: 

Comitative 

 

Clause 2a   

So we were a group 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 
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Clause 2b  

And I was a spokesman 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 3a   

It was a national quiz competition 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 3b  

And held in State Polytechnic of Bali 

 Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 4a 

It was my first competition to represent Wira 

Harapan Vocational High 

School 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute Circ: Cause: Purpose 

 

Clause 4b  

So I was excited about  this 

competition 

 Carrier Circ: Att: Intensive Attribute Circ: Matter  

 

Clause 5a  

At that day we went to state Polytechnic 

of Bali 

at 6.30 AM 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place Circ: Time 
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Clause 5b 

And arrived around 8 AM 

 Proc: Material Circ: Time 

 

Clause 6a  

When we were in there 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Circumstantial Attribute 

 

Clause 6b 

We were waiting for 

Actor  Proc: Material 

 

Clause 6c 

the competition  started 

Goal Proc: Material 

 

Clause 7a   

We were so nervous 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 7b  

We thought 

Senser Proc: Mental: Cognition 
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Clause 7c  

If we couldn’t answer the questions 

 Sayer  Proc: Verbal Verbiage 

 

Clause 8a 

Then I thought 

 Senser Proc: Mental: Cognition 

 

Clause 8b  

we must be confidence to ourselves, be focused 

Carrier  Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 8c  

And answered the questions 

 Proc: Verbal Verbiage 

 

Clause 8d  

We knew 

Senser Proc: Mental: Cognition 

 

Clause 9a  

And didn’t forget the togetherness of us  

  Proc: Mental: Cognition Phenomenon 
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Clause 9b 

to fight  on this competition 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 10  

So The competition started 

 Goal Proc: Material 

 

Clause 11  

This competition divided into 3 rounds 

Goal Proc: Material Goal 

  

Clause 12  

In the first round we were in the first section with the other 2 

groups 

Circ: Time Carrier Proc: Att: 

Circumstantial 

Attribute Circ: 

Accompaniment: 

Comitative 

 

Clause 13  

I was so nervous 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 14  

My hands held the mic with wet, cold, and shooked 

hands 

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Manner: Means 
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In accordance with the interview result, student N and the other students 

were not conscious of the error that occurred in clause 14. The correct past 

participle for the word shooked in clause 14 above is shook. As a result, the error 

found in clause 14 is classified as intralingual error. 

Clause 15a  

I was afraid 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 15b  

That I dropped the mic 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

Clause 16  

Then one by one questions brought to us 

 Goal Proc: Material Recipient 

 

Clause 17a   

And we had the highest points than the other 2 

groups 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Possessive Value 

 

Clause 17b  

That was 190 points 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 
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Clause 18   

Because of this we could to enter  the second round 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Actor  Proc: Material Goal 

 

The interview result reveals that student N made a mistake that is 

classified as intralingual error. Based on the clause 18, the word to must be 

removed because a modal auxiliary verb, could, in that clause should be followed 

by a bare infinitive. 

Clause 19a 

In the second round we had 200 points 

Circ: Time Carrier Proc: Att: Possessive Attribute 

 

Clause 19b  

We were more and more excited and grateful 

Token Proc: Identifying: Intensive Value 

 

Clause 19c  

Because we could pass this round 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Actor  Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 20a  

And then  the last round the other 2 

groups 

were from the same school 

 Circ: Time Carrier Proc: Att: 

Intensive 

Attribute 

 

Clause 20b  

That was 2 Semarapura Senior High School 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 21a   

We were afraid again because of our thought 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

 

 

 

Clause 21b  

That those groups were so smart 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 22a  

And we just surrendered 

 Actor  Proc: Material 

 

Clause 22b  

whatever we got 

 Actor Proc: Material 
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Clause 22c  

We must to be grateful 

Carrier  Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

In the interview result, student N made a mistake that is classified as 

intralingual error. Based on the clause 22c, the word to must be removed because 

it is forbidden to use the word to after modal auxiliary, that is must. 

Clause 23a  

With the 180 points we got 

Circ: Manner: Means Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 23b 

We could be  the first winner on this competition 

Carrier  Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 24a  

We were so happy and proud of ourselves 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 24b  

Our struggle in 1 month was not in vain 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 
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Clause 25a  

And after  the competition finished 

 Goal Proc: Material 

 

Clause 25b  

We returned to home with happily 

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Manner: Quality 

 

In accordance with the interview result, there was an error from student N 

in the phrase ‘returned to home’. Besides, student N made a mistake and she was 

able to correct the phrase ‘with happily’. As a result, the word to and with in the 

clause 25b should be removed in order to avoid ambiguity in interpretation of 

meaning. Therefore, the errors found in clause 25b are categorized as intralingual 

errors. 

Clause 26a  

This was the best experience 

Token Proc: Identifying: Intensive Value 

 

Clause 26b  

That I had until now 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Possessive Attribute 
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Clause 27a  

And I thought 

 Senser Proc: Mental: Cognition 

 

Clause 27b 

with took part  on this competition 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

There were several intralingual errors found in clause 27b. First, usually, 

preposition ‘with’ is followed by a present participle. Second, the preposition ‘on’ 

is incorrect in that context. Consequently, the correct clause is ‘with taking part in 

this competition’. 

Clause 27c 

I knew more about Indonesia and its beautiful 

cultures and natures 

Senser Proc: Mental: 

Cognition 

 Circ: Matter Phenomenon 

 

Student O  

Clause 1   

I am going to tell you about my last holiday story 

Sayer  Proc: 

Verbal 

Receiver Circ: Matter Verbiage 
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Clause 2   

So at 18 November 2019 was the best day ever for this year 

 Token Proc: Identifying: 

Circumstantial 

Value Circ: Time 

 

Clause 3a   

That was not a best experience 

Token Proc: Identifying: 

Intensive 

 Value 

 

Clause 3b 

But it was my 17th birthday 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 4a   

As we know 

 Senser Proc: Mental: Cognition  

 

Clause 4b  

All people are going to celebrate their 17th birthday 

Actor  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 5  

So did I 

 Proc: Material Actor 
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Clause 6  

At that day, in the 

morning 

my parents made a surprise for me 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Range Client 

 

Clause 7a  

Their gave me a letter with a sweet message 

Actor Proc: Material Recipient Goal Circ: Manner: Means 

 

Based on the result of the interview, student O made a mistake in using the 

pronoun in a clause. Hence, the appropriate subject pronoun for clause 7a is they 

instead of their. Grammatically, a possessive adjective, their, is put before the 

modified noun. In accordance with the mistake found in clause 7a, it is classified 

as intralingual error. 

Clause 7b  

And I felt so happy 

 Senser Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon 

 

Clause 8a   

And do you know 

  Senser Proc: Mental: Cognition 
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Clause 8b  

My mother also gave me some presents like some 

money 

Actor  Proc: Material Recipient Goal 

 

Clause 8c   

And she bought me a bag 

 Actor Proc: Material Recipient Goal 

 

Clause 9   

But it was not enough 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 10a   

After got ready to school 

 Proc: Material Range Goal 

 

Clause 10b   

I went to school by motorcycle 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place Circ: Manner: Means 

 

Clause 11a  

In the class when I at school 

Circ: Place  Carrier  Attribute 
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In the interview result, it reveals that student O made a mistake in writing 

the clause. In order to show the student's existence at that time, the correct 

grammatical clause is ‘In the class when I was at school’. The mistake made by 

student O is influenced by Indonesian or it is called as interlingual error. Hence, 

clause 11a can be categorized as circumstantial attributive process. Besides, the 

word ‘was’ shows the occurring process. 

 

Clause 11b   

My two other friends also had a birthday 

Carrier  Proc: Att: Possessive Attribute 

 

Clause 12   

They were Dwik and Nita 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 13  

And We were in the same age at that day 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute Circ: Time 

 

Clause 14a  

Nita’s sister bought some pizzas and drink 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 14b 

to celebrate  our birthday 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 15  

I was so happy 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute  

 

Clause 16a   

Then I went home 

 Actor Proc: Material Range 

 

Clause 16b 

to celebrate  my birthday with my parents 

Proc: Material Goal Circ: Accompaniment: 

Comitative 

 

Clause 16c  

And got a holiday 

 Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 17a  

We went to Ramayana Bali Mall 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 
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Clause 17b   

There I bought some clothes, pants, and a hat 

Circ: Place Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 18a  

Actually  I would like to buy French books 

 Actor  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 18b   

But the price were expensive 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 19   

Lately I was very interested 

Circ: Time Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 20   

and got some French books were the best thing for me 

 Token Proc: Identifying: 

Intensive 

Value 

 

Clause 21a  

But It was not my lucky day 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 
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Clause 21b   

Because I came to that mall 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 21c   

When There didn’t give any discount for the customer 

 Circ: Place  Proc: Material Goal Client 

 

Clause 22   

After that I went to the Sanur Beach 

 Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 23a   

Beach is my favorite place 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

 

Clause 23b 

to relax my mind 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 24a   

 

So I was really happy 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Circ: Manner: Quality Attribute 
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Clause 24b 

 

To see the beautiful wave at Sanur Beach 

Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon Circ: Place 

 

Clause 25a  

 

There I saw 

Circ: Place Senser Proc: Mental: Perception 

  

Clause 25b 

 

Many tourist were walking and swimming 

Actor  Proc: Material 

 

Clause 26a   

I also saw  

Senser  Proc: Mental: Perception 

 

Clause 26b 

Many tourists were going to go to Nusa Penida and Nusa 

Lembongan island 

Actor  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 27a   

They had to rent a fast boat 

Actor  Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 27b 

To get to Nusa Penida island 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 27c 

And saw  them 

 Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

Clause 27d 

to get  ready  for their trip 

Proc: Material Range Circ: Cause: Purpose 

 

Clause 27e 

was really nice 

Proc: Att: Intensive Circ: Manner: Quality  Attribute 

 

Clause 28   

I also would like 

to 

go to Nusa Penida or 

Nusa Lembongan 

sometime 

Actor  Proc: Material Goal Circ: Time 

 

Clause 29a  

After went to Sanur beach 

 Proc: Material Circ: Place 
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Clause 29b   

I had dinner at the Balinese restaurant near 

there 

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

 

Clause 30   

My family just  bought some Balinese traditional food like betutu 

chicken and mix rice with vegetable. 

Actor  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 31   

The food was really delicious 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Circ: Manner: Quality Attribute 

 

Clause 32   

We really enjoyed our family time 

Actor Circ: Manner: Quality Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 33a   

After had dinner 

 Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 33b   

We bought some food for my other families 

like my uncle, my sister, etc 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 34a   

When we went home by my father’s car at 20.00 pm 

 Actor Proc: Material Range Circ: Manner: 

Means 

Circ: Time 

 

Clause 34b  

The traffic was crowded in the evening 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute Circ: Time 

 

Clause 35a  

And yeah even it was a crowded day 

 Carrier Proc: Att: 

Circumstantial 

Attribute 

 

Clause 35b  

But still was a very great day in this year 

 Proc: Att: 

Circumstantial 

Attribute Circ: Time 

 

Clause 36a   

And about my last holiday while  celebrating 

 Circ: Matter  Proc: Material 

 

Clause 36b 

My 17th birthday was really great 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Circ: Manner: Quality Attribute 
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Clause 36c   

Because I could spend my time with my family 

together and also 

with my friends. 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Actor  Proc: Material Range Circ: 

Accompaniment: 

Comitative 

 

Clause 37a  

Sometime I want 

Circ: Extent: Frequency Senser Proc: Mental: Volition 

 

Clause 37b   

To invite my friend to a party in Sanur beach 

Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

 

Clause 38a   

And also I want 

 Senser Proc: Mental: Volition 

 

Clause 38b   

to go to Nusa Penida or Nusa 

Lembongan Island 

with my family and my friends 

Proc: Material Goal Circ: Accompaniment: Comitative 

 

Clause 39a   

I hope 

Senser Proc: Mental: Volition 
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Clause 39b  

It will come true in the future 

Actor  Proc: Material Range Circ: Time 

 

Clause 40a  

That is all about  my holiday story 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute Circ: Matter  

 

Clause 40b  

And thank you 

 Proc: Verbal 

 

Student P 

Clause 1   

Last July I spent my school 

holiday 

in Bandung, 

West Java 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

 

Clause 2   

I went there with my sisters for five days 

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Accompaniment: 

Comitative 

Circ: Extent: 

Duration 

Clause 3   

On the first day We were landed at Kertajati 

International 

Airport 

around 10 A.M 

after an hour 

flight.  

Circ: Time Actor  Proc: Material Circ: Place Circ: Time 
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Clause 4a   

The airport is quite big 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 4b   

It located in the middle of nowhere 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Based on the context of clause 4b, the correct clause is ‘It is located in the 

middle of nowhere’. It should contain ‘to be’ to form a passive sentence. The error 

found in clause 4b is classified as intralingual error. 

 

Clause 5a   

Then we went to airbnb 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 5b  

That We Already booked in Ciwidey by online 

transportation 

 Actor  Proc: Material Circ: Place Circ: Manner: 

Means 

 

Clause 5c   

And from the airport it took four hours 

Circ: Place Actor Proc: Material Circ: Extent: Duration 
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Clause 5d   

After  arrived 

 Proc: Material 

 

Clause 5e 

We decide 

Actor Proc: Material 

 

There was a mistake made by student P that is classified as intralingual 

error. The form of verb in clause 5d should be in past tense, namely decided since 

it talked about the past event. 

Clause 5f  

to take  a rest for a while 

Proc: Material Range Circ: Extent: Duration 

 

Clause 6a  

After that We went to Ranca Bali tea plantation 

 Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 6b  

It is one of the famous tea 

plantation 

in Bandung 

Carrier Proc: Att: 

Circumstantial 

Attribute Circ: Place 
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There was intralingual error made by student P in writing clause 6b. The 

word ‘plantation’ will be appropriate with the clause context if it is changed to a 

plural noun that is ‘plantations’. 

Clause 6c   

And it has large area 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Possessive Attribute 

 

Clause 7a  

After that we went to Rance Upas 

 Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 7b  

It is one of the most popular 

camping grounds 

in Bandung 

Token Proc: Identifying: 

Circumstantial  

Value Circ: Place 

 

Clause 8   

In Ranca Upas there are a lot of wild deers 

Circ: Place  Proc: Existential Circ: Manner: 

Degree 

Existent  

 

Clause 9a 

My sisters and I weren’t  gonna camping 

Actor   Proc: Material 
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Clause 9b   

But we gave the deer food like carrot 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 10a   

In the evening we went back to Airbnb 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Range 

 

Clause 10b   

And took a rest 

 Proc: Material Range 

 

Clause 11a 

On the next day we went to Kawah Putih 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 11b  

But we just fifteen minutes there 

 Carrier Attribute Circ: Place 

 

There was a mistake made by student P in writing clause 11b that is 

classified as interlingual error. Grammatically, clause 11b should contain to be to 

indicate the existence of the writer. Hence, the correct clause is ‘But we were just 

fifteen minutes there’. Besides, clause 11b is classified as relational process 

particularly circumstantial attributive process. 
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Clause 11c  

Because the smell of the Sulphur wasn’t good 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 12a 

In the evening we went  to bosscha observatory 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 12b   

It  has an unique architecture 

Carrier Proc: Att: Possessive Attribute 

 

In conducting the interview activity, it reveals that student P and all of the 

students were not realized of an error that occurred in clause 12b. The appropriate 

article for clause 12b is ‘a’. The article ‘a’ is used to a singular noun that begins 

with a consonant sound. The word ‘unique’ is read as /juˈniːk/, and that word 

begins with consonant j. Referring to the error found in clause 12b, the error is 

classified as intralingual error. 

Clause 12c   

And inside that there was a big old telescope 

Circ: Place  Proc: Existential Existent 
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Clause 13a  

We were going to to look through the other telescope 

Senser  Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon 

 

Clause 13b   

But weren’t lucky 

 Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 13c  

Because the weather was windy 

Circ: Cause: Reason Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 14a   

So we decided 

 Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 14b 

went  to hotel 

Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 15a  

On the third day we went to De Ranch  

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 
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Clause 15b 

to rode  horse 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Based on the interview activity, student P was able to discover the mistake 

and correct it. Therefore, the word ‘to rode’ should be ‘to ride’. In using to-

infinitive, it is always followed by a bare infinitive. The mistake made by student 

P can be categorized as intralingual error. 

Clause 15c   

And bought some milk tofu 

 Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 15d  

It was so soft 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 16a   

Then we went to floating market Lembang 

 Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 16b 

to bought some food 

Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 16c   

and looking around 

 Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon 

 

Similar to the previous cases, student P was able to discover the mistake 

and correct it. In expressing past event, the word looking should be looked. The 

mistake found refers to intralingual error. 

Clause 17   

After that We went to Farmhouse Lembang 

 Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 18a   

In there the building is like an European architecture 

Circ: Place Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

There was a mistake occurred in clause 18a that is classified as intralingual 

error. Based on the interview result, student P could correct the mistake. The 

appropriate article for clause 18a is ‘a’. The article ‘a’ is used to a singular noun 

that begins with a consonant sound. The word ‘European’ is read as /ˌjʊərəˈpiːən/, 

and that word begins with consonant j. 

Clause 18b   

And also My sister and I rented European clothes 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 18c   

and looking around 

 Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon 

 

Similar to the previous cases, the mistake made by student P is classified 

as intralingual error. Student P was able to discover the mistake and correct it. In 

expressing past event, the word looking should be looked. 

 

Clause 19a   

In the evening we went to Paris in Java mall 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

 

Clause 19b   

Which is one of the biggest mall in Bandung 

 Proc: Identifying: 

Circumstantial 

Value Circ: Place 

 

Clause 20a   

We felt tired 

Senser Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon 

 

Clause 20b   

Because the mall is so big 

Circ: Cause: Reason Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 
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Clause 21a   

On the fourth day we went to braga street 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 21b 

And went to Ciampelas 

 Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 21c 

to buy some souvenirs 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 22a   

In the evening we went to “Gedung Sate” 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 22b   

And went to have dinner in Bandung town square 

 Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

 

Clause 23a  

At that moment the traffic was crowded 

Circ: Time Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 23b  

So we decided 

 Actor Proc: Material 
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Clause 23c 

went  to hotel on foot 

Proc: Material Circ: Place Circ: Manner: Means 

 

Clause 24a   

On the last day we packed all of our stuffs 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 24b   

And at 5 A.M We went to airport 

 Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 24c  

Because our flight was at 9 A.M. 

Circ: Cause: Reason Carrier Proc: Att: 

Circumstantial 

Attribute 

 

Clause 25a   

We were really enjoyed that holiday 

Actor  Circ: Manner: 

Quality 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 25b   

Because Bandung is  one of the must 

visit city 

in Indonesia 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Carrier Proc: Att: 

Circumstantial 

Attribute Circ: Place 
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Clause 25c  

And we will visit Bandung again someday 

 Actor  Proc: Material Goal Circ: Time 

 

Student Q 

Clause 1a   

Last year in December I went 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 1b 

to pick up my friend 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 1c 

to exercise in the afternoon 

Proc: Material Circ: Time 

 

Clause 2a  

On that day I rode my motorcycle slowly 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Manner: 

Quality 
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Clause 2b   

But I didn’t see the motor from the right 

speeding 

 Senser  Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon 

 

Clause 2c  

When I was going  to cross 

 Actor   Proc: Material 

 

Clause 2d   

and accident was  happened 

 Actor  Proc: Material 

 

In accordance with the interview result, student Q did not find the errors 

that occurred in clause 2d. However, the other students could find and correct it. 

Grammatically, clause 2d is inappropriate since that clause does not have a clear 

context in its meaning if it is in a passive sentence. It will be comprehensible if it 

is modified into an active sentence by using past tense. Moreover, add an article 

‘the’ before the word ‘accident’ to refer to the event that the writer talked about 

previously. As a result, the correct clause is ‘and the accident happened’. 

Referring the errors found in clause 2d, the errors are classified as intralingual 

errors.  
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Clause 3a   

I fell of my motorcycle 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Based on the result of interview, it indicates that student Q, as well as the 

other students, did not figure out an error in clause 3a. The correct word for ‘fell 

of” is ‘fell off’. The error is classified as intralingual error.  

Clause 3b  

And the other rides were thrown away 

 Goal Proc: Material 

 

Clause 3c   

Many people helped  us at that time 

Actor Proc: Material Client Circ: Time 

 

Clause 4a  

We only suffered minor injuries 

Actor  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 4b   

But  our motorcycle was  broken 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 
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Clause 4c   

And had to  be taken to the garge 

  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Based on the interview activity, particularly for student Q did not 

comprehend the majority of recount text that he made. Since he did not know the 

errors that he made. Even though the researcher stimulated him with the previous 

cases to correct the errors, he still could not improve it. Fortunately, the other 

students realized the intralingual error in that clause and could correct them 

together. As a result, the correct word for garge is garage that means a place to 

repair a vehicle. 

Clause 5a   

It was a sad event 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 5b  

And I  hope 

 Senser Proc: Mental: Volition 

 

Clause 5c   

It will  never happen  again 

Actor  Circ: Extent: Duration Proc: Material  
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Clause 5d   

Because it makes me traumatized while driving 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Initiator Proc: Causative Senser Proc: Mental: 

Perception 

Phenomenon 

 

Clause 6a  

And I  hope 

 Senser Proc: Mental: Volition 

 

Clause 6b   

The other drivers are more careful 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 6c  

Always obey the rules of traffic 

Circ: Extent: Frequency Proc: Material Range 

 

Student R 

Clause 1a  

My family and I went  to my 

grandmother’s 

house 

in Yogyakarta on June 

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place Circ: Time 
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Clause 1b   

We went there two days before Ramadhan 

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Time 

 

Clause 2   

We arrived at Yogyakarta at morning 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place Circ: Time 

 

Clause 3a   

We spent a week 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Extent: Duration 

 

Clause 3b  

staying on my grandmother’s house 

Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 4a   

In the night I went 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 4b 

to watch Taubiran 

Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 5a   

The next day we go  

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 5b 

to pray near my grandmother’s house 

Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 6  

After that we walk around the neighborhood 

 Actor Proc: Material Range Circ: Place 

 

Clause 6b 

to meet 

Proc: Material 

 

Clause 7a   

On the second 

day 

all of us just stay at home 

Circ: Time Actor  Proc: Material Range 

 

Clause 7b 

Because many people come to grandmother’s house  

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 7c 

to meet 

Proc: Material 

 

Clause 8a   

On the third day we went to uncle’s house 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 8b 

To meet my father’s brother 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 9a 

We spent the rest of our week in Yogyakarta 

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

 

Clause 9b 

By visiting malioboro, beringharjo traditional market 

 Proc: Material Goal 

 

There was an error found in clause 9b. This clause must capitalize on the 

name of places such as Malioboro and Beringharjo. This type of error made by 

student R is intralingual error.  
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Student S 

Clause 1a  

A few months ago I returned home 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Range 

 

Clause 1b  

to celebrate Chinese new year 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 2a  

Arriving  there 

Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 2b 

Our family then helped 

Actor  Proc: Material 

 

Clause 2c   

to prepare the Chinese new year needs 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 3a  

From cooking 

 Proc: Material 
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Clause 3b  

Put up the decorations 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 3c   

And preparing tools for Chinese new year 

prayer 

 Proc: Material Goal Circ: Cause: Purpose 

 

Clause 4   

The next day all the big families gathered 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 5a  

Some from Surabaya, Denpasar, and Jakarta also come 

  Proc: Material 

 

In the interview result, it indicates that student S made a mistake and he 

was able to correct it. The appropriate verb for clause 5a is in terms of past tense, 

namely came. Thus, the type of error in clause 5a is intralingual error. 

Clause 5b   

To meet in the village 

Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 6a  

We then eat 

Actor  Proc: Material 

 

After realizing the previous mistake and considering the explanation from 

the researcher, student S was able to correct the mistake. As a result, the 

appropriate verb for clause 6a is in terms of past tense, namely ate. Besides, the 

mistake found in clause 6a is categorized as intralingual error. 

Clause 6b   

We pray 

Actor Proc: Material 

 

Similar to the previous cases, there was a mistake that occurred in clause 

6b. In talking about a recount text, all of tenses used is past tense. Hence, the verb 

above should be prayed. The type of error in clause 6b is intralingual error. 

Clause 6c  

and talk 

 Proc: Material 

 

Similar to the previous explanation, there was a mistake found that is 

classified as intralingual error. The verb for clause 6c must be changed into past 

tense form, that is talked. 
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Clause 7a   

In the evening we  went to the temple 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 7b  

to watch the Barong Sai show and Fireworks show 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 8a   

Around 1 a.m many people gathered at the temple 

returned 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 8b   

And  we also decided 

 Actor  Proc: Material 

 

Clause 8c   

to go  home 

Proc: Material Range 

 

Clause 9a  

The next day we cleaned up the rest of the 

Chinese new year 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 9b  

Washing dishes 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 9c   

Cleaning praying equipment 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 9d   

And also removing the decor 

 Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 10a   

And the next day we tidy up the goods 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 10b   

And then return to Denpasar 

 Proc: Material Goal 

 

Student T 

Clause 1   

Last year I went to Garuda Wisnu 

Kencana 

with my father 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place Circ: 

Accompaniment: 

Comitative 
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Clause 2a   

That was my first time 

Carrier Proc: Att: Circumstantial Attribute 

 

Clause 2b   

I traveled to GWK 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 3   

We arrived there at 10 o’clock in the 

morning 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place Circ: Time 

 

Clause 4   

About two 

hours  

from our 

house there 

I saw the statue of Garuda                            

Wisnu, a God from Hindu’s 

Mythology 

Circ: Extent: 

Duration 

Circ: Place Senser Proc: Mental: 

Perception 

Phenomenon 

 

Clause 5   

Around the statue I saw crowded place 

Circ: Place Senser Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon 

 

Clause 6a   

That crowded place is a place 

Carrier Proc: Att: Circumstantial Attribute 
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Clause 6b    

Where an event started 

 Goal Proc: Material 

 

Clause 6c   

But sadly it was a V.I.P only event 

 Circ: Manner: Quality  Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 6d   

So I cant participate in that event 

 Actor  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Based on the interview result, it showed that there was a mistake made by 

student T that is classified as intralingual error. The correct spelling for the word 

cant is can’t because it is short of cannot and need to be added quotation mark. 

Clause 7a   

After a long time walking 

 Circ: Time Proc: Material 

 

Clause 7b   

We took a lot of pictures together around the statue 

Actor Proc: 

Material 

Circ: Manner: 

Degree 

Goal Circ: Place 
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Clause 8  

Then we went home with happy feeling 

 Actor Proc: Material Range Circ: Manner: Means 

 

Student U 

Clause 1   

Last December I went to Java to a holiday 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place Circ: Cause: 

Purpose 

 

Clause 2a   

I went there with mother, father and sister 

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Accompaniment: Comitative 

Clause 2b   

And was my first time  to Java 

 Proc: Att: Circumstantial Attribute Circ: Place 

 

Clause 3a  

We leave the house at nine o’clock at night 

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Time 

 

In accordance with the result of interview, there was an error done by 

student U that is categorized as intralingual error. Moreover, student U was not 

able to correct it. Nevertheless, the other friends were involved in correcting the 
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error. Hence, the verb in clause 3a should be in terms of past tense, that is left. 

Since it talks about the past event. 

Clause 3b  

And we reach the rolling grounds at one o’clock in the 

morning 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Time 

 

There was a mistake made by student U in writing clause 3b that is 

classified as intralingual error. The appropriate tense for the verb in clause 3b is 

past tense, namely reached. 

Clause 3c 

And we go straight to the Banyuwangi 

 Actor Proc: Material Range Circ: Place 

 

 Similar to the previous cases, student U corrected the mistake in which the 

verb above should use past tense, namely, went. Hence, the mistake found in 

clause 3c is classified as intralingual error. 

Clause 4a  

When we got to java 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 4b   

we immediately saw the real of Javanese food 

Senser Circ: Manner: Quality Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon 
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Clause 5  

And we also have this mighificent view of 

the rice paddies 

 Carrier  Proc: Att: Possessive Attribute 

 

Clause 6a  

Once we got to solo city 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 6b  

Well enjoy a night in solo city 

 Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

 

Clause 7a   

In the morning we went 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material  

 

Clause 7b 

To see dad’s childhood home 

Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon 

 

Clause 8   

And after that we went to this very nice beach and 

comfortable beach 

 Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 
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Clause 9a   

And we went to the market in the city of Wonogiri 

 Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 9b  

And we ate 

 Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 10  

And at night we drove out into town square Solo 

 Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 11a   

And two days after that we went to Jogjakarta 

 Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 11b   

And we stayed in the villa 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 12a   

And we went to town square of Jogjakarta 

 Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 
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Clause 12b   

And jumped at the mugger 

 Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 13   

And The next day we came  back  to Bali 

 Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Range Circ: Place 

 

Student V 

Clause 1   

Two weeks ago I went to Nusa Lembongan with my friends 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place Circ: 

Accompaniment: 

Comitative 

 

Clause 2a   

We crossed from the coast of Sanur 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 2b   

Using a boat about thirty minutes 

Proc: Material Goal Circ: Extent: Duration 

 

Clause 2c   

We finally reached Jungud Batu beach 

Actor Circ: Manner: 

Quality 

Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 3a   

Then we were picked up 

 Actor  Proc: Material 

 

Clause 3b   

Using a motorcycle 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 3c   

To get To the place of lodging 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 4a   

After arriving at the inn 

 Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 4b   

We take a shower for about twenty minutes 

Actor Proc: Material Range Circ: Extent: Duration 

 

Based on the interview activity, it reveals that student V made a mistake 

that is classified as intralingual error. Since it talks about the past event, the verb 

above must in terms of past tense. Hence, the word ‘take’ is changed into ‘took’. 
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Clause 5a   

Then we went  to the dream beach of rode a motorcycle 

 Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place Circ: Manner: Means 

 

Clause 5b   

There we see the sunset 

Circ: Place Senser Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon 

 

Similar to the previous cases, student V realized the mistake whereby the 

verb above should be modified into ‘saw’. Thus, the type of error in clause 5b is 

intralingual error. 

 

Clause 5c   

And buy food 

 Proc: Material Goal 

 

Based on the interview result, student V was not able to correct the error. 

Hence, the other students participated in improving it. Therefore, the verb above 

should be ‘bought’ because it expresses the past event. Referring to the error 

found in clause 5c, the type of the error is intralingual error. 

Clause 6a   

After we went home 

 Actor Proc: Material Range 
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Clause 6b  

And took a shower 

 Proc: Material Range 

 

Clause 6c  

Then we continue 

 Actor Proc: Material 

 

There was intralingual error made by student V and she was not able to 

correct it. Hence, the other students attempted to correct the error. Thus, the 

appropriate verb for clause 6c is ‘continued’. 

Clause 6d 

to went to the restaurant by the beach at night 

Proc: Material Circ: Place Circ: Time 

 

Clause 7a   

Next day after breakfast went to a restaurant  

Circ: Time Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 7b 

called  “The Sand” with a view of the sea 

Proc: Material Goal Circ: Manner: Means 
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Clause 8a   

After  finishing 

 Proc: Material 

 

Clause 8b 

Taking a picture 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 8c 

We  returned to the inn 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 8d 

To take care of the goods 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 8e   

Because in a few hours we went home 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Circ: Extent: 

Duration 

Actor Proc: Material Range 

 

Clause 9a   

After packing our items 

 Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 9b  

We immediately went to the jungud batu 

Actor Circ: Manner: Quality Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

There were mistakes occurred in clause 9b that is classified as intralingual 

error. In the interview activity, student was able to correct the mistakes. As a 

result, the appropriate name of the place for clause 9b is Jungut Batu. Besides, 

student V must capitalize on the name of its place. 

Clause 9c 

To cross to badung 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Similar to the previous cases, student V was conscious of the mistake. 

Consequently, the name of the place should use capital letter in the beginning of 

the word. Thus, the correct word is ‘Badung’. As a result, the mistake in clause 9c 

is classified as intralingual error. 

Clause 10   

Fourty minutes we arrived at Badung 

Circ: Extent: Duration Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

There were several errors found in clause 10 that are classified as 

intralingual errors. However, student V did not realize the errors. Hence, the other 

students took part in correcting the errors. There was a misspelling in that clause 

in writing the word ‘Forty’. Moreover, the appropriate preposition for that clause 
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is ‘in’. It is because ‘Badung’ is one of regency in Bali which is classified as a 

wide and general place. The correct clause is ‘Forty minutes we arrived in 

Badung’. 

Student W 

Clause 1a  

Last month my friends and I went to a small beautifull island 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Based on the interview result, student W recognized the mistake and 

directly corrected it. As a result, the correct spelling for the word ‘beautifull’ is 

‘beautiful’. In accordance with the mistake in clause 1a, it is classified as 

intralingual error. 

Clause 1b  

It is lembongan island 

Carrier Proc: Att: Circumstantial Attribute 

 

There was a mistake in clause 1b and student W was able to correct it. 

Thus, clause 1b must capitalize on the name of places, that is Lembongan. Thus, 

the type of error in this clause is intralingual error. 

 

Clause 2a 

We went there by speedboat from sanur harbor 

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Manner: Means Circ: Place 
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In accordance with the previous cases, there was a mistake found that is 

categorized as intralingual error. Clause 2a must capitalize on the name of places, 

that is Sanur. 

Clause 2b   

It took 45 minutes 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 3   

My first impression about this island is awsome 

Carrier Circ: Matter  Proc: Att: 

Intensive 

Attribute 

 

In the interview activity, it showed that student W did misspelling for the 

word ‘awsome’. The appropriate word is ‘awesome’. Therefore, the type of error 

made by student W is intralingual error.  

Clause 4   

Why did I say so? 

  Sayer Proc: Verbal Verbiage 

 

Clause 5a   

It is because 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Circ: Cause: Reason 
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Clause 5b 

When I arrived 

 Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 5c  

I could see 

Senser  Proc: Mental: Perception 

 

Clause 5d 

how clear  the water is 

Attribute Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive 

 

Clause 5e   

how beautiful  the island is 

Attribute Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive 

 

Clause 5f   

And also how spacious and clean the island is 

 Attribute Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive 

 

Clause 6a  

We arrived at 11.45 AM 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 6b   

When we arrived 

 Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 6c   

Someone was waiting for us by the beach 

Actor Proc: Material Client Circ: Place 

 

Clause 6d 

To transfer us to the hotel 

Proc: Material Client Goal 

 

Clause 7a   

When we arrived at 15.05 PM 

 Actor Proc: Material Circ: Time 

 

Clause 7b  

We went to a place  

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 7c 

named  mangrove forest 

Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 7d  

In this place My friends and I rent a traditional boat 

Circ: Place Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

There was a mistake that occurred in clause 7d that is classified as 

intralingual error. Student W was able to correct the mistake. Hence, the verb 

above should be in past tense form, namely rented. 

Clause 7e  

That we used for around the mangrove forest 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 8a   

After that we went to Devil tears 

 Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 8b   

Devil tears similar with water blow 

Carrier Attribute 

 

The interview result reveals that student W made several mistakes that are 

categorized as intralingual error. Fortunately, she was able to correct it. Clause 8b 

should contain to be ‘is’ since the word similar is an adjective. In addition, the use 

of preposition combination in that clause is inappropriate. Thus, the correct clause 

is ‘Devil tears is similar to water blow’. Besides, in transitivity process types, 
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clause 8b is categorized as relational process particularly circumstantial attributive 

process. 

 

Clause 8c 

That  located in Nusa Dua 

Goal Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Based on the context of clause 8c, the correct clause is ‘That is located in 

Nusa Dua’. It should contain ‘to be’ to form a passive sentence. Thus, this type of 

error is intralingual error. 

 

Clause 8d   

The difference is the height distance between the sea and the 

cliffs is very high 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 8e   

So we had to be carefull 

 Carrier  Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

There was a mistake found in clause 8e that is classified as intralingual 

error. The mistake was in terms of its spelling. Hence, the correct spelling for 

clause 8e is ‘careful’. 
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Clause 8e   

If we didn’t want 

 Senser  Proc: Mental: Volition 

 

Clause 8f  

To fall 

Proc: Material 

 

Clause 9a  

After enjoyed the view in devil tears 

 Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

 

Clause 9b 

We went to Dream beach 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 9c   

Which is the most popular beach in that island 

 Proc: Identifying: 

Circumstantial 

Value Circ: Place 

 

Clause 10  

This beach had clean water and clean beach side 

Carrier Proc: Att: Possessive Attribute 
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Clause 11a  

In this place we bought meatballs 

Circ: Place Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 11b   

This is the funny part 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 11c  

We did not ask the price of the meatballs 

Sayer  Proc: Verbal Verbiage 

 

Clause 11d 

Before bought it 

 Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 11e  

So when we are going  to pay 

  Actor  Proc: Material 

 

Based on the interview result, it shows that student W made a mistake that 

is classified as intralingual error and she could correct it. The use of ‘be going to’ 

in expressing a plan made in the past should in terms of past tense. The correct 

clause is ‘So when we were going to pay’. 
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Clause 11f   

We were very surprised at the price of the meatballs 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 11g   

Which are quite expensive 

 Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

In this case, student W did not realize the intralingual error that occurred 

in clause 11g. Similar to previous cases, clause 11f must be in past tense form. 

The appropriate clause is ‘which were quite expensive’. 

Clause 12a   

We spent our time in this beach 

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

 

Clause 12b   

To eat meatballs 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 12c  

And enjoy the view 

 Proc: Material Goal 

 

There was a general mistake found in clause 12c that belongs to 

intralingual error. The word enjoy should be enjoyed in terms of past tense. 
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Clause 12d   

And also waited for sunset 

  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 12e  

To come 

Proc: Material 

 

Clause 13a   

At 07.00 PM /at 19:00 PM We went back to hotel 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 13b   

To take a bath 

Proc: Material Range 

 

Clause 13c   

And looked for dinner 

 Proc: Material Goal 

 

Student X 

Clause 1a   

A few weeks ago when school holiday arrived 

Circ: Time  Proc: Material 
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Clause 1b 

I spent a lot of my time with my phone 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Manner: 

Degree 

Goal Circ: Manner: 

Means 

 

Clause 1c  

Because if I went to some places 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

 Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 1d   

It would spend my money 

Actor  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 2a  

The first week of my 

holiday 

I went to my uncle villages 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 2b   

Because I thought 

Circ: Cause: Reason Senser Proc: Mental: Cognition 

 

Clause 2c  

It would be fun there 

Carrier  Proc: Att: 

Intensive 

Attribute Circ: Place 
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Clause 3a  

It took 1 hour from my house 

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

 

Clause 3b   

I went there alone using my motorbike 

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Manner: Means 

 

Clause 4a   

The reason why I went to my uncle villages 

 Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 4b   

Because I wanted 

 Senser Proc: Mental: Volition 

 

Clause 4c  

To celebrate galungan together 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 4d   

Galungan is one of the big holidays for Hindus in Bali 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 
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Clause 5a   

When I got there 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 5b  

I was greeted by their smiles 

Actor  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 5c  

Because I seldom returned to the village 

Circ: Place Actor Circ: Extent: 

Frequency 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 5d   

Because I am  busy about my school 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Carrier Proc: Att: 

Intensive 

Attribute Circ: Matter  

 

Clause 6a   

After that my uncle and my aunt prepared lunch for me 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal Client 

 

Clause 6b   

And we ate together 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 7   

After that my uncle and 

aunt 

had to go to work at hotel 

 Actor  Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

 

Clause 8a  

I was at home with grandma 

Carrier Proc: Att: 

Circumstantial 

Attribute Circ: Accompaniment: 

Comitative 

Clause 8b 

Because it was boring 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 8c  

So I played some games on my phone 

 Actor Proc: Material Range Circ: Place 

 

Clause 8d   

There were a lot of games in Hage 

 Proc: Existential Circ: Manner: Degree Existent 

  

Clause 8e  

Starting from throwing knives and many more 

Proc: Material  Goal 
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Clause 9a   

I felt bored 

Senser Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon 

 

Clause 9b  

Playing games 

Proc: Material Range 

 

Clause 9c  

So I watched you tube 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

There was a mistake that occurred in clause 9c that belongs to intralingual 

error. The mistake was in terms of its spelling. Hence, the appropriate spelling for 

the word you tube is YouTube. 

Clause 9d   

I like 

Senser Proc: Mental: Affection 

 

Clause 9e   

To watch Korean mv on you tube 

Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 
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In accordance with the previous cases, there was a misspelling found in 

clause 9e. The appropriate spelling for the word you tube is YouTube. This type 

of error is intralingual error. 

Clause 9f  

But When I was in my uncle homes 

  Carrier Proc: Att: 

Circumstantial 

Attribute 

 

Clause 9g   

I watched about the segment  

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Matter Goal 

 

Clause 9h 

called  Nerror 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 9i   

It’s mean Nessie Horror 

Senser Proc: Mental: Cognition Phenomenon 

 

In the interview activity, student X made intralingual error in clause 9i. 

Since student X could not correct the error, thus the other students took part in 

improving the error. Hence, the correct grammatical clause is ‘It means Nessie 

Horror’. 
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Clause 10   

I watched many videos on her chanel 

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

 

In this case, student X realized the mistake and could correct it 

immediately. Therefore, the appropriate spelling for the word ‘chanel’ in clause 

10 is ‘channel’. This type of error belongs to intralingual error. 

Clause 11   

The chanel called Nessie judge 

 Proc: Material Goal 

 

In accordance with the previous mistake, the appropriate spelling for the 

word ‘chanel’ in clause 10 is ‘channel’. In addition, the type of error belongs to 

intralingual error. 

Clause 12a   

About  Nerror that was so creepy 

Circ: Matter  Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 12b   

But I  still watched 

 Actor  Proc: Material 
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Clause 13  

I watched about haunted places in Indonesia telephone 

records, 911, 

murder cases 

and many more 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Matter Goal Circ: Place  

 

Clause 14   

Besides 

that 

I also read about creepy pasta 

 Actor  Proc: Material Circ: Matter Goal 

 

Clause 15   

Creepy pasta is a short scary story 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 16   

It was fun 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 17a   

Then I helped grandma 

 Actor Proc: Material  Goal 

 

Clause 17b   

Prepare ingredients for Banten  

Proc: Material  Goal Circ: Cause: Purpose 
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Clause 18a   

Around 4 PM My grandma told me 

Circ: Time Sayer Proc: Verbal Receiver 

 

Clause 18b  

To take a shower 

Proc: Material Range 

 

Clause 18c  

Because  of my habit of bathing at night around 7 PM 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

 Proc: Material Circ: Time 

 

Clause 18d   

So I said 

 Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 18e  

I would take a shower soon 

Actor  Proc: Material Range  

 

Clause 18f  

But my grandma insisted 

 Sayer Proc: Verbal 
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Clause 18g  

She said 

Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 18h   

The water would  be very cold at night 

Carrier  Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute Circ: Time 

 

Clause 19a  

Finally I obeyed 

 Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 19b   

My grandma offered 

Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 19c   

To take a shower with warm water 

Proc: Material Range Circ: Manner: Means 

 

Clause 19d   

But I refused 

 Actor Proc: Material 
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Clause 20a   

I finally took a shower 

Actor Circ: Manner: Quality Proc: Material Range 

 

Clause 20b 

But when I touched the water 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 20c   

It was very cold 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 21a   

So I accepted grandma’s offer 

 Senser Proc: Mental: Cognition Phenomenon 

 

Clause 21b   

To take a shower with warm water 

Proc: Material Range Circ: Manner: Means 

 

Clause 22a  

After I  finished bathing 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 22b  

My uncle and aunt came from work 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 22c   

Then I told 

 Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 22d   

That the water it was very cold 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 23a  

They just laughed 

Behaver  Proc: Behavioral 

 

Clause 23b  

After that we had dinner together 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal  

 

Clause 24   

After that we watched TV together 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal  
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Clause 25a   

Around 10 PM uncle told me 

Circ: Time Sayer Proc: Verbal Receiver 

 

Clause 25b   

To go to bed 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 25c  

Because he said tomorrow 

Circ: Cause: Reason Sayer Proc: Verbal Verbiage 

 

Clause 25d   

He wanted 

Senser Proc: Mental: Volition 

 

Clause 25e   

To take me to SWING 

Proc: Material Client Goal 

 

Clause 26a  

The next day was Sunday 

Carrier Proc: Att: Circumstantial Attribute 
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Clause 26b   

Around 3 PM my uncle, aunt and me went to the usual tourist 

place called SWING  

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 26c  

That belong of my uncle brother 

Carrier Proc: Att: Possessive Attribute 

 

The interview result indicates that student X made several mistakes that 

are classified as intralingual error and she was able to correct them. Thus, the 

clause should be modified in terms of the verb and preposition usage. In addition, 

it should be added apostrophe +s to the noun. As a result, the appropriate clause is 

‘that belongs to my uncle’s brother’. 

 

Clause 26d  

He is my uncle too 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 27a  

There we tried various game 

Circ: Place Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 27b   

And did not forget 

  Proc: Mental: Cognition 
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Clause 27c   

To take photos 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 28   

There is also had a cafe 

 Proc: Existential  Existent 

Clause 29a  

I ordered betutu and orange juice 

Sayer Proc: Verbal Verbiage 

 

Clause 29b   

It tastes really good 

Senser Proc: Mental: 

Perception 

Circ: Manner: Quality Phenomenon 

 

Clause 29c   

Because it was free 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 30a   

After that Around 7 PM we returned home 

 Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 30b   

Because I had activities at church 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Carrier Proc: Att: 

Possessive 

Attribute Circ: Place 

 

Clause 31   

So I had to go home 

 Actor  Proc: Material Range 

 

Clause 32a   

It was really fun 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Circ: Manner: Quality Attribute 

 

Clause 32b  

To be able spent holidays in the village 

 Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

 

Clause 32c  

Because it can save my money 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Actor  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 32d 

Also Because I can meet uncle, aunt and 

grandma 

 Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Actor  Proc: 

Material 

Goal 
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Clause 33a   

I hope 

Senser Proc: Mental: Volition 

 

Clause 33b   

The next 

holiday 

I can go back  to the village 

Circ: Time Actor  Proc: Material Range  

 

Clause 33c   

and I hope 

 Senser Proc: Mental: Volition 

 

Clause 33d   

Uncle and aunt have a lot of holidays from their hotel 

Carrier Proc: Att: 

Intensive 

Circ:  Manner: 

Degree 

Attribute Circ: Place 

 

Clause 33e   

So we will be able to play together 

 Actor  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Student Y 

Clause 1a   

Last month I think 

Circ: Time Senser Proc: Mental: Cognition 
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In this case, student Y realized the mistake that occurred in clause 1a. 

Hence, the word ‘think’ must be modified into ‘thought’ since it talks about the 

past event. Moreover, this type of error belongs to intralingual error.  

 

Clause 1b   

On July I get best experience in my life 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Based on the interview activity, student Y was conscious of the mistake 

and directly corrected it because of our previous discussion related to the language 

feature of a recount text that uses a past tense. Referring to the mistake in clause 

1b, it is classified as intralingual error. Thus, the word ‘get’ should be changed 

into ‘got’.  

 

Clause 2a   

Maybe It is  not important 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive  Attribute 

 

Clause 2b   

But for me it is important 

  Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 3a  

I got daily worker on July 

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Time 
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Clause 3b  

So daily worker is person  

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause3c 

works  on event in hotel or restaurant 

Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

 

Clause 4a   

And I am lucky 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 4b  

To get it 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 5  

When first time I went to every restaurant 

and café 

in Gatsu and Canggu 

maybe in Dalung and 

Buduk 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Place 

 

Clause 6a  

I went in there 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 6b   

To ask about daily worker 

Proc: Material Circ: Matter Goal 

 

Clause 7a  

It wasn’t easy 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 7b   

It was hard 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 8a   

because all of 

restaurant or 

café 

didn’t need daily worker at the moment 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Senser  Proc: Mental: 

Volition 

Phenomenon Circ: Time 

 

Clause 8b   

And I thought 

 Senser Proc: Mental: Cognition 

 

Clause 8c   

I was late 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 
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Clause 8d   

To ask about it 

Proc: Material Circ: Matter Goal 

 

Clause 8e  

Because at the moment not time for holiday 

Circ: Cause: Reason Circ: Time Attribute 

 

The clause 8e should contain ‘subject and to be’ before the words ‘not 

time for holiday’ to clarify the meaning. Thus, based on its context, clause 8e can 

be categorized as relational process, particularly circumstantial attributive process. 

Referring to the error found, it is classified as interlingual error since it is 

influenced by Indonesian so that student Y did not complete the sentence with the 

appropriate sentence pattern. 

 

Clause 9   

But I never give up 

 Actor Circ: Extent: 

Frequency 

Proc: Material Range 

 

Clause 10a   

I had enthuanisme 

Carrier Proc: Att: Possessive Attribute 
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In the interview activity, student Y did not realize the error. The correct 

spelling for the word ‘enthuanisme’ is ‘enthusiasm’. This type of error belongs to 

intralingual error.  

Clause 10b   

To search again about daily worker 

Proc: Material  Circ: Matter Goal 

 

Clause 11a  

I came 

Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 11b  

And asked about it in 30 restaurants 

and 10 cafes 

 Proc: Verbal Circ: Matter Verbiage Circ: Place 

 

Clause 11c   

Some restaurant and café responed me 

Sayer Proc: Verbal Receiver 

 

There was a mistake made by student Y that is classified as intralingual 

error. The suitable verb above is responded. 
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Clause 11d   

And asked my phone number 

 Proc: Verbal Verbiage 

 

Clause 12a   

After that My older 

sister 

gave me suggestion 

 Actor Proc: Material Recipient Goal 

 

Clause 12b  

to write CV or curriculum vitae 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 12c   

Maybe I can say 

 Sayer  Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 12c   

It is a letter or 

document 

about our identity 

Carrier Proc: Att: 

Intensive 

Attribute Circ: Matter  

 

Clause 13a   

So I wrote CV 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 13b  

And went to another restaurant on café 

 Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Based on the interview result, student Y realized the mistake that is 

classified as intralingual error and directly corrected it. Hence, the suitable clause 

for clause 13b is ‘And went to another restaurant or café’. 

 

Clause 13c   

If they responed 

 Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

In accordance with the previous mistake, the suitable verb above is 

responded. This type of error belongs to intralingual error. 

Clause 13d  

And asked me about CV 

 Proc: Verbal Receiver Circ: Matter Verbiage 

 

Clause 13e   

I would give to them 

  Proc: Material Recipient 

 

Clause 13f   

And It Was really work 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Circ: Manner: 

Quality 

Attribute 
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Clause 14a   

Because CV likes as proof 

Circ: Cause: Reason Carrier Attribute Circ: Role: Guise 

 

The interview result indicates that student Y did not figure out the error. 

This type of error found in clause 14a is intralingual error. However, the other 

students recognized it and directly corrected it. Based on the student Y context, 

the clause 14a should be ‘Because CV is like a proof’. The word ‘is’ in that clause 

is classified as relational process, particularly intensive attributive process. 

Clause 14b  

If you want to work 

 Senser Proc: Mental: Volition Phenomenon 

 

Clause 15a   

I waited 2 weeks 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Extent: Duration 

 

The interview result shows that there was a mistake that occurred in clause 

15a that is classified as interlingual error. The student Y must verify preposition 

usage. The correct clause is ‘I waited for 2 weeks’.  

Clause 15b  

But  no one restaurant or 

café 

called me 

 Actor Proc: Material  
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Clause 15c 

to work 

Proc: Material 

 

Clause 15d  

I felt sad and dissapointed 

Senser Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon 

 

In this case, student Y did not recognize the error that belongs to 

intralingual error. There was misspelling found in clause 15d. The appropriate 

adjective for clause 15c is ‘disappointed’. 

Clause 16  

One day 

maybe on 

galungan 

holiday 

I got information 

from group chat 

about daily 

worker 

at Aryaduta 

hotel Kuta 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: 

Material 

Goal Circ: 

Matter 

 Circ: Place 

 

Clause 17a  

So I had enthuanisme 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Possessive Attribute 

 

Clause 17b   

To ask about it 

Proc: Verbal Circ: Matter Verbiage 
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Clause 17b  

And finally I got daily worker 

 Circ: Manner: Quality Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 18a   

I was happy 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 18b   

Because I could to get daily worker 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Actor  Proc: Material Goal 

 

 

There was a mistake found in clause 18b that belongs to intralingual error. 

Student Y does not need to put the preposition ‘to’ to avoid overlapping in 

interpreting the meaning. Thus, the correct structure is ‘Because I could get daily 

worker’. 

Clause 18c   

And I said thankyou to God 

 Sayer Proc: Verbal Verbiage Receiver 

 

Clause 18d  

Because he always gives me the best thing 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Actor Circ: Extent: 

Frequency 

Proc: 

Material 

Recipient Goal 
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Clause 19a   

So I must prepared all for my first time  

 Actor  Proc: Material Goal 

 

There was a mistake made by student Y in writing clause 19a that belongs 

to intralingual error. However, he was able to correct it. Must is modal auxiliary 

verb and it should be followed by infinitive. Hence, the clause above should be 

‘So I must prepare all for my first time to work’. 

Clause 19b 

to work 

Proc: Material 

 

Clause 20a   

I felt nervous 

Senser Proc: Mental: Perception Phenomenon 

 

Clause 20b   

But I had great enthuanisme  

 Carrier Proc: Att: Possessive Attribute 

 

Similar to the previous mistake, there was misspelling found in clause 20b. 

The right spelling for the word ‘enthuanisme’ is ‘enthusiasm’. This type of error is 

intralingual error. 
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Clause 20c 

to work 

Proc: Material 

  

Clause 21a  

I worked as banquet 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Role: Guise 

 

Clause 21b 

It was like waiter but for event and 

wedding 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 21c   

I brought heavy thing, plate, and many more 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 22a   

Yeah I was tired 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 22b  

But like it 

 Proc: Mental: Affection Phenomenon 
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Clause 22c  

Because It could be best experience 

Circ: Cause: Reason Token  Proc: Identifying: 

Intensive 

Value 

 

Clause 22d   

Before I got training from school 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 23a   

I got 200 rupiah for my salary 

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Cause: Purpose 

 

Clause 23b  

Because I worked to 2 days 

Circ: Cause: Reason Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 23c  

I wanted 

Senser Proc: Mental: Volition 

 

Clause 23d 

To keep my salary 

Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 23e  

But it was lost 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 23e   

Because I bought anything 

Circ: Cause: Reason Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 24a  

I hoped 

Senser Proc: Mental: Volition 

 

Clause 24b .  

Next time I can get daily worker again and more 

enthuanisme 

Circ: Time Actor  Proc: 

Material 

Goal 

 

There was misspelling found in clause 24b that is classified as intralingual 

error. In accordance with the previous mistake, the correct spelling for the word 

‘enthuanisme’ is ‘enthusiasm’. 

Clause 25a  

Because I want 

Circ: Cause: Reason Senser Proc: Mental: Volition 
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Clause 25b   

To get many for my self 

Proc: Material Goal Circ: Cause: Purpose 

 

There were some mistakes found in clause 25b that belong to intralingual 

error. First, the spelling for the word many should be money. Second, there is no 

space for the word myself. In this case, student Y recognized the mistakes and he 

was able to correct them. 

Clause 25c   

Maybe I keep it 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 25d   

And use 

 Proc: Material 

 

Clause 25e   

When my mother can’t gives me pocket many 

 Actor  Proc: 

Material 

Recipient Goal 

 

There was misspelling found in clause 25e. Similar to previous mistake, 

based on the context, the appropriate word for the word ‘many’ is ‘money’. This 

type of error is intralingual. 
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Clause 25f  

Also can get experience about work 

  Proc: 

Material 

Goal Circ: Matter  

 

Clause 25g  

And it can makes me not nervouse 

 Actor  Proc: Material Client Goal 

 

In the interview activity, student Y figured out the mistake and corrected it 

directly. Thus, the correct word for ‘nervouse’ is ‘nervous’. This type of error in 

clause 25g is intralingual error. 

Clause 25h  

When I am training 

 Actor  Proc: Material 

 

Clause 25i  

Also can  be more dicipline 

  Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Referring to clause 25i, student Y did misspelling in writing that clause. 

Based on the interview result, student Y made intralingual error in writing clause 

25i and he could not correct it. Based on its error, the appropriate word for the 

word ‘discipline’ is ‘discipline’. 
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Student Z  

Clause 1a  

When I was 12 years old 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Clause 1b  

My best experience  is 

Token Proc: Identifying: Intensive 

 

Clause 1c 

I  shave my hair 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

In accordance with the interview result, student Z made a mistake in 

writing clause 1c that is classified as intralingual error and she could correct it. 

Based on its context, clause 1c expresses about the best experience. It means an 

event that happened in the past. Hence, the word ‘shave’ should be ‘shaved’.  

 

Clause 2a  

That is the best experience 

Token Proc: Identifying: Intensive Value 

 

After the previous discussion related to the students’ errors in writing a 

recount text, student Z seemed to be conscious of her mistakes in her text and she 
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was able to fix it. Hence, similar to the previous cases, ‘is’ must be modified into 

‘was’. In addition, this type of error belongs to intralingual error. 

Clause 2b   

I ever had 

Carrier Circ: Extent: Frequency Proc: Att: Intensive 

 

Clause 3a   

It is start 

Goal  Proc: Material 

 

In the interview result, it reveals that there was a mistake made by student 

Z in clause 3a that belongs to intralingual error. Based on the context, it should be 

in a passive form. As a result, the appropriate clause is ‘It was started’. 

Clause 3b 

From I look pict on instagram 

 Senser Proc: Mental: 

Perception 

Phenomenon Circ: Place 

 

There was a mistake made by student Z in writing clause 3b that is 

classified as intralingual error. Since it talks about past event, the verb above must 

be changed into looked. 
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Clause 4a  

There is a girl skin his head but on the back 

side 

 Proc: Existential Existent 

 

Similar to the previous cases, student Z made a mistake in this clause and 

she could correct it. Therefore, since it talks about past event, the ‘to be’ must be 

modified into was. This type of error belongs to intralingual error. 

 

Clause 4b  

And that skin is very unique 

 Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

Based on the interview result, students Z made several similar mistakes in 

using past tense. Since it talks about past event, the ‘to be’ must be modified into 

was. Referring to the mistake in clause 4b, it is categorized as intralingual error. 

 

Clause 4c   

So I told my mom 

 Sayer Proc: Verbal Receiver 

 

Clause 4d   

I want 

Senser Proc: Mental: Volition 
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Similar to the previous mistakes, since it talks about past event, the word 

‘want’ must be modified into wanted. This type of error belongs to intralingual 

error. In discussing this clause when the interview activity, student Z knew the 

verb in clause 4d was wrong. However, she did not discover the past tense of that 

verb. Hence, the other students participated in correcting this clause. 

 

Clause 4e   

Shave my hair like that 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 4f   

And My mom said yes 

 Sayer Proc: Verbal Verbiage 

 

Clause 5a   

But Before I shave my hair 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

In accordance with the previous mistakes, there was a mistake made in 

clause 5a that is classified as intralingual error. Since it talks about past event, the 

word ‘shave’ must be modified into shaved. 

 

Clause 5b   

I really doubtful 

Carrier Circ: Manner: Quality Attribute 
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  There was a mistake made by student Z in clause 5b that belongs to 

interlingual error. Since doubtful is an adjective, it must be started by ‘to be’. 

Thus, the correct clause is ‘I was really doubtful’. Moreover, based on its context, 

clause 5b is categorized as relational process particularly intensive attributive 

process. 

Clause 6a   

Because I am scared 

Circ: Cause: 

Reason 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

It is similar to the previous mistakes, there was a mistake in terms of the 

use of past tense. Since it talks about past event, ‘to be’ must be modified into 

was. This type of mistake is classified as intralingual error. 

 

Clause 6b   

My teacher mad at me 

Behaver Proc: Behavioral  

 

Clause 7a  

But I think 

 Senser Proc: Mental: Cognition 

 

The interview result indicates that student Z corrected the wrong clause 7a. 

The mistake made by student Z is classified as intralingual error. The word ‘think’ 

must be changed into past tense, that is thought. 
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Clause 7b  

I can covered with my long hair 

Actor  Proc: Material Circ: Manner: Means 

 

In writing clause 7b, student Z made a mistake in using modal auxiliary 

that is classified as intralingual error. Can is modal auxiliary verb and it should be 

followed by infinitive. Besides, since it is a recount text, the clause above should 

be ‘I could cover with my long hair’. 

Clause 8a  

After a few days I went to the barber shop 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 

 

Clause 8b   

And I decided 

 Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 8c 

To shave my hair 

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 9a  

On the next days I went to school 

Circ: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Place 
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Clause 9b   

And my friends ask me 

 Sayer Proc: Verbal Receiver 

 

There was a mistake occurred in clause 9b in terms of the use of past 

tense. Besides, it belongs to intralingual error. In retelling the past event, the word 

‘ask’ must be changed into ‘asked’. 

Clause 9c   

Why you cut your hair like this 

 Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

There was an error found in clause 9c that is influenced by Indonesian 

(interlingual error). Based on the interview result, student Z did not figure out the 

error and she could not correct it. Thus, the other students were able to fix it. 

Since it is an interrogative sentence, the appropriate sentence pattern is question 

word +auxiliary + subject + verb. In addition, it must be ended by a question 

mark. As a result, the correct clause is ‘Why did you cut your hair like this?’. 

Clause 9d   

And many friend said 

 Sayer Proc: Verbal 
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A mistake made by students Z in clause 9d that is categorized as 

intralingual error. Since student Z expresses ‘many friend’, the word friend 

should be added +s to indicate the plural noun. The right words are many friends. 

Clause 9e 

It is cool 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 

 

It is similar to the previous mistakes found in student Z’s recount text. In 

retelling the past event, the ‘to be’ must be changed into ‘was’. This type of 

mistake is classified as intralingual error. 

Clause 10a   

But when it is grow up 

  Actor  Proc: Material Range 

 

In this case, student Z knew the mistake, but she seemed to be confused to 

correct it. As a result, similar to the previous cases, in retelling the past event, the 

verb must be changed into past tense. As a result, the correct clause is ‘but when it 

grew up’. Moreover, the error found in clause 1a belongs to intralingual error. 

Clause 10b   

It is not cool anymore 

Carrier Proc: Att: Intensive Attribute 
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Similar to the previous mistakes, there was a mistake found in using past 

tense. In addition, it is classified as intralingual error. In retelling the past event, 

the ‘to be’ must be changed into ‘was’. 

Clause 11a   

And I decided 

 Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 11b 

To cut my hair into short hair 

Proc: Material Goal Circ: Role: Product 

 

Clause 12   

But I never forgot this moment 

 Senser Circ: Extent: 

Frequency 

Proc: Mental: 

Cognition 

Phenomenon 

 

Clause 13a  

That Is my best experience 

Token Proc: Identifying: Intensive Value 

 

Clause 13b  

I ever had 

Carrier Circ: Extent: Frequency Proc: Att: Possessive 
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